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Ab stnct
Very little docum entation exists on the architectur e and constructio n
techniques employed at ear ly colonial establishments in seventeenth-century
Newfoundland. 10 those cases when records have been kept, descrip tions are
ofte n only from the fledgling years of the colonial venture or are vague and
hence. ope n to broad interp reta tion. It is for these reasons tha t arch aeo logical
excavation is vital to our understanding of how colonists constructed the ir
buildings. which tools they used and from where the raw materials originated.
This thes is focuses on seventeenth-century stone construction as reflected
in the archaeo logical remains excavated at Ferryland, Newfoundland (site Are a
C) . The main points of investigation centre on the location of quarry sites used
by ear ly colonists, the dates to which Area Cs structures were construct ed, the
functions of the bui ldings. the various construction techniq ues used in building
these structures, tbe use of slate for roofing. possible Welsh or Devon construction
Influences and several aspects of colonial planning and econ omics. All of these
top ics were resear ched using a combination of geologic survey, artifa ct analysis.
excavation, fieldwork in Britain. the recording or cons truc tion techniqu es an d
study or historical documents.
The results show that Area Cs stone structures were constructed in two
separate phases, one in the 1620s and the second in the fourth quarte r or the
seventeenth century. A massive stone seawall, privy and slate- roo fed sto reho use
constitu ted the first series or stru ctures which were in use until the Dutch raid of
1673. Soon afte r this raid, a secon d structure was erected at Area C and serve d
as a cowbouse-storage shed. This building. like many of the others at Ferryland,
was destroy ed as a resul t of the French attack in 1696.
Both building phases involved the construction of thick slate-stone walls
and flagstone or cobblestone floors. The raw materials for which were obtained
from nearby slate/shale outcrops and a cobblestone beach. Thousands of roof
slate fragments were also found in association with the sto re house destruction.
From these remains it was possible to ascertain the slate sizes used at Area C an d
the various steps involved in the construction of a sla te roo f.
The historical records and arch aeological remains demonstrate that
craftsmen from either Wales or Devon could have bee n Involved in the first
construction phase at Are a C. By studying these stone stru ctures it wasalso
determined why Area Cs wate rfront buildings wer e constructed entirely of stone,
how they played a integral role in the economics and operations of the early
colony and how the changing lives of Ferryiand's colonists are reflected in the
two different construction phases.
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Chapter One
Introduction
1.1 Excavations at Area C
In the small fishing community of Ferryland, Newfoundland, excavations
along the south shore of a sheltered inner barbour known as "The Pool- have
unearthed the remnants of several stone structures in association with a broad
range of seventeenth-century material culture. This site (Area C) contains various
structural remains including stone walls. flagstone and cobblestone floors.
thousands of roof slates. a covered drain, privy and seawall. For such a
substantial group of stone features. it is surprising that they are not represented in
seventeenth-century maps of Ferryland (James Yonge-I663: Map 3). Nor are any
stone waterfront structures mentioned in the early letters from Ferryland's first
governo r, Captain Edward Wynne. who began construction on George Calvert's
"Colony of Avalon" in 1621. Because there is no direct documentary reference
to this part of the colony or succeeding establishments, archa eology is the primary
tool to assist us in its understanding and interpretation.
The stone structures in Area C were built in two separate phases. The first
phase started with the construction of a lengthy stone seawall that served as the
colony's quayside. A massive deposit of fill was added directly south of the
seawall on which a long slate-roofed structure situated parallel to the barbourside
wasbuilL Immediately west of this structure was a stone pri..,. that drained
through the seawall. After the destruction of these first stone features, a second
construction phase focused on a two-bayed outbuilding with a cobblestone floor
immediately south of the previous slate-roofed structure. Both construction
episodes were built with slate and shale from several nearby quarry sites.
Area C's stone structur es are an archaeological anomaly. Nowhere else in
Canada, or even British North America, have such substantial and well-preserved
seventeenth-century waterfront structures been found. The same applies to the
massive stone construction. Even the practice of quarrying and slate roofing is
significant when viewed in an early seventeenth-century context. All these factors
give archaeologists a unique opponunity to study several aspects of colonial
architecture that have until now, only been interpreted through historic records .
From the stone remains at Area C. we can fully comprehend how Fenyl and' s
early British colonists constructed some of their buildings, which tools they used
and from where the raw mate rials originated. likewise, the structures themselves
played an integral pan in the life of this colony and have an importan t story to
tell as to its occupation and function(s).
1.2 Research Qu est ions and Methodology
Seven primary questions have been formulated to assist in the complete
analysis of Area Cs stone features. Each question comprises a specific chapter
dealing with the individual circumstances of which it is composed.
The first main chapter (Chapter 4) encompasses a search for the locatio ns
of quarry sites that wer e used for the construction at Area C This requires an
understanding of the geology in the Ferryland area and the physical prope rties of
slate and shale . A ground search along Fenyland's shoreline identified several
possible quarry sites. Samples were taken from each site and compared with the
raw material used to build the walls, flagstone floors and slate roof at Area C.
Both archaeological evidence and clay tobacco pipe analysis show when these
quarry sites were used and the extent to which the colonists relied upon them .
The next chapter (Chapter 5) develops a dated stratigraphic sequence to
explain how Area C evolved from initial occupations and construction episodes to
its comple te destruction toward the end of the seventeenth century , It also
determines whe the r Area Cs occupation. fill and destru ction layers 6t into
documented change s in Fenyland's history. Through a combination of profile
maps and strati graphic notes. each layer (Even t) was identified and examined
according to its deposition on the site. All applicable events were then da ted
using clay tobacco pipe analysis. The COUect'iOD of pipes used for this study
included more than 5,500 pipe stems, 189 complete pipe bowlsand 39 maker's
marks and designed stems.
Chapter 6 identifies the function{s) of the buildings and stone features at
Area C. The focus of this identification is on the distinct architectural features
and artifact deposits from each structural unit, Once a general determination was
made as to the funetion{s) of each structure, they were compared with
contem porary examples in both Britain and colonial North America. This
comparison was helpful in demonstrating many structural and architectural
similari ties. while also showing bow Area Cs unique construction may be
attributed to particular areas in Britain.
Chapter 7 deals specifica.lly with the techniques and toots involved in the
stone construction at Area C. To understand the techniques employed by
Ferry land' s craftsmen. it was necessary to record and photograph all the visible
construction techniques from Area C s stone remains. This information is used
in conjunction with other sources on stone construction techniques so that a
complete description can be provided for Area C's stone walls and both flagstone
and cobblestone floors. These descriptions are followed by individual discussions
on th e construction of the covered drain. seawall and privy. Most of the tools
needed to build these structures could be ide ntified in Ferryland's earl y
docum ents, exam ples from the Area C iron too l co llection and the A cademy of
AmuHy. published in 1688.
The practice of sla te roofing and the chara cteristics of its construction is
the main focus of Chapter 8. Excavations in se....eral areas of The Pool have
unearth ed evid ence of slat e-roo fed structures at Ferry land. Only the large-scale
exca....atio ns at Area C ha....e uncovered thousands of roof slates left in situ from a
building collap se. These roofing remains were examined for clues to how the roof
was constru cted. The results show that the Area C slates were cut and sbape d to
specific length groupings. suggesting not only that the roof was constructed using
commo n slate roofing techni ques, but there was also a professi.onal slater(s)
working in Ferryland during the seventeenth century. The roof slates for this
study were measured and recorded in inches rathe r than centimetres because this
was the same unit of measurement used by the starers in the seventeenth century .
Welsh and Devon conne ctions to Ferry lan d are discussed in Chapter 9,
along with the potential influences either region bad on Area Cs stone
construction. Historic records indicate that both Welsh and Devon colonists
resided at Ferryland durin g the Calvert proprietorship . Area Cs first
constructio n phase dates to this period and thus its buildings may have been
fashioned using Welsh or Devon construction styles. Research was conducted in
Britain during the fall of 1996 and involved travelling to a variety of locations in
both Wales and Devon, visiting contacts and reviewing published material. Most
of the structural comparisons were conducted in Barmouth , the Welsh Slate
Museum and Museum of Welsh Life in Wales, and Ludbrook, Oovelly and Exeter
in Devon.
Chapter 10 incorporates historic records, archaeological evidence and
research from previous chapters to answer questions dealing with the exclusive use
of stone for Area C's construction, aspects of colonial economics and the
changing lives of Ferryland 's colonists. The waterfront structures at Area C were
constructed under the direction of organised leadership . Whoever planned this
construction had chosen local slate because it was more economical , durable and
suited to the building's function(s). Artifacrual remains found in these structures
also enable archaeologists to determine that Ferryland's proprietors and /or
colonists attempted to diversify the colony's economic base . The two separate
construction phases at Area C even exhibit parallels between communal life at
Ferryland during the early proprietary period and that of private ownership by
individual planter families from the mid-seventeenth century on.
All the above chapters rely on Ferryland's early historic records to assist
in the interp retation of Area C. Most of the documentary references to the
colony, its structures and the surrounding environment c:ome from six letters
written in the early years of the 16205by Edward Wynne. the colony's first
governor, Captain Daniel Powell, who arrived with a second group of settlers in
1622; and Nicholas Hoskins, one of Ferryland' s 1622colonists. Peter Pope
(1993) has compiled these documents as part of a larger databas e pertaining to
seventeenth-century Ferryland. Since many chapters will quote frequently from
two of Wynne's letters. they are reproduced fully in Appendix A.
Cbapler 2
Background History
From early visitations by Beothuk Indians and European fishermen to the
colonial exploits of the Calverts and Kirkes, the community of Ferryland boasts a
varied and colourful past. Nowhere is this history more evident than in the
sheltered inner harbour of The Pool, which is the location of numerous
occupations extending for a period of almost 500 years. The fo llowing discussion
is a brief sketch of Ferryland's early history from its first historical references and
brief occupations, to its Initial colonization in 1621 and complete destruction in
1696. Though Ferryland was resettled soon after, the 1696 destruction serves as a
convenient endpoint for this thesis, since the substantial stone structures at
Area C ceased to be used at this time.
Ferryland is situated on the east coast of the Avalon Peninsula
approximately 80 kilometres south of 51.John's (Map 1). By the early sixteenth
century, the rich fishing grounds off the eastern Avalon attracted a sizable
European contingent of migratory fishermen (Matthews 1973:69). It is around
this time that the name Farilham (eventually corrupted into the English
"Ferryland") first appears on a map drawn by Florentine navigator Giovanni
Verrazano (Tuck 1996:21). This early European fishery was conducted in a shore-
based operation and therefore. crews would have camped near the coast so they
could dry fish. Temporary campsites from a sixteenth century context have been
found immediately atop an early undisturbed beach. indicating that some of these
fishermen frequented Ferry land harbour. Cerami c evidenc e suggests that it could
have been Spanish, Portuguese, Basque or even Norman and Bre ton fishermen
(Tuck 1996:28).
In the same strata as the early European occupation. a series of native
hearths was uncovered in association with stone tools and projecti le points .
Derived from locally obtainable chert, these projectil e points are virtually
identical to others found on Beothuk sites at Russell's Point on Dildo Pond and
Boyd's Cove, Notre Dame Bay (Tuck 1996:27). The temporary nature of the
hearths suggest that the Beothuks were here on a seasonal basis. It is not certain
whether they came to exploit local resources, trade with the Europ eans or pilfer
abandoned fishing stations.
By the 15705,English ships outnumbered the diminishing European fishing
fleet . The growth of the English fishing fleet was due to both the collapse of
Spain and Portugal 's flee t in the la te sixteenth century and internal conflicts
within France (Matthews 1973:71-2). This in turn opened a vast overseas mar ket
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to enterprising English fisherm en, most of whom originated from the West
Country of England . Men from South Devon fished the northern part of the
Avalon, from Old PecUc:an down to Cape Broyle, while those from Bideford and
Bamstaple conce ntra ted aro und the Southe rn Shore from Cape Broyle to
Trepassey (Matthews 1973:231).
Betwee n the years of 1610 and 1618. three different attempts were made to
colonize the Avalon Peninsul a, all with varying degrees of success. The firs t
permanent settlement was in Cupids. Concep tion Bay, establishe d in 1610 by the
London and Bristol Company and governed by John Guy. The Welsh scholar and
poet William Vaughan started a coloey at Renews in 1617 as a cure for the
economic ills of his homeland (Cell 1969:83). One year later, a thir d colony was
set up by Bristol merchants in Harb our Grace and aptly named Bristol' s Hope.
On Augus t 4, 1621 Ca ptain Edward Wynne. accompanied by 11 settlers,
saile d into Ferryl and harbour on behalf of George Calve" (later the first Lord
Baltimore) to begin cons truction on Newfoundl and's fourth colo ny. Calvert
acquired this tract of land from WLlliam Vaughan in the belie f that it would be a
successful colonizing ventur e and later a new home for his family. The
contempo rary reports fro m governor Wynne and others who visited the colony
were filled with praise for the land, its resources and prospects for success .
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Th e first series of structures erected by Wynne and his crew included a "mans ion
bouse - (44 by 15ft) with an attached kitchen room, a tenement, forge. ben house,
well and wharf. Expansion plans continued as Wynne prep ared a plot of land for
a brewhouse and other tenements, began fitting out a quarry, and requested from
Calvert a group of masons. carpe nters. quarrymen, staters, stro ng maids an d
labourers (Wynne 7/28/1622, 8/17/1612). Th e arrival of a second grou p of
settlers with Danie l Powell in 1622 brought the overwinterin g population to 32
(Pope 1993:19).
The first governorship of Ferry land did not last long, for it is believed tha t
Cap tain Wynne left the colony after only four years (Vaughan 1626:Ccc 2) . In the
absence of a governor until at least 1625 and fearing that be would lose all be had
invested, Calvert decided to visit Ferryland in 1627 (Cell 1969:93). This brief
inspection of the colony must have pleased Calvert because in the following year
be return ed with his family and a party of 40 fellow Roman Ca tholic settlers
(Labey Im:505). Th eir Staywas short-lived, however, in part because of French
military harassment and the bitterly cold winter of 16:z.s.29. The Calverts decided
to leave in 1629, but continued to be propri etors of Avalon and main tain ed a
governo r at the colony unti l 1638 (Tuck 1993:294).
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It was at this time that David Klrke, baving recently been grante d the
Island of Newfoundland by Charles 1.claimed Fcnyland as his new base of
operations. Arriving with about 100 settle rs. Kirke was quick to expel the
Calverts' residing governor, Captain William Hill. and take up lodging at the
principal residence (Prowse 1895:155-6). Kirke had many plans to profit from the
Newfoundland fishery and soon began to levy a tax on foreign fishing ships.
collect rents for fishing rooms and charge to issue tavern licenses (pope 1986:
24-5). Not a great deal more is known about Kirkc' s activi ties after 1640 (Cell
1969:117); nevertheless, considering the success of the colony and growth of the
resident fishery during bis 13 years at Ferrylaad, the archaeological component
should be well represented. According to Pope (1986:26), we may even expect to
see some ar chaeological evidence for the reorganization of facilities shortly afte r
his takeover.
Th e end of David Kielce's proprietorship was not due to Newfoundland's
barsb climate or problems of military encr oachment, but from political upheaval
in England. The outbreak of the English Civil war in 1642 start ed a seri es of
events that even tually led to the downfall of the royalist Klrke . In 1651, he was
recalled to London for an official inquiry on the Newfoundland colony and its
administration (Ce ll 1969:121). ~ led to Kirke's imprisonment and the forfeit
of his lands and colonial possessions to the Commonwealth. To ensure that the
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Newfoun dlan d fishe ry and its res ide nt colonis ts were sufficiently managed, the
Interregn um governmen t appointed John Tr ewo rgie as the sole co mmiss ioner in
1653 (Cell 1969:123). These years under Treworgic's leadership saw a grea t deal
of trade with the American colonies because the regular English trade was
crippled by war with Spain (pope 1986:28).
After the restoration of Char les n in 1660. Ferryland was again back in the
control of the Kirke family, in particular, Lady Sara Kirke and several of her sons.
Although the Klrkes no longer bad a legal hold on Ferryland and competing
claims for the prop rietorship came out in the Calve rts favour, they refused to
leave and eventually secured their place at Ferryland (Pope 1986:29).
Ufe a t the colony re main ed uneventful until September of 1673, when four
Du tch warships, under the command of Nicholas Boes. saile d into Ferryland
barbour. The resulting raid "plundered, ruined. fired, and destroyed the
commodities. cattle, bousehold goods, and other stores- (pope 1993:110). This
attack could Dot have bee n a com plete disaster since Dudley Lovelace, govern or
of New York and a pris oner on board on e of the ships, made a claim in 1675 that
the Dutch forc ed Ferry land's inhabitants to band over goods in exchange for not
destr oying the entire se ttleme nt (pope 1986:110).
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A much mor e brutal an d calculate d attac k too k:place in 1696. At the belm.
of this assault was the French commander Pierre Le Mayne D'Iberville. who set
out on a campai gn inte nt on destroyin g all the Englisb settlements alo ng the
Newfoundland coastlin e. Fenyland was the first major community on the Avalon
Peninsula from the staging poin t at Placen tia. The French sailed into Fenyland
har bour and landed about 700 troop s to encircle and cut off the settlement (Pope
1993:151). With the ensuing surrender and failure of the colonists to tak e an oath
to the French king, the raiders destroyed the settlement and burnt everything to
the ground (pope 1993:151). Those DOl take n to Placentia as prisoners were
transported back to England until their return the following year. The year 1696
coincides with the destru ction and disuse of the stone structures at Are a C and
ther efore, marks an end to discussions on Ferrylan d 's history.
IS
Cbapt er 3
Excavatio n Background
Starting in the late nine teenth century, archaeological excavations have
been conducte d at Ferryland in search of the early colony. It was originally
believed to have been situated Oil the mainland of Ferrylan d, yet the settlement's
true location was DOt determined until a careful perusal of seventeenth-century
documents pinpointed it to the south shore of The Pool (Plate 1). SUbsequent
excavations in this area produced rich artifactual an d structural finds dating
throughout the seventeenth century. As excavations continue into the 19905,
archaeologists are beginning to piece together the lives of people who settle d
Feny land more than 350 years ago.
M. F. Howley was the first to report of excavations at Fenyland as far back
as 1880 ( 1979: 124). Though the excavators and excavation site remains unknown.
the artifacts recovered included among other things. a silver snuff-spoon bearing
the letters OK, presumably tha t of George Kirke (Howley 1979:124). In 1937 Dr.
Stanley Broo ks, an entomologist from the Carnegi e Institute in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, tested some areas around The Pool and the adjace nt mainland
(Tuck 1996:24). Rough sketches of his fieldwork showed that Lord Baltimore's
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mansion house was on the mainland of Ferryland (Brooks, unpublished
report:1937) . The opposite conclusions were reported by l.R. Harper in 1959.
with the excavation of a 6 x 6 foot square near the south shore of The Pool.
Artifact finds included mid-to late seventeenth-century pipe bowls, sgraffit o ware,
case bottle glass, deteriorated wood and wrought iron nails. convincing Harper
that part of Calvert's mansion house had been discovered (Harper 1960:111).
Memorial University began test excavations at The Pool in 1968, under
what it now the site of a restaurant, This exposed a slate drainage feature along
with a scatter of seve nteenth-century artifacts (Tuck 1996:24). During the 19705.
R.A Barakat. also from Memorial University, carried out brief excavations to the
east of Harper's test square (Tuck 1996:24).
Of all the small-scale excavations briefly described above , not one bad
provid ed conclusive evidence for the location of Ferryland's early colony. It was
for this reason, along with assessing site potential , that Memorial University began
a second series of excavations in the mid-1980s. Under the direction of Dr . James
A Tuck, excavations were carried out over three years (1984-6) and concentrated
on four specific sites (Areas A-D) . A broad range of seventeenth-century artifacts
was found on all four sites. with structural features in Areas B and C.
Encouraging as these finds were, the excellent preservation and complexity of the
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site indicated that proper excavation would require a major effo rt in both time
and funding (T uck 1993:296) . Th erefore. the site was reluctantly ba ckfilled in
1986.
During the 1984 field season, preliminary underwater excav ations were
condu cted along the south shore of Th e Pool by Roy Skanes and Mark
De ichmann. Their report documents several incidences of dr edging over the past
fiftee n years to facilitate the moo ring and docking of insho re fishing boats, thus
resulting in sea bed disturbance. The dredged sediment was use d as fill to support
a woode n re taining wall encircling the inner harbour (Skan es an d De ichm ann
1984;398). By adding fill behin d the harbour's shoreline. the dred ging crew
inadvert ently ensured the protection and integrity of the colo ny's original seawall,
parts of which were to be uncov ered during future excavations.
Several years later, salvage operations were conducted by M.P. Stap p at
the eastern edge of The Pool road, directly in front of what is now Area F.
A 4 x 1 metre trench revealed seventee nth and elgbteemb-cen tu ry occupation
layers in associatio n with two iden tifiable feature s. Th e first fea tur e comprised a
section of cobblestone pavement; the other. a disturbed ston e wall of a nature
similar to those at Area C (Stopp 1989:ili).
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The spring of 1991 brought new oppo rtunity in the form of a Canada-
Newfoundland Touris m and Hist oric Resources Cooperation Agr ee me ot. This
agre ement provided enough funding to enab le Memorial University to co nduct a
multi-year investigatio n of the Fenyland site an d excavati ons wer e again
undertaken in the summer of 1992. Since the n excavations have continued every
summer. revealing ever mo re evidence of Fenyland's early co lonial period.
A total of seven diffe re nt sites have bee n investigat ed since Me mo rial
Uni versi ty began its first syste ma tic excava tions thirt een years ago (Ma p 2) . Th e
following discuss ion is a brief des cri ptio n an d inte rpretatio n of these areas.
Area A: During the fall of 1984. a small test excavation was conducted at
the western end of The Pool in an attempt to locate fortificati ons tha t could have
been used to defend the settlement from attacks via the mainland. A deposit of
seventeen th-century artifacts was discovered. but no evidence fo r any structural
remains. Considering the depth at which later excavations reveal ed ear ly colonial
remains. it is possible that Area A was not excavated deep enough. This site is
now being considered for additional excavation (Tuck 1996:27).
Area B: The same year tha t Area A was tested, anoth er excavation unit
was opened several metres to the east. Excavations at Area B uncovered pan of
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an early seventeenth-eentury blacksmith shop, which was most likely the same one
mentioned by Wynne in 1622 as having 'been finished thes e five weeks- (Wynne
7/28 /1622). After 1984. Area B was not reopened until ten years later . The 1994
excavation concentrated on fully excavating the blacksmith shop to reveal
structural features and associated work areas. The site contained a stone forge
measuring 1.2 by 1.8 metres. a variety of blacksmith's tools and several post holes
that once held the bellows, anvil and swage. A detailed analysis of the blacksmith
shop is currently underway by Matthew Carter and is expected to be complete in
1997.
After the smithy itself bad been excavated, excavations at Area B extended
to the north, east and west in sear ch of more early colonial remains. At the edge
of the present asphalt roadway, and roughly parallel to it, a section of cobblestone
road was uncovered. Portions of this road have been exposed for about 30
metres, including what may be its western end. The only reliable dating tool for
this feature is a section of stone foundation built a foot or more over its southern
edge. Thi s foundation waspart of a timber-framed structure built in the mid-
seventeenth century which, therefore, postdates the construction of the
cobblestone roadway. It is quite possible that this road is the partial remains of
the 'pretty street" described by Wynne in 1622.
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Beneath these seventeenth-century colonial layers were earlier occupations
by European migratory fishermen and Beothuk Indians. Both occupations were
found in layers predating the advent of the clay tobacco pipe in the 1580s and
therefor e date sometime prior to this. Discussion on the European seasonal
occupatio n and Beothuk presence at Ferryland can be found in the previous
chapte r or in Tuck 1996.
Area C: In 1986. several exploratory trenches were excavated inside a
vacant lot adjacent to the southeas t edge of The Pool. Th ese ini tial excavations
reveale d an abundance of seventeenth-century artifacts. a substan tial slate-ston e
wall and what was believed to be a cellar (Tuck 1989:298). Work was balted that
same year and excavations did not resume until 1992. Over the next four years
excavations expanded to encompass the entire lot and additional segments of town
council land Within this excavation area" many stone structural remai ns were
uncovered. including several walls., flagstone and cobblestone floors, a rectangular
privyand seawall (Figure 5; Plate 2). Analysis of the stone features and
associated artifacts indicate that this area served a variety of functions throughout
the seventeenth century. The first series of structures consisted of a slate-roofed
storehouse, privy and seawall, all in use until the third quarter of the seventeenth
century. As shown by the overlying destruction layers, these structures were
levelled by violent means, likely the result of the Dutch raid in 1673.
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A second construction pbase began shortly thereafter and concentrated
around a two-bayed outbuilding directly south of the early storehouse. The main
structural feature of the new construction was a cobblestone-floored cowbouse or
byre, complete with a drainage channel. tethering posts, and collecting box. A
covered slate drain facilitated the transfer of waste from the cowhouse into the
newly modified privy, which DOW served as a dungpit This new structure was not
occupied for very long. Pipe analysis of the occupation/destruction layers directly
on the cobblestone floor provides conclusive evidence for an occupation confined
to the fourth quarter of the seventeenth century . This second destruction
coincides with the historical record of a French attack in 1696, which resulted in
the razing of the entire settlement. The cowbouse destruction provides physical
evidenceof this attack.
In 1995-96,excavations to the west of Area C uncovered a section of
cobblestone pavement and associated stone features first discovered during the
previous summer. Still only partially excavated, the true nature of these features
is still uncertain. All indications point to a late seventeenth to early eighteenth-
century construction and occupation. Exploratory testing beneath these features
revealed earlier occupation, likely from the Calvert/Kirke era.
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Area D: Th e first solid evidence for a seventeenth-century domestic
dwelling was discovered in 1993. on a vacant stretch of land to the eastern margin
of the settlement, Previous field schools cond ucted by Memorial University in the
1980s had begun excavations at this location (assigned site Area D), but bad
co ncentrated on an overlying nineteenth-century dwelling. Returning to Area 0
in 1993, excavations continued downwar d thro ugh the overlying strata, exposing a
level of bumt boards and planks in association with many seven teen th-ce ntury
artifacts. Excavations in 1994 un covered a substantial stone firepl ace with cobble
hearth measuring S.2S metres wide. The building itself was timbe r-frame d, likely
one and a balf or two stories high and measured roughly 11.7 by S.25 metres
(T uck 1993:3(6). Clay pipe analys is indicates a range of construction and
occupation from the mid-to late seventeenth century. This structure. like those in
Area C. was also destroyed by violent means. Two William ill coins (1694-1702)
found in the destruction layers provide enough evidence to suggest that the bouse
was burned down as a result of the French attack in 1696 rathe r than the earlier
Dutch raid .
A stone-lined well was excavated south of this dwelling in 1994. Extending
down nearl y 7.5 metr es. this carefully built sla te well did not contain any
co nclusive evidence to help pinpo int its da te of constructio n. Yet, the pr oximity of
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both well and bouse features lead us to believe that they were contemporaneous
(Tuck 1993:308).
Area E: In 1993. a small excavation was started atop a conspicuous mound
of earth at the crest of a hill south of the other sites. Situated to provide a
commanding view over the early settlement, this area could reveal some evidence
for the colony's original defences. The most recent cultural layer consisted
mainly of drinking vessels and tobacco pipes dating from the eighteenth century,
suggesting the presence of a tavern or tippling house. Beneath this deposit was
the remains of a substantial earthwork mound dating from the late seventeenth
century . Such a defensive work is consistent with the 1694 fortification of
Ferryland by Captain William Holman, who prepared the colony in case of a
French attack .
Area F: The Historic Sites Division of the Department of Tourism and
Culture purchased the Arch Williams property in 1995. Being the easternmost
property in The Pool, and directly across from Area C. this location has excellent
potential for containing early colonial remains. Work at Area F began at the start
of the 1996 field season and will continue for several years . The most
conspicuous feature uncovered during excavations is a section of cobblestone
road. 3.9 metres wide and continuing 15 metres west before disappearing under
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the asphalt roadway. This featur e may be associated with a similar cobble fea ture
uncovered by Stapp (1989), but cannot yet be stratigraphically joined because of
waterline disturbance. A glass bottle seal bearing the name John Curtis-1695 is
the only dated artifact found atop the road, placing the construction DO later than
this date . Tho ugh it is tempting to associate this seventeenth-century road with
the one encountered at Area B. furthe r work needs to be completed befo re any
conclusive sta tements can be made. The cobblestone roa d at Area B may define
the western limit of the settlem en t and this newly discovere d road may indicate
the eas tern margin. If the two could be joined physically, then we would have a
basic plan of the colony's layout. The first series of structures built in 1621/2
would be to the south of the cobble roadway. Ano ther row of buildings on the
side facing The Pool would likely consist of non-domestic structures such as those
at Area C.
Area G: This site is located west of Area C on property owned by Mr. Ray
Costello and north along a stretch of land parallel to the high tide mark..
Excavations in 1996 concentrated on a 1 x 9 metre north-south trench on the
Costello property. This task did not prove to be a long unde rtakin g since a
cobblestone feature was uncovered runnin g along the entire trench at a depth of
only 4Ocm. Artifacts on the cobble pavement display a da te range from the lat e
seventeenth to early eighteenth cen tury, The artifact types, da te range and de pth
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of deposit coincide with the cobb lestone feature excavated in the west end of
Area C in 1995-96. Several exploratory test pits were dug betwee n Area C and G,
establishing this cobble pavement as a single unit.
Closer to the waterside. several attempts were made at locating additional
preserved segments of the colony 's early seawall. Three small excavations we re
conducted along a stretch of sand fill parallel to the high tide mark and in line
with the direction of Area C's seawall. All three pits exposed well -preserved
sections of stone seawall. The two pits furthes t west also revealed a series of
vertical wooden posts attached with horizontal logs abutting against the seawall,
likely serving as strouders for boats to moor on.
An undistu rbed mid-eighteenth century refuse deposit was found above and
to the south of the seawall remains. The deposit contained a concentrated layer
of wood chips, brick, window glass, animal bone, saltglaze stoneware, creamware
and wine glass fragments. all indicating that a nearby dwelling bouse was in use
up to. but not long afte r the 17805.
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Cha pter 4
Location of Quarry Sites
4.1 In trod uction
·We stand also in need of . . • some lime and tiles for a beginning, whilst
the slate-quarry is in fitting" (Captain Edward Wynne. Augus t 17, 1622).
The a bove statement by the colony's governor Edward Wynne, confirms
that local slate resources were used by Ferryland's settlers, but to what exte nt?
When this lett er was written, the re was both a quarryman (Benjamin Hacker) and
stone layer (James Beu ell) resident at the colony. Wynn e also made a furth er
reque st for six masons, four carpenters, two or three quarrymen and a slater o r
two. Such an ambitious construction project. seemingly focused on utilizing the
local slate resource, wou ld require a large quarry site(s), pre ferably close to the
colony.
Th e remains from Area C prove that more than ODC quarry was needed to
obtain material for these structures. This is shown by the storehouse's two
flagstone floors (P lat e 18) and in the differe nt raw material used to build walls
and make roof slate. Determining the location of these quarries is the first step
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in understanding the procurement patterns and construction techniques employed
during Ferryland's early colonial period.
4.2 Geology of Fenyland
Within the Ferryland area there are three major geologic groupings: the
Signal Hill, St. John's and Conception Groups (Map 5). Both the Signal Hill and
Conception Groups can be eliminated from the search for quarry sites since they
do not contain raw material consistent with the stone remains found at Area C.
This leaves only the 51.John' s Group, which is concentrated along the coastline
and consists of three separa te formations . From these three. both the Fermeuse
and Renews Head Formations contain shale and slate that are suitable for the
kind of ston e construction exhibited at Area C. As indicated on the map . the
Fe rmeuse Formation outcrops along almost the entire shoreline of Ferryland, and
it is within this formation that several possib le quarry sites bave bee n found . The
Re news Head Formati on, though confined to a small geological area, is also the
site of one quarry. Both formations contain a variety of Pre-Cambrian micro -
fossils that were used to identify quarry locations (Hodych and King 1989:26).
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4.2.1 Slate
Slate is a metamorphic rock, meaning it is fonned by great beat and/or
pressure acting on existing rocks to change their nature and composition (Wright
1985:148). Most often, slate beginsas a deposit of fine clay sediments, forming a
mudstone. Increased deposition over time causes greater pressure and/or heat,
resulting in a physical change in which the mudstone reforms in lines parallel to
the way the rock lies- the bedding plane. The deposit is now shale. Further
pressure and great heat causes a chemical change where the original clay minerals
break down into mica and feldspar, forming the main constituents of the new
rock- slate . The slate is now reformed along an entirely different plane from the
bedding plane, called the plane or cleavage (Williams 1991:3). This natural
cleavage allows slate to be split into long thin sections, making it popular for
roofing, flooring and walling . When slate is used to construct walls, it is referred
to as slate-stone (Wright 1985:148).
4.3 Field Survey and Site Identification
As mentioned above. the construction at Area C required the use of more
than one stone quany. My investigation focused on discovering possible quarry
sites by first outlining a reasonable parameter for slate procurement in the
surrounding area A distance between 1 and 2 kilometres was chosen because of
the proximity of many slate outcrops along Ferryland's coastline. A logistical
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focus on suitable landing areas wasalso necessary because transport of stone from
the shoreline outcrops to the colony could be achieved with much greater ease by
water . Boats would be necessary to transport slate because Fenyland had no
roads at this time . Colonists did have pack animals and suitable land transport
vehicles. but to prepare land for even a rough trail to the quarry would be very
labour intensive and unnecessary given a suitable alternative.
The next step was to begin a ground search, locate several sites, take
samples from each site and then concentrate on the logistics of each location to
narrow the possibilities down. During the 1995 field season. Memorial Universi ty
geologist Dr. Art King. Dr. James Tude. Cathy Mathias and I completed an initial
ground search along Fenyland's shoreline. An expanded search was conducted
in the fall of 1996 with Brent Murphy and Colleen O'Keefe. Map 6 identifies the
locations revealed during the ground searches. The results are as follows:
Site One: Several hundred metres east of The Pool there are a few smaU
outcrops along a stretch of beach parallel to the lighthouse road. Samples taken
from the outcrops exhibit good cleavage properties but no recognisable bedding
plane or fossil impressions. The quantity of slate in this area is also small
compared with the other quarry sites. Site one has the advantage of proximity to
the colony, but lacks a decent landing area.
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Site Two: A few large outcrops are situated northwest of The Pool along a
stretch of beach parallel to the main road (Plate 3). Most of the quarried
samples from this area display numerous oval markings and depressions that
coincide with examples of Pre-Cambrian micro-fossils representing ancient micro-
planktonic organisms (Hodych and King 1989:26). These outcrops are more sbaJe
than slate because both fossil deposition and natural cleavage occur on the same
bedding plane. A comparison with the walling material from Area C provides an
excellent match, displayingidentical bedding planes and fossil remains. (Plate 4).
Considering its proximity to the colony, large supply of raw material and suitable
beach for landing. this site would have been used for an early stone quarry.
Site Three: Located further north up the coastline from site two is a small
sheltered cove with a cobble beach (Plate 5). Outcrops are situated to the north
and south of this beach and are composed of greyish-blue slate with excellent
cleavage properties. One outcrop , from which most of the samples were taken.
appears to have been cut into terraces similar to large-scale open quarries in
England and Wales (Plate 6). The slate samples have a bedding plane that is
perpendicular to the plane of cleavage and no fossils are present. In fact, the
colour , bedding plane and plane of cleavage are identical in both the quarried
samples and roof slate collections from Area C. suggesting that this is the site
from which the early colonists obtained their slate for roofing (and possibly
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flooring, gravestones, etc.). Of all the sites surveyed. this one combined the best
quality slate with comparable cleavage properties.
Site Four: Roughly one-half kilom etre southwest of Area C is the founh
poss ible quarry site . This location has a sandy beach and a large shale / slate
outcrop. The samples from this outcrop have poor cleavage properties and would
have been suitable only for building walls. Still, it is very unlikely that this area
was ever used by the builders at Area C. This is because the fossil remains that
are so prevalent in the Area C stones ar e Dot present in this outcrop. Site four
(and five) is also at a disadvantage owing to its southerly location. If quarrymen
were working in this area, they would have had to unload their cargo somewhere
along the southern edge of the tombol o beacb that joins Ferryland Head with the
rest of the mainland Then, the stone would have been loaded on a cart or sled
and transported to the work site. Slate from quarry sites one through three could
have been unloaded right at the work site .
Site Five: South of site four is another cove with several large outcrops.
This site does not have a good beach for landing boats, but the large outcrops
contain a mixture of slate and shale, some of which are suitable for walling and
roofing. However, sample s from site five display a bedding plane on a 45-degree
angle from its plane of cleavage . This is quite different from both the roof slate
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collections and samples from quarry site three, in which the two planes are
perpendicular.
4.4 Preparations for Ferrylaod's Quarry
The term -quany" is used in the most basic sense to refer to an area in
which a quantity of raw material was obtained for construction purpose s.
Whether slate was actually cut from outcrops or just collected from piles of slate
scree is uncertain; both techniques were probably practiced . The colony bad only
one quarryman in 1622. Therefore. it is likely that prior to the major construction
phase (including the seawall and waterfront structures) slate was cut from
outcrops and collected from scree piles. Upon the arrival of the requested
masons, staters and quarrymen. a great deal more raw material was needed to
accommodate the new construction and thus. slate procurement focused on
quarrying directly from the outcrops.
Wynne's description of a "quarry in fitting" is a puzzling statement
considering that the surrounding slate outcrops could be quarried with little
difficulty . In old Englisb, the word fitting means "to make fit or suitable ; to
make ready, prepare- (Oxford Englisb Dictionary 1989:975). What work or
preparation bad to be completed before slate could be quarried and transported
back to the colony? If slate was to be cut directly from the outcrop instead of
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collected from the scree piles. then a quarryman may have found it necessary to
remove some weathered material before beginning his work.. Likewise. this
reference to -fitting- may indicate that the quarry site was fitted with a crude
wharf to load boats with slate. A wharf would have ensured that slate was loaded
safely onto waiting boats without having to worry about damaging the vessel or
losing cargo.
Another distinct possibility is the construction of a work site near the slate
outcrop, especially if the slate was to be used for roofing and flooring. Open
fronted. roofed structures are common in the older Welsh slate quarries. within
which two or three men would work splitting and trimming slate (Roberts
1989:20). If the Ferryland quarry had such a building. large slate blocks could be
brought to the site and then reduced to roof slates and flagstones. This would be
much more efficient because all the cutting, sbaping and trimming was done at
the quarry and only the finished product was transported back to the colony. As
stated previously, site three was the quarry used to obtain Area Cs roof slate.
Therefore, future testing in this area could uncover evidence for such a structure
and the debris associated with it,
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4.5 Quarries an d Colonists
The proximity of many slate outcrops along Ferryland's coastline played
an important role in the decision to use this construction material throughout the
seventeenth century. The colonists and craftsmen involved in Fenyland's various
construction projects needed stone of different properties according to the
specified job. When building chimneys, cellars. foundations and wells. any kind of
crude slate or shale was sufficient. while cut and squared blocks of good quality
slate were necessary for making roof slates and flagstone floors. As a result,
several different quarry sites had to be available if construction was to be
completed in a professional manner.
The ground search described above identified two of these quarry sites.
One contained large quantities of shale /slate suitable for constructing walls (site
two). The other site bad slate with cleavage properties ideal for roof slate
productio n (site three). A comparison of samples from each site with the stone
remains at Area C confirmed that both quarries were in use during the
seventeenth century. In fact, these quarries can be directly associated with the
first phase of construction at Area C. which Chapte r 5 dates specifically to the
16205. Quarry site two supplied stone for wall construction and facing for the
quayside, wbereas the store house roof was constructed using slate from quarry site
three .
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Site three may even be the loca tion of governor Wynne 's ' quarry in
fitting" described in 1622. Remember tha t Wynne state d a desire for lime and
tiles (both materials for roofing) while the quarry was being pre pared. This
statement suggests that the quarry in fitting wasto be used for roo fing
Ferryland' s buildings. The presence of many roof slate fragme nts in ear ly
occupation layers from Areas B, C. F and G show a general trend toward slate
roofing during the Calvert proprietorship (for funbe r reference. see Chap ter 8).
Since slate from quarry three was used at Area C. it is reasonable to assume that
slate from this site also roofed many of Ferryland's other ear ly buildings.
This discussion on quarry sites also includes the store house's flagstone
floors, which were constructed in two separate phases using different techniques
and raw materials. The first floor was laid with natural-edged light blue stone,
whereas the second adjoining floor is of dar ker square-cut slate. Obviously, the
first floor was constru cted at the time of the building's first construction, bUI to
what date can we attribute the second? Slate used on this seco nd floor is
identical in physical appearance to the roof slate tha t covered the building. This
suggests two possibilities . First, the construction of the storehou se and original
floor was in progress before the arrival of the requested maso ns and state rs, who
then used the diffe ren t slate to add an extension to the floor and roof the
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building . Otherwise, the later floor is a separate event from the first phase of
construction and was laid by different craftsmen using the same roof slate quarry .
After the destruction of Area C's first structures in the third quarter of the
seventeenth century, a new stone building wasconstructed with thick slate-stone
walls similar to the first. Instead of relying exclusively on a nearby slate outcrop.
these new builders also re-used some stone from the storehouse wall collapse.
Therefore, the analysis and identification of any new quarry sites associated with
this second construction would be both problematic and beyond the scope of this
thesis .
Recent excavations to the west of Area C have unearthed the remains of
other slate-roofed stone structures located alongside Ferryland 's original quayside
(see Chapter 8, section 8.3). If the chronology of these structures corresponds
with that from Area C. then it is likely that these waterfront buildings were
constructed by the same craftsmen using the quarry sites described above . Future
excavation in this area will not only help delineate the parameters of Ferryland's
seventeenth-century waterfront, but also show the extent to which the early
craftsmen relied upon nearby slate quarries.
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Cha pter 5
Dating the Seq uence of Construction
5.1 Introduction
Establishing a sequence of construction for Area C's features required a
thorough study of the site fo rmation processes. a dated stratigraphic sequence and
an analysis of historic documents. All stratigraphic layers were first identifi ed
through profile maps and then examined according to its deposition on the site.
Those layers that played an important role in the development of Area C were
further selected for dating purposes. Occupation. destruction. and fill layers were
da ted using a combination of pipe bore. bowl and maker's mark analysis . Other
less specifically dat able artifacts. such as cerami cs and glass were excluded
because of the large size of the collections.
This chapter develops a dated stratigraphic sequence to explain how Area
C evolved from its initial occupation in the sixteen th century to its total
destruction at the e nd of the seventeenth century. It also determines wbether
Area C's deve lopment fits into documented changes in occupation /destruction at
Ferryland. As a starting point, a summary of Area C's stratigraphic/construction
sequence is prese nted be low, followed by a detailed discussion of the evidence for
this reconstruction.
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S.2 Stratigraphic/Construction Sequence
Prior to any European contact, Area C was a gently sloping sand and
gravel beach (Event 12). The first European occupation was found directly on
this beach and consisted of a few scattered fragments of NormanfBreton pottery
likely deposited during seasonal fisheries in the sixteenth century. Next came the
West Country fishermen, who established summer fishing stations along
Ferryland's shoreline. Several layers (Events 11. 26. 110) represeot this seasonal
visitation and/or the early colonial occupation. The tightly dated pipe samples
taken from these events indicate that they must have been buried sometime in the
16205. The thick layer that capped this early occupation involved a great deal of
organized labour and time. Event 8 and its comparable layers throughout Area C
(Events 7. 40. 229. 232. 296 and Stratum 3[3a] ) are comprised mainly of fill taken
from the nearby hillside to the south and vary in thickness from more than a
metre in the north of Area C to only a few centimetres thick in the far south.
This till layer must have been depos ited to level the land for building. A long
stone retaining wail to the north was the first structural feature built in Area C
Marking the northernmost limit of the se ttlement's waterfront, this retaining wail
(seawall) protected the newly reclaimed land to the south, but also served as a
stone quay.
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While Ar ea C was being infilled, a rectangular sto ne-line d pri vy was
incorporated into the original construction, This feature bas two drainage
openings at floor level in its north end tha t run through the seawall and ou t into
the barbour. Despite the fact tha t the privy was designed to be 'flusbed" by tidal
action. the lowes t layers of deposited refuse da te from the 1620s-40s {Events 111
and 114).
A large rect angular structure, most likely a storehouse , was constructed
dire ctly eas t of the privy and parallel to the seawall. The storehouse occupa tion
layers (Events 6 and 44) display a variety of artifa etual materi al, dating from the
first to third quarter of the seventeenth century. During this ear ly period of
Ferryland's colonization. the sto rehouse, privy and seawall were the only
structures at Area C. Tbe precise year to when these features were built cannot
be det ermined. but archae ological and historical evide nce p laces the construction
within the Calvert pe riod (16205). Occupation of these waterfront premise s
continued (though with new administration and possible mino r structural changes)
until the early 16705.
On September 4, 1673 the Dutch sailed into Ferry land harbour and
·plundered, ruined, fired and destroyed the comm odities, cattle, household goods,and
other stores- (Pope 1993:110) . This is believed to be the cause of the
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storehouse's destruction (Events 9. 16 and Stratum la), disuse of the privy
(Levels 1. 2 and 3 (1986]) and coUapse of the stone seawall (Events 13 and IS).
A second construction phase started soon after the Dutch attack and began with
the additi on of fill (Events 20.250 and 252) to the southern end of Area C upon
which to build a new structure. This secon d structure may have been built south
of the storehouse because of flooding which still occurs today during high tides.
All structural evidence indica tes that this building served as a combination
cowbouse-stcrage shed. The construction of the cowhouse section of this building
requ ired that a slate drainage channe l be placed through both walls of the
structure so that waste could be channelled into the old privy feature.
The occupation and destruction layers from the cowhouse (Events 4S and
33) provide a tight set of dates for this building. AU of the pipe bowls. for
example, were manufactured during the founh quarte r of the seve nteenth century,
suggesting a construction dat e after the Dutch raid of 1613 and destructio n late in
the century, probably during the French attack of 1696. The destruction of the
settl ement in 1696 marks the end of discussions on occupation around the
Ferry-land Poo l.
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S.3 Clay Pipe Analysis or Area C"s Events
5.3. 1 Da ting with pipes
Although relian ce on a single artifact class for dating an archa eological site
is fraught with proble ms, only tobacco pipes bold the promise of dating events
close enough to answer questions of chronology at Area C. The English clay
tobacco pipe is by far the most useful and universal dating tool availab le to
historic: archaeologists today. Starting aro und the 1570-805. clay pipes began to be
produ ced in England for the fashionable habit of tobacco smoking and by the
early seventeen th century the pra ctice had become commonplace (Noe l Hume
1969:296). The widespread use of these pipes until the ear ly twentieth century, as
well as their low cost and fragile nature. explain why such vas t quantities of
fragments tum up during excavations at historic sites.
A grea t deal of research has been done to utilize this artifa ct as a potential
datin g tool. Pipe stem analyses by Harrington (1954) and Binford (1961) have
provided a basic method for dating sites using pipe stem bore diam ete rs. which
undergo a regular reduction in size from 1620 to 1800. All stem bole diam eters
are measured according to 64ths of an inch. 9 being the largest and 4 the smallest.
For this thesis, pipe stem fragments from each stratigraphic layer were measured.
tabulated and plotted according to Harrin gton's bar chart and Binford 's straight
line regression formula (Appen dix C). Though there has been some speculation
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on the validity of the Binford formula (Hanson 1971) it is used simply to display a
mean date in relation to the more accurate dates provided by pipe bowl analysis.
Whereas the diameter of anyone pipe stem fragment can date throughout
a broad time span. the pipe bowl is confined within a specific period of
manufacture and can often be connected to individual pipe makers or particular
regions of Europe. Pipe bowl shapes. styles and maker 's marks have been
studied extensively in both European and Colonial American contexts and are
thus useful for precise dating of archaeological sites (for complete works . refer to
Atkinson 1969; Noel Hume 1969; Oswald 1975; Pope 1988 and Walker 1977). All
of the pipe bowls and marker's marks used to date Area C's stratigraphic
sequence are described in Appendix B.
Other artifact classes including ceramics and glass are also useful for dating
archaeological sites, yet their date ranges are so broad that they can often only be
placed within a particular century. This is especially true for many ceramics
found during excavations at Ferryland. Whether it is an early seventeenth-century
occupation layer or late seventeenth-century destruction episode, most ceramic
sherds cons ist of a variety of North Devon eanhenwares, German stoneware and
tin glaze eanhenware. Glass fragments are somewhat more useful than ceramics .
In cases where enough of a glass vessel remains to distinguish the form or style. it
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can often be placed within an evolutionary series and confined to a specific date
range (for examples , see Noel Home 1969; Bickerton 1984). Nevertheless, the
vast majority of both ceramic and glass fragments from Area C cannot be
confidently dated to any isolated period and therefore, a careful analysis of the
large number of fragments from the collections would not contribute significantly
to this discussion.
5.3.2 Event system
Excavations at Ferryland were recorded using the Event system instead of
the traditional system of strata This system of stratigraphic notation was
necessary because the stratigraphy encountered during excavations differed
according to the excavation unit and often varied over large areas . Therefore,
each layer was given an individual consecutive number (event) , since each is the
product of something that happened during the formation of the site (Tuck
1993:297). When excavation units were finaUyconnected. many different events
proved to be the same layer and were simply combined into one stratigraphic
episode .
5.3.3 Early occupations
The earliest datable evidence for European occupation at Area C is from
the seasonal West Country fishermen and/or the early colonial occupation.
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Events 11. 26 and 110 represent this early cultural deposit and contain few
artifacts beside scattered pieces of pipe, ceramic and glass. Both Event 11 and
110 are spread out over much of the site and contain considerably fewer artifacts
than Event 26. which is a localized deposit to the west of Area C (Figure 1). It is
possible that Events 11 and 110 represent a scattered deposit from the early
fishermen who used Ferryland barbour prior to Calvert's attempt at an organized
settlement.
Though neither Event 11 nor 110 contain any pipe bowl fragments. pipe
stem analysis of the nine recovered pieces confirm an early occupation, with 56%
of the stems measuring 9/64 of an inch in diameter. Such a small sample is Dot
statistically convincing, but is used merely to point out the general trend of pipe
bore sizes in these events. Yet, one must be wary of the limitations of pipe stem
formula dates, especially in the absence of pipe bowl fragments, maker's marks
and other contemporary deposits from which to calibrate your dates . This is
illustrated in the stem fragments from Event 26, which have a mean date of 1662-
much later than other objects from this layer and considerably later than dates for
layers deposited directly above it. Compare this with the six pipe bowls from
Event 26 (Plate 7), which are all early seventeenth-century styles (1610-40) in
addition to one moulded stem fragment from a Raleigh pipe (1620-50). Event 26
is immediately capped by fill layer Event S.also an early seventeenth-century
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deposit and therefore dates prior to Area Cs first construction phase in the
1620s.
5.3.4 Infilling and initial construction
Event 8 and its counterpan Stratum. 3(3a), consist of an extens ive depos it
of fill distrib uted over most of Area C Dependin g upon the excavation unit. this
fill layer was anywhere from more than a metre to only centimetres thick and was
deposited to reclaim the beach front and level the area for building. Though
Event 8 (Stratum 3(3a) · 1986) is the common reference to this filling, the varying
nature of several strata within this larger depos it have been separa ted into
different events to recognize the fact that they are discrete fill layers (E vents 7.
40. 229, 232, 296). For both Eveot 8 and Stratum 3(3.), pipe bore. bowl and
maker's mark anal ysis provided marginal results at best. This is beca use neither
layer represen ts a discrete deposit When immediately capped by stone walls and
flagstone floo rs. the fill layer remained undisru.rbed but in those are as where it
was left uncovered, subsequent infilling and structural additions caused a mixing
and disturbance of the depos it
Due to this discrepancy in the dating seque nce, the contemporaneous till
layers were relied upon to provide a date range for Area Cs major infilling.
Since Events 40 and 232 are essentially sterile loads of fill dumped into Area C.
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the numbers of artifacts would not be expected to be substantial. Only one pipe
bowl from each layer was discovered. That from Event 40 dates between 162~O
and that from Event 232 between 161040. Likewise. Events 229 and 296
contained no pipe bowls, but the majority of stem fragments were 8/64 of an inch
bore diameter, placing their deposition within the first balf of the seventeenth
century. Additional support for dating these deposits was taken from Event 147,
an initial occupation layer directly above Event 8 (pipe bowl date of 1610-1640)
and in the occupation floors of the storehouse and lowest layers of the privy,
which were undoubtedly deposited after the fill was added. This episode of
infilling fits very well with Captain Wynne's early practice of using earth to
reclaim "void or waste ground- (Wynne 7/28/1622). Not only do the dates
coincide, hut the work itself was a massive undertaking that required organization
and a considerable labour force, two things that were present during Wynne's
governorship.
This evidence would place the construction of the seawall , privy and
storehouse to the same period. Pipe bore analysis from the lowest layers of the
privy feature are of the larger bore diameters (especially 8/64~) and the pipe
bowls date from 162tl4Q (Plate 8). Tuck (1993) mentions a concentration of
"case" bottle glass and lack of "onion" bottle glass in the lower privy layers .
This is relevant in that the latter type of bottle begins to appear on British North
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American sites in the 1640s. One item of a rare and unusual nature is the small
wax impression from a signet ring that was also found in the privy (plate 9).
Bearing the impression of the Immaculate Heart of Mary , pierced with an arrow
and complete with three drops of blood below a weeping eye, such Roman
Catholic symbolism would have most likely found its way into the privy during
George Calvert's proprietorship (Tuck 1993:303-4).
Situated directly parallel to the seawall and east of the privy is a large
rectangular stone storehouse partially floored with state flagstones and partly of
hard-packed earth. Both occupation floors (Events 6 and 44) display a variety of
pipe bowls dating from the first to third quaner of the seventeenth century (Plate
10). Pipe bore analysis also shows a similar date . Of the two maker's marks and
one moulded stem in these events, only the Uuellin Evans pipe (1661..s8)
provides a date later than 1640. The above results are suitable for providing a
range of occupation for the storehouse. but to establish a firm construction date
one must look to other sources .
From a letter dating August 17. 1622Captain Wynne requested six masons,
two or three quarrymen, a slater or two, four carpenters, and a lime burner. A
quarryman and stone layer were already residing at the colony during this time
and a slate quany was being fitted. Chapter 7 explains that the construction at
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Area C was completed by professional craftsmen. possibly the ones requested by
Wynne in 1622. The lack of reference to these waterside features in the detailed
early documents and shortage of tradesmen for such an ambitious task, suggests
that these structures were not built until at least 1623 (whe n the documentary
sources become scarce) .
Compar ative architectural features also suggest an ear ly seven teenth-
century construction da te for the sto rehous e. The privy feature was constructed
beside the storehouse and shares its eastern wall with part of the storehouse 's
western end. Likewise, the thick, light blue flagstone floor of the privy is identical
to that of the storehouse floor . Even the technique of laying the floors , uncut
flagstones with cobb les and slate fragments in the interstic es, are the same. Most
likely they were construct ed by the same craftsmen. Therefore. by association the
construction of the privy coincides with that of the storehouse.
In fact, all three structural features (seawall, privy and sto rehouse) that
make up the waterfront premises were undoubtedly constructed under the
direction of organized leade rship . The dating evidence cited above points to an
early seventeenth-century construction, specifically to that of the Calvert period.
These structures were not present until at least 1623, but they would have been
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completed before the Calvert families "desertion" of the colony in 1629. This
securely places the initial construction at Area C from between 1623 and 1629.
5.35 Destruction of the waterfront premises
According to the stratigraphic sequence, the next major episode at Area C
was the destruction of the storehouse, disuse of the privy and collapse of the
seawall. Events 9, 16 and Stratum la clearly portray the sudden and violent
destruction of the storehouse, characterized by a layer of shattered rock, roof
slate, wood charcoal, ceramics. pipes and glass (Figure 2; Plate 11). likewise, the
privy's stratigraphy contains a thick deposit of shattered rock, roof slate
fragments and many cannonballs (Plate 12). From the collection of historical
documents on Ferryland, we know that the colony was attacked twice in the
seventeenth centu ry, first by the Dutch in 1673 and later by the French in 1696.
To which, if either, does this destruction correspond? Pipe analysis from the
occupatio n floors of the storehouse show that it went into disuse sometime during
the third quart er of the seventeenth century. To investigate the suggestion that
this destruction is the physical representation of the Dutch raid requires an in-
depth look at all the pipes from Area C s first destruction episode.
The storehouse destruction layer contains the largest number of pipes
found from any event in Area C. More than 3.000 stem fragments and 87
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complete/near complete bowls were identified as coming from Events 9. 16 and
Stratum lao The designation of three separate events was necessary in the initial
phases of excavation until they could be joined stratigraphically. Even if
connecting these events to one episode in Area C's history were not
stratigraphically possible, pipe analysis sbowed this to be the case (Appendix B).
To test the validity of the Dutch destruction hypothesis, all three events were
analysed separately to determine if the results indicated similar dates .
Using Harrington's bar chart, all three events display the appropriate
percentages for the 1650-80 grouping, with mean dates ranging between 1~70.
Pipe bowl analysis provided results similar to the stem dating. with most of the
pipes dating within the third to fourth quarter of the seventeenth century. There
are two points to mention when discussing pipe bowls from this destruction. First.
a few pipes dating from 161040 were found. but can be explained by the
immediate collapse and intermingling of this destruction layer with small areas of
occupational refuse in the storebouse. Second, upwards of 50% of pipe bowls in
all three events are of a particular style. According to Grant and Jemmett (1985),
this pipe style is identified to Bamstaple manufacture, dating from 1660-1710
(Plate 13). If the dates for this style are accurate, and the events from Area C
confirm this, then such information is an important indicator of heavy trade ties
with North Devon during this period of Ferryland's history. Similar results were
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substantiated by Pope (1988), in his study of Area B pipes. As will be shown in
Chapter 9. these ties with North Devon may also be demonstrated in the
architecture at Area C
Identifiable maker 's marks and decorated pipe stems also fit within the
proposed 1673 destruction. Many exhibit raised relief Fleur de Lys stamps or
other designed varieties, with one Raleigh pipe fragment and a WE stamp
attributed to William Evans (1660-82). One markers mark. SA RVM. is stamped
on the beels of four pipes similar to the 1~1710Bamstaple pipes. Oswald
identifies such a mark as Bamstaple manufacture (1969:134). Also. Grant and
Jemmett's article states that the BA RVM lettering is actually Bamstaple's Latin
abbreviation (1985:470). The same pipe mark was also found during excavation
of a seventeenth-century planter's house in Renews, Newfoundland under the
direction of Stephen Mills. Parks Canada. According to Mills (personal
communication:1996), this pipe fragment was found in the wall collapse of the
house, which date s to the 16605.
All the pipe analysis techniques from these first destruction layers show
that the storehouse was not destroyed until after 1660. When thes e results are
incorporated with archaeological evidence from the privy, it proves that the first
destruction episode at Area C is correlated with the Dutch raid . For example, all
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16 pipe bowls in the upper stratigraphy of the privy (Levels 1. 2 and 3 (1986])
were dated specifically between 1660 and 1680. These three layers were filled
with wall rocks. roo f slate fragments and more than two dozen cannon shot of five
different sizes, indicating either that some of the storehouse collapsed into the
privy or that this debris wasdumped {into the privy] as some sort of clean up
effo rt. Th e prese nce of so many cannon balls. in association with the structural
debris , imp lies tha t they were connected to a violent destruction somewhere
betwe en 1660 and 1680. The only known violen t attac k on Ferryland that fits this
date range was the Dutch raid in 1673. Furth er suppo rt for this theory W 3 ,§
provided when the occupation and destruction layers deposited after the first
destruction were dated. thus, completing the chronological sequence of
seventeenth-century construction, occupation and destructioo at Area C.
5.3.6 Seco nd construction
Area Cs second construction phase did not occur until the fourth quarte r
of the seventeenth century . Construction efforts were concentrated directly south
of the sto rehouse. but included part of its southern wall, which was modified and
the n used for part of the new building. Th e re-use of the earlie r storehouse wall
provides a clear separation between each ep isode of occupatio n. because the
seco nd phase of construction could not have taken place until the storehouse was
no longer in usc.
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Architectural evidence in the new outbuilding points to its partial use as a
livestock shelter. The eastern half of this structure contains a cobblestone floor
with a drainage channel, post holes that once held tethering POSts. a collecting box
and outside drainage system. all of which were functional parts of a seventeenth-
century English cowhouse or byre . Events 45 and 33 provide a tightly dated range
for the occupation and destruction of this building (Figure 3). Similar to the
earlier storehouse destruction layers, these events also includ e a large number of
Barnstaple pipes dated 1660-1710. In fact, 20 out of 25 pipe bowls (80%) were of
this style. Such a high concentration of this pipe style skewed the pipe bore
results for these events, as most are 7/64 M bore diameters.
The remaining five pipe bowls from the cowhouse date from the late
seventeenth to early eighteenth century and not one can be dat ed to before 1680.
Those pipe bowls dating 1660-1680, which were so prevalent in the privy and
storehouse destruction layers, are totally unrepresented in the later cowhouse
occupation . This suggests that the 1660-1710Bamstaple pipes were not deposited
until the fourth quarter of the seventeenth century and therefore. Area Cs
second construction dates to this period .
The above pipe results suggest an occupation and destruction confined
from the fourth quarter of the seventeenth century to the early eighteenth century.
S4
Within this date range is the documented destruction of Ferryland by the French
in 1696. It can be argued that this cowbouse was constructed soon after 1673.
only to be demolished by the French some twenty yean; later . However, several
makers marks, along with the wide date range for the Bamstaple pipes , could
push the occupation date to as late as the early eighteenth century.
It is my belief. however. that the cowhouse destruction is a clear
representation of the French raid in 1696. Situated directly above this deposit is
another fill/occupation layer designated as Event 25 in 1993 (Figure 4). Pipe
analysis points to an ear ly eighteenth-century occupation for this event.
Therefore, if this layer began to be deposited in the early eighteenth century , then
the basic principle of stratigraphy dictates that the layer below it is of an earlier
period . The stra tigraphic provenience of these two deposits even helps explain
the presence of some intrusive material (several pipe make r's marks from the
eighteenth century) in the Event 45 destruction.
One final indicator of the date for the cowhouse destruction is from a
single peculiar artifact found directly on its floor . An almost complete short-
stemmed pipe. with a vasiform bowl and incised decoration was originall y believed
to be of native American origin (Plate 14). The identification of this pipe
changed upon discovering a similar pipe excavated in a slave cemetery in
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Barbados and classified as late seventeenth-century West African (Handler
1983:246). This led to a series of hypotheses on bow such a pipe (or its African
owner) could have made its way to Ferryland. It was not until the spring of 1996.
with the assistance of Kevin McAleese, Steve Mills and Charles Bradley , that a
match was found to this strange pipe. Two such pipes, one almost an exact
duplicate to the cowhous e pipe, were uncovered during underwater excavation of
the Saphire in Bay Bulls, Newfoundland (Plate 14). Both pipes were attributed to
North African manufacture (Bradl ey, personal communication:1996). Yet, this
does not necessarily indicate the ethnicity of its owner. for the style of these pipes
enabled the smoker to separate the bowl from the stem (probably wood or reed)
when not in use and had practical applications for professi ons such as sea-faring
(Bradl ey, personal communication:1996). With the wreckage found just 40
kilometr es from Fenyland harbour, the Saphireonce served as naval frigate that
was later burned by her crew during the French attacks in 1696. This provides a
convincing date for the Ferryland pipe and also strengthens the argument for the
cowhouse destruction in 1696.
5.4 Links to Documented Changes at Ferryland
Now that a stratigraphic sequence bas been established, the layers dated
and the construction phases for Area C's features determined, are there any links
with documented changes of occupation /destruction at Ferryland? The simple
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answer to this question is "yes: As shown earlier in this chapter, the infilling
and initial construction at Area C coincide with the period of the Calvert
occupation. David Kirke and his family were the next proprietors at the colony,
but none of the structures at Area C can be directly attributed to the first decades
of the Kirke period . Still. the addition of a second flagstone floor in the
storehouse, constructed using a different raw material and construction style than
the original floor, suggests a change in occupation at Ferryland. Considering that
Pope (1986:26) believes some sort of reorganization of facilities occurred soon
after Kirke 's takeover, this new floor may be a physical manifestation of that
reorganization.
It has been argued that the storehouse destruction was the result of the
Dutch raid in 1673. Soon after this destruction, a new two-bayed outbuilding was
constructed south of the collapsed storehouse . It was possibly the Kirke family
who had this structure built, for Lady Kirke and several of her sons were in
possess ion of much of tile property around The Pool. Who would have required
such a structure more than the Kirkes, with a 1677 census showing roughly 50% of
the community 's livestock belonging to various members of the Kirke family
(Pope 1986:126)?
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Whoever bad ownership of this outbuilding, it was not in their possession
for very long. Pipe analysis provided a late seventeenth-century destruction date,
coinciding with the French attack in 1696. Re-occupation of the area in the late
seventeenth and early eighteenth century sealed this destruction episode and thus
marks an end to the discussion of Area Cs construction sequence.
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Chapter 6
Identification and Functio n of Area C's Structures
6.1 Introduction
In 1995. expanded excavations to the southeast of Area C helped clarify
several unanswered questions dealing with the construction. dimensions and
functions of the structures at this site . This has also greatly assisted in
determining interior /exterior space and how it changed over the course of
seventeenth-century occupation. Chapter 6 identifies the various structures and
architectural features a t Area C using comparative references from British and
colonial American source s. The focus is placed on artifaetual and architectural
analysis to suggest the function(s) of each structure.
6.2 Waterfront Premises
As stated in Chapter 5, the first episode of construction at Area C began
with infilling the site and building a single-faced stone retaining wall to protect
this newly reclaimed land. At the same time, both the privy and stone storehouse
were constructed. All three stone feature s are contemporaneous and are referred
to throughout the thesis as the waterfront premises (Figure 6).
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6.21 Land reclamation/seawall
The practice of "winning void or waste ground- is a widespread
phenomenon in Britain with a long history dating back to the first-century Roman
occupation (Hobley 1981:1). Several reasons have been suggested for historical
land reclamation projects, most of which fit well with the Ferryland example.
They are as follows: 1) to win land ; 2) to provide a deep water berth: 3) to
overcome problems of silting; 4) to maintain a sound frontage (Milne 1981:33).
Winning land and maintaining a sound frontage were two obvious reasons for
extending the harbour froot at Area C. yet were these the only purposes for such
an ambitious task? The answer lies in the true nature of the colony and the
purpose it was to serve.
George Calvert wished to establish a colony at Ferryland to se rve as the
base of his colonial enterprise. This colony was to be a key port to the rich
fishing grounds off the coast and therefore, all the appropriate works had to be in
place to make Calvert's investment a profitable undertaking. Governor Wynne
engaged in the construction of the waterfront premises, with the seawall also
serving as a deep water berth and quay for the loading and unloading of goods via
ship, thus e nsuri ng the colony a suitable location for the trade and transport of
goods.
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The seawall/retaining wall is also a very common feature in ports and
barbour towns throughout Europe . Such features usually have a facing of
masonry. concrete, timber or sods to support or protect a bank or embankment
(Hobley 1981:9). The earlies t use of stone for seawall facing dates to the
fourteenth century, but does Dot become common until the fifteenth century
(Milne 1981:33). Ferryland's seawall is single-faced. constructed primarily of
slate -stone and clay filler . stands over 1.2 metres high in places and during low
tide can be seen extending for more than SOmetres (Plate 15). Additional
segments of seawall may have been found during underwater excavations in 1991
and 1992 (Tuck 1993:302).
Preliminary excavation along a section of seawall west of Area C
(designated site Area 0-1996) revealed a northward tum in the wall continuing
three to four metres before returning on its original east-west orientation. This
unexpected turn in the sea wall can be attributed to a combination of two things.
The northward tum may have been planned so as to orient the seawall toward
deeper wate r. In addition, tbis directional change could represent an effort to
consolidate an existing feature into the seawall construction.
This feature consisted of a series of preserved wooded posts placed within
a tightly-packed rock matrix . Some of these posts ran in an east-west direction
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(along what was the original beachfront), while another group of larger posts
jutted north toward deeper water . Both sets of posts were incorporated into a
concentrated fill of large rocks and rounded boulders. By all appearances this
conglomeration of rock and wood are the remains of an early wharf pre-dating the
seawall built around it. Initially this seems awkward, yet Wynne states the
construction of -a wharf in good forwardness, toward the low watermark" and
that with Calvert' s permission be would 'hope to forti.fy" (7/28/1622). This
wharf may have been the one that served the colony until the quarrymen and
masons arrived to construct the seawall. Instead of dismantling the existing wharf,
the masons simply built around it, with the rock already there serving as fill for
the seawall. Sections of this new seawall were even constructed with a series of
vertical posts and horizontal logs set directly against the wall facing to serve as
strouders for boats to moor upon (Plate 16). A similar facing is illustrated in
Plate 17.
The proportions of the seawall alone are indicative of the size and
substance of the Colony of Avalon. If the structural features at Area C are any
indication, then excavation further west may unearth the remains of a whole series
of waterfront structures . In fact. evidence for a second slate-roofed structure west
of Area C was found during the last week of excavations in 1996. This evidence ,
combined with the remains of a seventeenth-century cobblestone street one metre
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below the prese nt day roadway, provides a close match with the sta tement made
by Captain Wynne in 1622. ' For the comfort of neighbourhood, another row of
building may be so pitched, that the whole may be a pretty stre et- (Wynne
7/28/16'n). The second row of buildings, which included the waterfront
premises, was constructed on the newly-reclaimed land and a cobbled street
connected the new waterfront buildings with the structures erected in 1621-2
Along the entire far eastern sect ion of Area C. there is a large buildup of
rounded boulders and earth similar to that found in the site's fill laye rs. The
sto rehouse's east wall was constructed against this massive concentration of earth
and thus served as a sort of retainin g wall. The later cowhouse cons truction, also
exhibiting well-built walls, curiously lacks a clearly-defined exterior wall face to
the east . These irregularities in the construction at Area C were caused by this
large deposit of fill placed along the outer eastern sections of the seventeenth-
century Pool margin. The fact that the east wall of the storeho use was
constructed against this fill implies tha t it was deposi ted before (or concurrent
with) the construction of the storehouse in the 1620s. Because of its north-south
orientation, this massive pile of fill could have been a portion of Wynne' s 'face
of defense to the water-side ward, with the earth tha t we digged for both ceUar
and kitchen room - (7/28 /1622). This presents ano ther theory as to th e
•
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archaeological remains that may represent statements made in Wynne 's early
letters .
6.2.2 Storehouse
Parall el to the seawall is a large rectangular structure with an interior
measurement of 4.8 metres wide by 16.8 metres long (16 x 56 feet), constructed
entirely of local stone and partially floored in flagstones. This building lacked a
fireplace, yet contained a large quantity of storage vessels. smoking pipes and
glass, including such items as crucible fragments. cooper's tools and a lead scale
weight, The location. size, lack of provision for heating and shortage of domestic
artifacts all point to a multi-functional purpose for this structure, with its most
important use probably that of storage .
This storehouse was undoubtedly part of Wynne's master plan for the
colony. A solid and secure structure would have been required [0 store the
colony 's provisions , while a suitable location wasalso needed to facilitate the
loading and unloading of goods. In 1622. Wynne stated that he had the provisions
kept in a two-room tenement 'which serves as a store-bouse til we are otherwise
provided- (7/28 /1622). Construction of a storehouse was delayed until the land
could be reclaimed and a waterside frontage prepared. As shown from his early
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lette rs. Wynne's planning was both careful and precise . This colony was to be
every bit an English port town, albeit of a somewhat smalle r scale.
At first glance. such a large structure appears too substantial to have
served simply as a sto rehouse. However, in most cases, the Fenyland storehouse
is smalle r than contemporaneous examples. For example. the colony at
Jamestown. Virginia bad a group of three connected sto reho uses measuring 40 by
120 feet, within a tide's lap of the James river (Noe l Hume 1994:317-8). Though
of a la ter date than eithe r Ferry land or Jamestown. an early eighteenth-century
barbour-front storehouse in Scotland measured 42 by 70 feet with stone walls 2' 8"
inches thick (Graham 1968:187). The closest available match to the Ferryland
store house is an early stxteentb-century building in the Shetlands measuring 24
feet wide by 56 feet long. This structu re was constructed with local stone and bad
walls averaging over 3 feet thick (Owen & Smith 1988:2). Whatever their exact
purpose, such structures possessed similar characteristics,
"they had to be strong, secure, well-ventilated, provide
maximum storage and facilities for handling and loading .
They were best sited on the coast, close beside a beach which
boats could use with reasona ble ease and safety . . .
(They] were plain, rectangular bui ldings. . .. sometimes
larger than the neighbouring pari sh churches:
(Beaton 1986as cited in Owen and Smith 1988:15-6).
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Beside the many storage vessel fragments found on the storehouse floor,
other artifacts such as a lead scale weight, crucible fragments and cooper's tools
all point to this structure as a multi-purpose facility and work station.
Nevertheless, one must be wary not to jump to any conclusions concerning the
exact uses of this building at any given time. This is because Ferryland was
occupied by several different administrative groups prio r to the sto rehouse 's
destruction in the third quarte r of the seventeenth century . The purpose(s) tbls
structure served during tbe Calvert period, could have changed or been modified
under the leadership of David Kirke or John T rewo rgie.
6.2.3 Privy
Constructed directly against the west wall of the storehouse and
incorporate d into the seawall, is a rectangular stone -lined pit measuring
approximately 12 metres wide by 2.7 metres long (4 x 9 feet). The floor is
covered with thick flagstones and there are two square openings in the bottom
north end tha t pass through the seawall The architectural features of this pit
suggest tha t it functioned as a unit for the containment and expulsio n of waste
matter. Analysis of the organic remains in the lower levels reveal ed eggs from
human intestinal parasites at a rate of 30.000 per gram. of waste (Tuck 1993:305).
This rectangular feature undoubtedly served as a privy during the early years of
the colony.
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Twice a day, changing sea levels would have flushed out waste from the
privy, thus preventing the constan t foul odour and periodic cleaning necessary
with othe r privies and la trines. The idea of a wate r-flushing privy in England
usually involved building over a stream or next to a river (Salzman 1952:282). So
where did this ingenious idea of using tidal action to dean out the privy origina te?
The answer may lie in the bigger picture pertaining to the origin of the
whole waterfront premises. On two separate occasions, Captains Wynne (1621)
and Powell (1622) departed from the port of Plymouth with a ship full of settlers
and supplies on their journe y to Ferryland . Excavation of that barbour
throughout the 19605bas revealed several post-medieval features including a quay
wall with a well -built seaward face. a waterside stru cture (most likely a
ware house ) measuring 12 by 18 metr es and three la trin e shafts incorporated into
the stru ctur e' s seaward wall that were flushed d ear by the daily movement of the
tides (Bar ber and Gaskell -Browe 1981:144). U Wynne or Powell's men spent any
length of tim e in Plymouth, securing provisions and othe r necessities, then it is
poss ible that this idea of a flushing privy was picked up. In fact. the whole
waterfront premises may have been fashioned from Plymouth 's exam ple, although
gaps in both the historical and arch aeological reco rd preven t anything beyo nd
speculation.
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In the third quarter of the seventeenth century, the waterfront premises
were destroyed by violent means. Those responsible for Area C s secon d
building phase deal t with the first destruction by simply capping it over with fill
and focusing new construction to the south. Although there is evidence to support
some re-use , most of the sto reho use wall and roof coUapse was found in situ"
indicating that re-use occurred only 00 a limited scale. The exact time of the
second construction is unclear, nevertbetess, pipe analysis suggests a shan time
span between the storehouse destruction and second occupation.
6.3 Cowbouse-storage shed
With the changes caused by the raid on Ferryland and the subsequent
rebuilding of many structures. so there was a change in the use of space at
Area C What bad bee n the imide of the sto rehouse prior to 1673. became an
outside space. likewise. the vacan t are a south of the store ho use was now the
loca tion for a new two-bayed outbuilding.
6.3.1 Construction
Construction began with the additi on of up to a balf metre of flit directly
south of the storehou se. The western end of the storehouse's south wall was
dismantled and a new wall running uortb- south was constructed (Wall #7) . This
wall measured 10.5 metr es long and required two small buttresses to support it
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The remainin g eastern section of the storehouse's south wall was used as pan of
the north wall for the new building. Directly perpendicular to this wall, but Dot
incorporated into it. is another north-south wall (Wall #4) pacallelliDg wall seven.
Besides its obvious use for structural support" wall four also served as a partition
within the new structure, separating it into two bays (refer to Figure 7 for
illustrations). The lack of evide nce for a slate roof suggests that this building was
roofed in wooden shingles or thatch . In fact, excavation of the cowbouse floor bas
uncovered the remains of what may be pan of the tha tcb roof (See Chap ter 9,
section 9.4).
6.32 Eas tern bay
A concentration of fill in the eastern bay of this structure was used to
construct a raised cobblestone floor. Exactly ba1fthe interior space in this eastern
bay was constructed of well-laid cobbles bedded in a matrix of sand and clay.
Extending east of this well-laid floor was a roughly floored continuation of cobbles
and earth, with a slate floored alcove/animal stall in the far northeast end .
Upo n closer inspection of the well-laid cobblestone floor, a channel can be
seen runnin g along its enti re width and ending up in a small stone -OOx" at the
edge of the partition wall (Plate 27). An opening in the wall allowed liquid
matte r to continue through and into a covered drain on the Ooor of the secon d
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bay. Capped in cover stones. this drain leads across the Door, through wall seven
and makes its way outside the new structure and into the old privy feature.
As stated in Chapter S. the various structural features that comprise the
eastern half of this building were all functional parts of an English cowhouse or
animal shelter . Such structures were very imponant for the protection of livestock
during the cold winter months. Cattle provided a variety of foodstuffs highly
prized to the colonial diet, including milk.cream. butter. cheese and meat. It was
because of this dietary value that cattIe were housed in such well-built structures.
6.3.3 West ern bay
Evidence for the function of the western balf of this new structure is much
less definitive . Artifact finds within this area were sparse and there was no
evidence for a hearth or fireplace of any sort. Several clues, however, suggest that
this bay served as interior space. First, the western end of the storehouse wall
was dismantled and wall seven constructed so that its buttresses extended to the
west, thus supporting the structure and roofing to the east of it. Second, the
drainage channel that leads out of the cowhouse and onto the floor of the second
bay was capped with cover stones (and a thin gravel floor) to prevent both the
sight and smell of waste. Finally, a group of four slates in a square formation was
found between walls four and seven and is associated with the second construction
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because it was found directly above the dismantled southern wall of the
sto rehouse.
These four slates (Plate 32) were originally believe d to be some sort of
drywcll. but when placed in the context of this new outbuilding construction.
another likely fun ction emerged. In most English farming regions. there are a
variety of structures required to store items associated with the storage an d
protecti on of agri cul tural implements and produce. Often referred to as ba rns,
carts heds and linh ays, these build ings all have one fea ture in common. a lar ge set
of dou ble doo rs. When closed, such large doors requ ired a removable square
ce ntre -post to ho ld the m In position. This post was fitted into a pocket in the
door lintel at the top and a brace in the floor below (B rown 1986:298). I propose
that the square slate feature at Area C served as a brace in the floor used to
secure a centre post for a set of double doors and tha t this second bay functioned
as a storage shed or bam.
This explains the dismantling of the west end of the storehouse's so uth
wall in prep ara tion for a new double-doored ope ning. Th e scarcity of artifactual
material in this bay is also explain ed by the nature of such a structu re. Most of
the items stored would consist of carts, ploughs, barrows, foodstuffs, fishing gear
and likely a quantity of bay and fodder for the adjacent cowbouse . Even th e
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building's north-south orientation supports the storage shed theory. Cartsheds
and bams faced north because "the Sun does more harm to a cart than eithe r
Wind or Rain- (Markham as cited in Lake 1989:24).
6.3.4 Comparisonsand connections
With tbe cowhouse in the eastern bay and storage shed in the western end,
the total interio r dimensions for this structure are 105 metres wide by 11.3 metres
long (35 x 37 ¥.z feet). Such combination outbuildings are common in England
and Wales. For example, Brunskill describes two-room fie ld barns as structures
providing storage for hay and winter accommodation for cattle (1992:64). Even
seven teenth-century Welsh barns had a central cart shed, flanke d by cowhouses
(Lake 1989:22). Insufficient architectural features in the storage shed prevent any
regional comparisons between this structure and similar buildings in Britain. Yet,
the cowhouse may provide us with some answers.
When looking for comparable British structures, emphasis was placed on
the West Country of England, because both documentary and artifactual evidence
show stro ng ties between this area and Ferryland throughout the seventeenth
century. Peter Beacham's book Drnn Buif4inr illustrates a longhouse which has
similar architectural features to the Ferryland cowbouse (Figure 8). In Devon, a
both cowhouses and longhouses were usually ' facilitated by a cobblestoned floo r
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into which was set a large central crate, the cowsusually tethered with their rear
ends near est the drain - (Beacham 1990".51). Such structures are common in
Devon and can still be seen in many rural farms (Plate 30). This does not
provide positive proof that the outbuilding at Area C was constructed from a
known Devon style, for cowbouses of similar fashion have been documented in
many parts of England (peters 1981; Darl ey and Toler 1981). It is sugges ted that
all available evidence points to a West Country origin for cons tructio n techni ques
in the latter part of the seven teenth century.
Anothe r possibility exists concerning the functio n of the cobblestone-
floored build ing at Area C. Som e investigators have suggested that this building
may have been a fish cellar fo r processing and storing fish (Alcock 1995; Cox
1996. personal communications]. The traditioaal methods of fish process ing
conducted by Newfoundlanders for the past 400 yean call this sugg estion into
question. Fish were processed by gutting and cleaning on a stage. with the unused
remains simply thrown back into the water. There was no logical reason to
construct a substantial stone bui lding with a cobbled floo r an d e labo rate drainage
system to process fish when the traditional method was so much simpler. In
additi on. no refer e nce could be found for such a structure in any early fishing
se ttleme nts in North Am eri ca. Livestock shelt ers, o n the oth e r hand, wer e a
necessary component in many colonial establishments.
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6.35 Modified privy
The final feature in this discussion is the privy and the function it served
during Area Cs second occupation, To accommodate the cowhouse drain that
was to flow into it" the top section of the privy's south wall was dismantled and
rebuilt with a new drainage opening (plate 26). Initially, the stratigraphy within
the privy was puzzling to the cowbouse interpretation. How could this feature
have flushed out the accumulating animal waste if the remains from the previous
occupation and destruction were still present? This flushing function was no
longer necessary because the privy was now simply a dung pit, modified to retain
(not expel) the solid and liquid manure from the cowhouse. This explains why the
privy was never cleaned out. Similar pits can be found in farms throughout
Devon (Laycock 1920:165) and other parts of England (Brunskill 1982:62). One
discussion on cowhouses even states that manure from the central drain leads
directly to the dung pit or midden (Darley and Toler 1981:142) .
Occupation of the cowbouse-storage shed was confined to a sbort period.
Pipe analysis from the cowhouse floor demonstrates that it was destroyed during
the French attack in 1696. Serving as an animal shelter and storage shed for not
much longer than twenty years, one would not think this building was conducive
to pipe smoking. Yet, 25 complete bowls and approximately 500 stem fragments
were recovered directly on the cobblestone floor, in association with many glass
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and ceramic fragments. Excavations at the southern end of the cowbouse in 1995
uncovered many of these artifacts along with several horizontal depressions that
may represent interior partitions. The presence of the existing road prevented a
complete excavation of the eastern end of the structure, but the above evidence
hints at multiple uses for the cobblestoned section of this outbuilding. It is even
conceivable that some artifacts deposited in the thick destruction layer came from
a lofted section above the cowbouse floor, which could have served as
accommodations for seasonal fishermen or farm bands.
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Cha pter 7
Stone Construction Techniques
7.1 [ntroductlo n
When one thinks of seveateeuth-century stone construction techniques, it
often evokes image s of fabulous stone mansions and palaces or monumental
churches designed by famous English architects like Sir Christopher Wren or Inigo
Jones . Such works required hundreds of skilled craftsmen. thousands of tons of
stone and often took years to build. In contrast to these designs of majestic
architecture are the majority of simple vernacular stone buildings in rural England
and Wales. both practical in design and constructed from local materials. These
simple, yet functional. designs were copied for the construction at Area C.
To appreciate the detail, expertise and hard work that went into the
constru ction of the sto ne stru ctur es and featur es at Ar ea C. it is necessary to
understand the methods and techniqu es used by these earl y builders. This chapt er
focuses on these construction techniques and how they varied acco rding to specific
tasks . A general description of walling and flooring is followed by individual
discussions of the covered drain. seawall and privy. Pho tographs and figures
supplemen t the written descriptions by adding visual examples to the discussion.
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Finally, this chapter examines the technology and tools required for
construction. Historic documents and primary sources identify and describe those
items that were a necessary part of the colonial craftsman's tool kit. Analysis of
the iron tools at Area C is used in conjunction with the historic documents to
provide support for, and examples of. those tools identified.
7.2 Walls
As stated previously, the structural development of Area C has undergone
two separate construction phases. The first pbase concentrated on a storehouse,
privy and seawall. whereas the second consisted of a two-bayed outbuilding
constructed directly south of the storehouse. The long time span between the two
construction phases confirms that the buildings were erected by different
craftsmen. Yet, the similarity in wall construction styles suggest that each
craftsman was skilled and knowledgable in the use of slate-stone. Except for two
walls in the far eastern end of Area C. all structural walls were built of local slate -
stone. mortared in clay and laid to a uniform thickness of 0.78 metres (30 inches).
7.2.1 Wall construction
Such solid and well-built walls required a planned sequence of
construction. The first step usually involved in building a stone wall was to dig a
builder's trench . Yet, no builders trench was found in any of the excavated
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areas . The foundations for these walls were laid directly upon a layer of fill.with
mere fill deposited around the footings. None of the walls from either
construction phase exhibits the use of a builder's trench and therefore, more than
ODC episode of infilling occurred. Area Cs stratigrapby clearly shows that an
initial fill layer was deposited to level the land (or construction (Event 8-162(5).
Soon after the destruction of the waterfront complex (ca. 1673), a second deposit
of fill (Events 20, 250 and 252) was adde d directly south of the sto rehouse to
accommodate the cowhouse -storage shed
The addition of fill around the wall foundations provided extra stability
though according to Brunskill, this may Do l have been necessary. ·Stability of
foundations was not usually a serious matter for the quite low buildings erecte d by
mass walled constructional methods . .. as an aid to foundational stability .. .
the use of large rounded boulders . . . was common at the base of mass walled
buildings- (Brunskill 1987:35). Rounded boulders such as those descri bed above
were used for the foundations of the seawall. storehouse and the later cowhouse-
storage shed (Pla te 33). In both the storehouse and cowhouse, additional footings
were laid above the boulder foundations. These footings were two or three layers
thick and extended out an extra 15-25 centimetres from each side of the wall
(Plate 34).
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Walling was ready to begin when the footings were laid and enough stone
wasbrought to the construction site. Before the actual construction. masons
would have sorted wall rocks according to their size and suitability for
cornerstones and wall facing. Stones used for the outside of a wall are called the
facing. those on the inside backing and the stones placed between the two sides
are RUing (Newbold 1924:60). Except for some minor chipping and alteration.
most of the wall rocks were laid unworked, in the same form that it left the
quarry. This type of stone is said to be "quarry pitched" (Smith 1985:59).
When building a stone wall(s), each layer or "course" was constructed
separately. A course of facing and backing was laid with the best edge outward
and the ends pointed inward to focus the wall's strength toward the centre
(Brunskill 1982:174). Large fill stones were fitted between the gaps of the facing
and backing, and smaller stones added after the larger holes were filled. The
entire course was then covered by a thin layer of clay. This whole process was
repeated over and over again. until the final wall course was completed. The only
variation in the upper wall courses would be the presence of smaller slate-stones,
as compared with larger stones at the lowest levels. This gradation in sizes
ensured that most of the building's weight was concentrated toward the base of
the walls.
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Although each course was laid individually, the natural properties of slate
made level joining and coursing very labour-intensive and time-consuming. The
ability to cleave slate into long thin slabs was simple, but forming a squared piece
required cutting against the cleavage plane , which often ruined the stone.
Therefore, wall courses could not always be laid on a continuous horizontal plane,
a technique referred to as "regular joint interrupted at intervals- (Brunskill
1987:39) .
Likewise, vertical joins did not always have a perfect fit. Small waste rock
was often set between joins to fill spaces and secure that section of the wall
(Plate 35). As shown in Plate 36, vertical joins from ODe course never aligned
with the course above or below it This technique is the "one over two • two over
one- formula and is a basic rule in stone wall construction (Fields 1971:36).
Aligned joins could compromise a wall's stability and strength, and were carefully
avoided . Some large wall rocks even cover several joins and penetrate several
courses (Plate 37), a technique called "[umper work" (Clifton-Taylor and Ireson
1983:81).
In some cases, large stones were hammered or chiselled into squared forms
for use as cornerstones. These cornerstones or "quoins" are large stones that
form a corner facing for two sides of a wall (Plate 38). When constructing a right-
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angled corner, it is important to remem ber that each new course must overlap the
lower layer so as to bind most effectively those surrounding it as well as those
above and below it (Fie lds 1971:44).
In the year 1796, W. Marshall sta ted in the Rural Economy of Yorlahire,
that
' fo rm e rly ordinary stone buildings were carried up entirely
with 'mortar' . that is common earth beaten up with water , without
the smalles t admixture of lime. The stones themse lves were
depended upon as the bond of union. the use of mortar being merely
that of giving warmth to the building and a degree of stiffness
to the wall- (Marshall as cited in Innocent 1971:121).
Stone walls in Wales were fashio ned in a similar manne r, often mortared with a
mixture of clay and cow dung (Peate 1946:169). In either case , the common
technique was based on the use of clay or mud to bind the walls and was the
same as that used during both construction phases at Area C. One would not
expect lime to have been used for either mortaring or whitewashing the walls.
This is for two reasons. First, lime was a scarce and expensive luxury for the early
seventeenth-century colonies in North America (Morrison 1952:69). Second. lime
mortar and whitewash were common on British houses and cottages, but rare ly
used on outbui ldings (Clifton-Tay lor and Ireson 1983:43).
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7.2.2 Windows and doors
Area C's thick stone walls were limited in the number, size and
proportions of window and door openings. This was because every opening
reduced the strength of stone walled structures (Brunskill 1987:36). Openings
were brought into consideration when building, for certain structures needed more
openings than others. For example. a cowhouse would have had few openings
and often those were very small. 'Early cowhouses were low and dark with little
ventilation. . . . Light and ventilation were considered detrimental- (Brunskill
1987:154). In spite of all the structural features excavated at Area C, only one
door opening bas been positively identified. This doorway is on the eastern end
of the storehouse 's south wall and measures almost 12 metres wide (plate 39).
Such a wide entranceway would have been necessary to convey goods to and from
the storehouse, and likely served as a main access route from the colony.
Another possible opening was discovered in the cowhouse during
excavations in 1995. This feature is in the far northeast section of the cowhouse,
measures 1.5 metres wide by 2 metres long and is completely floored in flagstones
(Plate 40). Not only are the length and width of this feature too big for a regular
entranceway, but the clay and rock matrix directly east of it shows that access to
the cowbouse could not be gained through this side (see Chapter 6, section 6.2.1).
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Th er efore, its functio n must have been directly associa ted with housing livestock.
prob ab ly serving as a separate animal stall for a bull or young calf.
7.3 floon
Five stone floors were excavated within Area C. Four of the se floors were
co nstru cted using slate flagston es and the other of beach cobbles. The flagstone
floo rs are in the privy, west end of the storehouse and the east part of the
cowbouse. The remainde r of the cowbouse floor is laid with cobblestones.
Flagstones are by definition "Broa d Stones for Floors of seve ral breadths
and lengths, and abou t three or four inches thic~ (H olme 1688, Book ill:l1 1).
The flagstone floo rs in the sto rehouse were initially belie ved to be Doe unit" but
up on closer inspection. they were evide ntly two connecte d floors (Pl ate 18). The
first floor, in tbe western end closest to the privy. measures ap proxima te ly 45
metr es wide by 3.6 metres long (Pla te 19). It was cons tructed with a thick, light-
blu e slate with rough edges and the inters tices betwee n the flags were filled with
cobbles and upright slate fragm ents (p late 20). The seco nd flagston e floor was
buil t dir ectly alongside and butted against the first floor. This floo r measured 4.5
me tres wide by 4.2 metr es long and was constructed using thinn er, more friable,
dark-blue slate tha t was cut Into squares and then closel y fitte d (Plate 21). Both
floors were laid in a matrix of san d and clay.
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The privy floor was built using the exact raw material and techniques seen
in the store house's first floor. as compared to the flagstone floor in the cowbouse
(animal stall) , which was constructed with attributes similar to that of both
storehouse Doors. These flagstones are of the same thin, dark -blue slate as the
sto rehouse 's second Oagstone floor, but were Dot cut into squared forms. Instead,
they were laid unworked and the spaces between the flagstones were filled with
upright slate fragments similar to that in the storehouse 's first Ooor.
The constructio n of the cowhouse's cobblestone floor and covered drain
was the product of a different group of colonists who were established at
Fenyland as late as the fourth quart er of the seventeenth century. A thick fill
layer was first deposited to provide a suitable platform upon which to build and at
the same time. ensured an elevated height for the animal waste to Dowwest into
the lower drainage system. A thin layer of san d and clay cappe d this fill and was
used as a bedding to lay the cobbles. The cobbles for this Door were collecte d
from a nearby beach to the east of Area C. This beach contains cobblestones
with angular shapes and flat smooth edges, whereas cobbles from other beaches
are round and seem to have been rarely used (Tuck. personal communication.,
1997). Each cobblestone was laid upright, with the flat (or smooth) end facing up
and the remaining pan pushed into the sand bedding (Plate 29). This ensured
tha t most of the cobblestone was buried into the sand. thus preventing it from
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being dislodged and weakening the surrounding cobbles. Similar styles of
cobbling were foun d while uncovering the remains of an early road in Areas B
and F.
The cowbouse floor was constructed so that it sloped downward from both
ends to fonn a channelled depression at the lowest point. This channe l runs west
until ending in a square box feature at the edge of wall four (Plate 28). The box
(37.5 by 37.5 centimetres) consists of 3 thin slates set on edge with 3 bricks (10 by
225 centimetres each) placed inside and angled down toward the cobble floor.
Animal waste would have collected in the box and eventually continued through a
squared opening in wall four and dropped down into a covered drain on the
storage shed floor. Without the presence of this peculiar box fea ture, the flow of
waste into the drainage system would have been unhindered . Therefore, its
purpose was not to help in the drainage , but to impede the flow and collect some
valuable solid waste for fertilizer. If this "collecting" box bad not been
constructed, the n both daily use and periodic flushing and cleaning of the cobble
floor would have resulted in the accumulatio n of waste and the clogging of the
adjacent covered drain . It appears that the builders of this cowhouse bad
anticipated, and were familiar with such prob lems prior to the actual construction.
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7.4 Covered Drain
Located on the opposite side of the cowhouse partition wall and directly in
line with its cobblestone drain. is the beginning of a covered drainage channel
constructed entirely of slate (P late 31) . This feature averages between 20 and 25
centimetres wide and 12.5 centimetres deep, and is lined with long thin slates for
the flooring and thicker, fiat-sided slate -stone for the sides . Cap ped with large
slate coverstones along its entire length , the drain continues on a grad ual
downward slope for more than nine metres, passing through the storage shed's
west wall and into the dung pit (old privy feature) .
7.5 Seawal l
The first stone feature constructed at Area C was the seawall. Its
construction coincide d with a major land reclamatio n project along the south
shore of The Pool. The seawall was designed specifically to retain this massive
concentration of fill and therefo re had to be of sound construction. Work began
with the placement of a single row of huge rounded boulders along the length of
the Pool margin. These boulders served as the foundation for the seawall.
Directly south of this foundation, a concentrated pile of sto ne and earth was
added so that it would provide stability to the wall. As successive courses of slate-
stone seawall facing were laid. more fill was placed against it. The task was
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completed when the seawall achieved a height of roughly 1.2 metres and enough
fill was added behind it so that the area could be levelled for building.
Continued excavations in 1996 revealed the easternmost extent of the
seawall and several more intact sections of the same wall further west of Area C.
At the eastern end of the seawall, a second stone retaining wall continues north
until disappearing under a massive deposit of sand fill over 2 metres deep
(Plate 41). If excavations were ever expanded to uncover more of this new
feature. it should help to delineate more of the seventeenth-century Pool margin
modified by Wynne and his colonists in the 16205.
7.6 Privy
Built alongside the west wall of the storehouse is a large rectangular pit
measuring roughly 1.2 metres wide, 2.7 metres long and 12 metres deep
(Plate 22). This feature served as a privy from the 16205up until the Dutch raid
in 1673. During the second construction phase at Area C. the privy was modified
and then re-used as a dung pit for the cowhouse. Both phases involved
construction using slate-stone and clay mortar. though with different results.
The original privy walls were carefully constructed. especially at the lower
courses, so that they provided a watertight environment. Light blue flagstones
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were laid as flooring and the gaps between them filled with upright slate
fragments (Plate 23). At floor level in its north end are two square openings
(Plate 24) that allowed waste to flow through the seawall and out into the harbour
(plate 25). This was aided by the movement of the tides, which periodically
flushed out the privy feature . For all intents and purposes, this privy was the first
flush toilet in the New World (Tuck, personal communication:1994). On top of
this entire unit, some sort of stone or wood structure must have been constructed
to allow colonists a measure of privacy.
The second phase of use for the privy feature involved a similar, yet,
different function. No longer was it needed to expel human waste, but instead to
contain animal manure. The upper section of the privy's south wall was
dismantled and rebuilt so that the covered drain from the cowhouse flowed into it.
Smaller slate-stones and poorer bonding between the joins distinguish this second
construction from the first. This poor-quality bonding technique is known as a
stack bond (Tuck, personal communication:l994).
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7.7 Technology & Tools
The technology required to construct the buildings at Area C was DOt
complex even by seventeenth-century standards. Everything from infilling the site
and stone quarrying, to wall construction and slating the roof. could all be
completed using a relatively small variety of tools and implements.
Starting with the addition of fill to the original beachfront, basic tools such
as picks, mattocks, shovels, wheelbarrows and carts would have enabled colonists
to obtain earth from the nearby hillside and transport it back to the site . Both
picks and shovels are in Area C's iron tool collection (Plate 42). In addition, the
preserved remains of a wheelbarrow were found in the lower levels of the privy .
Tools and implements such as these were used during the first years of the colony,
for in 1622 Captain Wynne's lette rs mention breaking ground, winning void or
waste ground and even constructing earthworks.
When collecting slate from the nearby quarries, an assortment of picks,
bars, wedges, hammers and chisels was necessary. After obtaining the raw
material and transporting it to the work site, the most important tools were the
hammer and chisel. The hammer or mallet, of which the mason(s) may have had
several types, was used separately or with a chisel to trim and shape irregular
slate into a suitable wall rock (Plate 43). Specialized measuring tools such as
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triangles. lines and plummets were also necessary to give "instructions to the
w ork-men, whether his work be true, either on the Oat, or in the upright-
(Holme 1688, Book m:394) . After each wall course bad been laid, a thin layer of
clay/mud was applied with a trowel or similar tool. A grea t variety of other
mason's tools and devices have been described in works by McKee (1973) and
Cramb (1992), but are irrelevant to this discussion because of the specific
construction techniques used at Area C.
Several chisels have been recovered from excavations at Area C. However,
one cannot assume that any were directly associa ted with construction or masonry
work. Unless the craftsmen requested by Wynne were to be permanent colonists.
any masons sen t over to Ferryland would re turn to E ngland with their tool kits.
Although there would have been steady work for a year or more, the professional
mason was not as essential or sought after as other craftsmen like blacksmiths or
coo pers . The refore, any items at Area C that can be indirectly associated with a
mason's tool kit, probably belonged to other mo re common colonial craftsmen.
The fi.naI and most well-documented aspect of tool use at Area C is in the
construction of the storehouse's slate roof . As discussed in the next chap ter , this
roof was constructed by a professional slaterfs), presumably the ones requested by
Wynne in 1622. A com plete description of seventeenth-century slater's tools can
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be found in Holme's Academy ofAnnory, dated 1688. Though be describes them
in two separate instances (Book ID:265 and 394-5). the basic tools remain the
same:
A Slaters Hatchet
A Hewing Knife to cut the slates even and square .
A Pick to make a hole in the Slate.
A Pinning Iron to widen the bole in the Slate to put the Pin In,
A Hewing Block, any square piece of Wood or Stone to cut the
slates upon.
A Lathing or Stone measure .
Pins, Stone Nails. or Lath Nails, and laths or Latts.
The function of each item is described above except for the slater's
hatchet and the lathing or stone measure . The slater's hatchet has both a
hammer bead to strike nails and a hatchet edge for trimming the ends off laths.
A lathing or stone measure was used to measure the desired slate size to be cut
and shaped, so they could then be separated into groups according to their
placement on the roof. All five tools. including the hewing knife, pinning iron and
pick. are illustrated in Figure 9.
No slater's tools have been found during excavations, yet by examining the
roof slate fragments it can be established that most of the tools described by
Holme were used at Ferryland. Straight cut edges on the slates indicate the use
of a hewing knife or similar cutting tool, which had to be worked on a hewing
block to provide an even surface. The presence of set slate groupings among the
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roof slate collections (see Chapter 8) verify the use of a stone measure or similar
slate measuring device . Evidence for the use of a pick and pinning iron can be
seen in several slate fragments exhibiting two punched holes . The smallest holes.
which represent imprecise strikes or undesirable hole placements. were unused
and a second hole punched in another area on the slate. Thes e small holes are of
a triangular form, caused by the impression of the pointed end of a pick, as
compared to the larger boles which are rounded in appearance and shaped out by
a pinning iron (Plate 44).
Oddly, Holme does not mention the tools necessary for the first step of
splitting the slate blocks into thin slabs for shaping and trimming. Though it only
required the use of a broad-bladed chisel and mallet, this task may have been
separate from the traditional duties of a slater and thus overlooked. Nevertheless,
both splitting and trimming were usually conducted in a single work area. This
resulted in a great deal of wastage and therefore, even if most of the slate debris
was re-used, this site would be easily recognised if future excavations were ever to
uncover it.
Little has changed in the technology of roof slate production up to the
twentieth century . The basic tool kit described by Holme 300 years ago is still in
use by craftsmen. such as those at the Welsh Slate Centre in Llanberts, Wales.
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Now a working museum, this centre slopped large-scaIe commercial production in
1969. but continues to exhibit the techniques of splitting and dressing slate . The
thick slate blocks are first split into the desired thickness with mallet and chisel
(Plat e 45). They are then passed along to the trimmer, who determines the shape
of a slate with a device similar to the stone measure described above (Plate 46).
The final task is to cut out the shape of the slate on a hewing block using a large
knife to produce a straight edge. This display is an almost exact duplicate of the
slater depicted by Holme in 1688 (Plate 47). The only difference in twentieth-
century slating practice is the use of a boring machine to drill the nail holes.
rather than the pick and pinning iron of the seventeenth century.
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Chapter 8
Roof Slate Analysis
8.1 Introduction
To begin analysis of Area C's roof slate, i.twas first necessary to examine
the complete inventory of Ferryland's roof slate. From these collections. a grand
total of 3.697 pieces (both whole and fragmentary) were found at Area C. Roof
slate distributions were plotted according to square metre and the resulting
pattern showed a clear concentration in and around the storehouse. The
following topics are discussed in this chapter: slate roofing in Britain /colonial
North America, slate roofing at Ferryland /slate-roofed storehouse. variations in
slate sizes and shapes, slate groupings and techniques for roofing.
8.2 Slate Roofing in Britain/Colonial North America
The use of slate for roofing material can be traced back to Roman times
and is often ment ioned in documents pertaining to medieval construction
(Innocent 1971:173-4) . In England and Wales, prior to the introduction of
transport by canals in the nineteenth century, slate roofing and walling was largely
restricted to those areas in which slate occurred naturally (Innocent 1971:175).
Thus, geologic differences and local building styles resulted in regional variations
of roof slate production and construction techniques . Depending on the migration
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patterns to England 's overseas colonies, some of these roof slate
production /construction techniques may have exhibited themselves in the
architecture at Fenyland.
Colonial North America provides several comparative examples of slate
roofing in the seventeenth century. The earliest archaeological evidence for the
use of roof slate in the United States comes from Jamestown. Virginia.
Excavations at this site have uncovered roof sla te in strata dated 1620-50 and
1640-1670. These slates presumably were brought over from Britain (McKee
1970:77). The fact tha t the slates were found in association with pantiles and flat
tiles suggest that the roof was not constructed enti re ly of slate. but a combination
of all three materials (Cotte r as stated in McKee 1970:77). In the town of
Boston, evidence for slate roofing and local quarrying can be cited back to 1654
(Waite 1976:138). Canada 's first example of slate roofing was in New France,
with the construction of a slate-roofed parish church at Quebec in 1664 (OJUen
1990:10). As shown from these examples, the Ferryland roof slate collection is
important in both a temporal and architectural context . The archaeological
evidence shows that Ferryland was the location of the earliest known slate-roofed
buildiDg(s) in North America and that quarrying was also practised at this time .
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8.3 Slate Roofing at Ferryland/Slate-Roored Storehoose
Archaeo logical and historical evidence places the construction of the slate-
roofed storehouse between 1623 and 1629. Within this limited time, G eorge
Calvert sent over the masons. slaters, quarrymen and carpenters that G overnor
Wynne requested and constru ction began on a whole series of waterfront
structures. Beside the waterfro nt store house. many other buildin gs were also
roofed in slate . The remains of one such structure were uncovered west of Area
C during the last week of excavations in 1996. Early pipe bowls and "case"
bottle glass wer e found directl y under the collapsed roofing remains. suggesting a
construction and occupatio n similar to that of Area COs first stone structures.
The blacksmith shop at Acea B was also roofed in slate. Caner (personal
communication : l996) has found several slates in the ear ly seventeenth-century
occupa tion/abandonment layers at Area B (ca. l62Qs.SOs) that correspon d with the
slate sizes from Area C This leads him to believe that Ferryland's early
blacksmith shop bad a slate roof. The presence of roof sla te fragments in most of
the other excavated areas (Sites F and G) likewise indicate a general trend toward
the use of slate for roofing both new and previously built structures at Ferryland .
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Figure 10 shows that the overwhelming majority of roof slate fragments
from Area C was discovered in and around the immediate peripbery of the
storehouse. The reason for this distribution is the destruction and collapse of this
structure in the third quarter of the seventeenth century. Quite a substantial
number of roof slates would have been needed for complete coverage of the
storehouse. For comparative purposes, one seventeenth-century bam measuring
24 iii by 74 Yi feet required approximately 4,500 to 6.500 roof slates (Tyson
1981:222). Area COs storehouse measures 4.8 by 16.8 metres (16 x 56 feet) and
thus would have used less roof slate than the above example. It must also be
empbasized that even under ideal burial conditions" many roof slates have
crumbled, others were obliterated by the Dutch raid and a few were even re-used,
Allowing for these factors. a total of 3.697 roof slate fragments from Area C fits
well into the required bracket.
8.4 Roof Slate Terminology, Sizes and Shapes
In slating practice, certain terminology applies to the various parts of a roof
slate . The bed is the underside of the slate, placed against the roof; the back is
the upper exposed face ; bead is the upper and tail the lower edge of a slate as
laid on the roof (Newbold 1924:24). When the slater was punching a hole in the
slate , it was done from the smooth or bed side. The breakage on the rough or
back side of the slate resulted in a countersunk hole. The holes punched in the
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storehouse roof slates were placed one inch from the head of the slate and of
roughly equal distance from the sides. This method is often referred to as head
nailing (McCawley 1938:119).
Area C's roof slate collection exhibits a diversity of shapes and sizes. The
basic roof slate shape is rectangular with a rounded or tapered head, but sizes
range from 3 iA to 14 lh inches wide and 6 to 10 inches long. Slate thickness
averages around iA inch with some variations exhibiting more (o/a) or less ('.4).
Several roof slate anomalies include examples with two nail holes, slates with iron
nails still embedded into the holes and triangular slates.
8.4.1 Slate with two nail boles
Ten roof slates from the collection have two nail holes instead of one,
suggesting that the slater(s) reworked some roof slate and/or the storehouse roof
bad undergone some repairs (Plate 48). When head nailing a roof slate, any
imprecise strike, undesirable hole placement or breakage around the hole would
require the placement of a second hole. likewise, if the storehouse roof was
damaged and some slates had broken off at the nail bole, they could easily be re-
used for repairs.
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8.4.2 Iron nails for roofing
C.F.lnnocent cites many sources on slate roofing in Britain to argue that
iron was impractical for nailing roof slate because of its corrosive nature and high
cost; instead. they were nailed ooto laths by oak pegs. small bones/antler or some
sort of wood lath nail (Innocent 1971:177-180). Although the use of iron was an
uncommon practice in England. the builders at Ferryland relied upon iron nails to
attach at least some roof slate. Plate 49 displays several slates with the iron nails
still corroded in place. The nails used for slating a roof were different from
ordinary wrought iron construction nails (plate 50). Slate nails have a large thin
head designed to fit within the nail bole so that they lie flush with the slate
(McCawley 1938:119). Use of any otber nail not suited for this purpose can often
result in the slate riding over the smaller head and sliding off the roof (McCawley
1938:119). The use of iron nails for roofing the storehouse was probably due to
the early establishment of the colony's blacksmith shop . In addition. the
enormous quantity of iron artifacts excavated at Area C attests to the abundance
of iron in the colony throughout the seventeenth century.
8.4.3 Triangular slates
The presence of 11 triangular slates in the Area C collection enhances our
understanding of Ferryland's early roofing styles, while complicating the
identification of the storehouse roof construction. Originally it was believed that
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the storehouse roof wasconstructed in a gable style . This technique was best
suited for a slate roof, especially in the absence of mortar, lead lining or shaped
tiles to cover any hips or valleys (Brunskill 1987:86). However, references
illustrating the use of triangular slates (Beacham 1990:25; Brunskill 1987:87) place
them specifically on a hipped roof.
To figure out the exact purpose of the triangular slates, it was necessary to
assess their distribution throughout Area C The results sbowed that 10 of the 11
triangular slate s were found between the western storehouse wall and the privy
feature. If the storehouse was constructed with a hipped roof, then there would
have been a concentration of triangular slates on each side of the building
collapse. The lack of evidence for such a concentration. implies that these slates
instead served a particular function in relation to their distinct concentration. As
discussed in Chapter 7, the privy had a framed structure constructed around it for
privacy. Maybe this small structural addition built alongside the western
storehouse wall had a hipped roof. A comparison of two complete triangular
slates shows that both were cut at an angle of between 45 and 50 degrees
(Plate 51). This provides a good indicator of roof slope for the overlying privy
structure and that of the adjacent storehouse.
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8.5 Slate Grou pings
To determine the existence of specific slate groupings, all the complete
slates from Area C (totalling 207) were sorted according to length and width.
Length was measured from the nail hole to tail and width was taken from across
the tail Four separate length groupings emerged from the findings (p late 52),
with each group having a variety of different widths. These four length groupings
include a 6, 7, 8 and 10 inch range (for examples, refer to Appendix C).
Randle Holme's Academy of Armory, published in 1688. provides a list of
names for slates according to length:
Short Hagbattee
Long Haghattee
Fatwells
Chius
Warnetts
Shorts
Shorts save one, or short so WOD
Short Backs
LongBacks
Batchlers
Wivetts
Short Twe lves
LongTwelves
Jenny why Genest thou
Rogue why Winkest thou
Holme states tha t the shortest of these slates is abo ut 4 inches , "all the fest
exceed an [ncb, one in length from the other; sometimes less or more , according
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as the Workman pleaseth" (1688, Book ID:265). This accoun t is very useful. but
contradicts the Ferryland results. In total, Holme states IS different names
according to sla te size. an estimate that far outranges the Ferryland slate sizes.
According to Holme's groupings, the slate lengths would starting at 4 inches and
end at 18. Though the Ferryland roof slate collection is incomple te, it should
represent a sound sample of the various roof slates utilized.
The discrepancy between Holme 's slate sizes and the Ferryland roof slate
collection must be an examp le of regional variation. As Holme himself said when
describing differences in the size of roof slate . "according as the Workman
pleaseth" (1688, Book m :26S). Regional variation in roof slate production is also
apparent in North Wales. Hughs and North explain that prior to the nineteenth
century, roof sla tes were "generally not larger than 5 by 10 inches to 7 by 12
Inches" (1908:47). The similarity with the Ferryland slate is encouraging.. but it
does not necessarily prove that Welsh craftsmen constructed the roof at Area C.
First-hand examination of both Welsh and Devon roof slate revealed that slate
sizes and techniques of roofing construction were almos t identical . To suggest an
origin for the construction of the storehouse roof to eith er of these regions would
only be mere conjecture.
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8.6 Techniques for Ceastruertng a Slate Roof
This section addresses the techniqu es that were applied in the construction
of the storehouse roof. To understand bow the slater(s) constructed this roof,
three basic principles must be remembered. First, roof slates were laid in
diminishing courses. with the largest slates placed at the eaves and progressively
smaller ones up to the ridge (Muir 1986:189). Second, each success ive layer
overlapped the previous layer to a certain degree . Finally, to ensure protection
from the elements, slate roofs were pitched at an angle between 30 and 50
degrees. By combining these three rules with the roofing remains from Area C, a
basic working model of roof construction can be developed.
8.6.1 Diminishing courses
The first task of the slater was to grade slates according to size by stacking
them into separate length groupings . Each group consisted of only one slate
length, but the widths varied (Hughs and North 1908:46-8). A wood lath was then
nailed across the bottom of the roof frame and spaced according to the largest
slate length grouping. This largest grouping was nailed in a single course across
the lath. When all the courses for this slate size were laid. it was followed by
progressively closer spaced laths and their appropriate slate sizes. Each course
would incorporate the different slate widths to ensure that every slate covered the
junction of the two slates below it.
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The technique of diminishing coursework was a widespread practice in
Britain and is documented in many SOUTteS dealing with slate roofing (Brumkill
1982; Cox and Th orp 1991). It wascommonly used because it provided greater
pro tectio n against the spread of water unde r the lower courses due to the increase
both in width and length of the slates toward the eaves (Be nnett and Pinio n 1935,
as cited in Cox and Tho rp 1991). Another common characteristic in both British
and Area C roof slat e is that most exhibit a rounded or tapered head Rounding
the heads was a useful practice because squared tops bad no wea thering value.
could be a so urce of unevenness and may have disrupte d the course above it (Cox
and Th orp 1991:9).
Area Cs roof slate sizes reveal a dear pattern of roof placement
according to length (Appendix C). Forty-seven percent of all complete slates
place within the 7 inch slate range, whereas , the sizes above it (6 inch) and below
it (8 inch) account for 20 percent and 29 percent respectively. The lar gest slate
size (10 inch) accounts for only 4 percent. Therefore. the ten inch sla tes covered
the initial courses of the storehouse roof. followed by several courses of eight inch
slates . Th e entire middle section of the roof consisted of seven inch slates and six
inch slates comple ted the upperm ost levels.
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8.6.2 Overlapp ing courses
The second basic rule in slate roofing is that each successive layer overlaps
the previous Doe to a certain degree. The only exception to this rule is in the first
and last slate courses. Startin g at the eaves, a double layer of roo f slates was laid.
"In early British practice this was done by nailing a course of larger slates then
pusbing smaller pieces under the breaking joints- (Nicholso n as stated in Cullen
1990".51-2). From the first course onward and continuing up to the ridge,
successive layers overlapped tbe two slate courses below (Plate 53). The pan of
the slate that was covered by two other slates [3 slates thick} is called the lap
(Cox and Thorp 1991:5). When roofing with a diminished course work technique,
a basic lap would be one-third (Cox and Thorp 1991:12). Over lapping improved
weath erproofing by preventin g water leakage through the joins between slates.
When the last slate course was completed, a pro tective covering was placed
along the entire ridge. Many techniques and materials could have been used for
this ridge covering. Everything from shaped-stone ridges and interlocking slates
to specific techniques such as saddl e ridges were all utilized de pending upo n the
area, builders and individual structure . Lack of archae ological evidence for
shaped ridges or interlocking slates suggests that a specialized technique, such as
the saddle ridge, was employed to finish the storehouse roof. According to
Cull en. "Comb and saddle ridges . .. were traditional old country methods of
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providing slate apexes fo r the sla te roof" (1990-.53). In fact" several loog thin
slates fro m the Area C collection -whlch do no t fit into any previous length
groupings- were the type used to construct a saddle ridge (Plate 54) .
To lay a saddle ridge, the last regular slate course on both sides of the roof
wasapplied to bun against each other at the bead of the slate (McCawley
1938:130.1 ). This was covered ove r by combing slates. whicb were naile d to the
laths through small gaps left by the rounded tops of the last state course. Th e
combing sla tes from each side wer e laid bc rizont ally and car e fully fitt ed to bu tt
against one another at the ridge (Fi gure 11). To complete the task, a mixture of
lime. mud. cow dung and cow hair was applied to the underside of the combing
slates for stability an d weatherproofing.
8.6.3 Angle of the roof
The 6naI principle of roof slate construction is that the roo f had to be
pitched at an angle betwee n 30 and 50 degrees . As a rule. the smaller tbe unit of
roofing material, the steeper tbe pitch (Brunskill 1987:93). The reason being that
water would quickly flow off a steep roof thus preventing it from see ping in
through the roofing materi al. It is because of this that the pitch of a slate roof
must be within set parameters . The only indication for the pitch of the
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sto rehouse roof was from the triangular slates mentioned previously. These slates
were laid at an angie of 4S to 50 degrees.
Upo n the completion of a slate roof. a common practice in Britain was to
acquire the services of a moss man. His job was to provide added protectio n
from the elements by poking hay, straw and moss under the slates with a trowe l-
like too l known as a mossing iron (Innocent 1971:181). Some type of adh esive
compo und. whether it was lime, clay or cow dung. was also freque ntly used for the
same purp ose. The telltale markings of lime mortar were not found on any of the
slates from Area C. Unfortuna te ly, the deteriorating nature of the othe r mate rials
mentioned above also prevents a determination of their use on the storehouse
roof.
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Cha pter 9
Connections, Construc tion Styles an d Cotealal Unks
9.1 Introduction
England and Wales have a variety of local stone available to builders
including limestone. sandstone, granite . slate and flinL This diverse assemblage of
stone resources encouraged the developmen t of local construction styles and
building adaptations that differed from one region to another. As demonstrated
from the stone remains at Area C. the craftsmen employed at Ferryland were
both skilled and knowledgable in sla te construction techniques. These craftsmen,
along with Ferryland's other settlers, originated from specific regions of Britain .
A direct correlation between the slate construction styles in anyone of these
regions and that from Area C would provide solid evidence for British vernacular
archi tecture transplanted to Newfoundland in the early seventeenth century. This
could open a wide range of possibilities for future study, especially since
information concerning the colonists and structures at Ferryland becomes scanty
after 1622.
9.2 British Slate Construction Regions
Since the main construction material used at Area C was slate, only those
areas in Britain that are rich in slate resources were examined for similar building
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techniques. Britain 's four major slate construction regions are Wales, Cornwa.lL.
Devon and the lake District (Clifton-Taylor and Ireson 1983:43). Of these four.
both Wales and Devon have strong connections to Ferrylaad, whereas there is no
historical or archaeological evidence linking Cornwallor the Lake District to this
seventeenth-century colo ny.
Th e first twelve settl ers at Ferryland, including the govern or Captain
Edward Wynne. are reported to have been Welsh (Prowse 1895:132; Cell
1969:92). These men constructed the first series of bui ldings. set up a slate quarry
and reclaim ed land in anticip ation of expanding the colony. No mention is made
of these Welsh colonists beyond the first few years of settlement. Consequently,
any influence the We lsh bad in constructing Fenyland's buildings occurred within
tbe years of the Calvert proprietorship.
Devon 's connection with Ferryland is based on the pattern of England's
migratory fishery. Men from South Devon fished the northe rn pan of the Avalon
Peninsula from Old Per lican to Cape Broyle, while those from the North Devo n
pons of Bideford and Barnstaple concentrated around the Southern Shore from
Cape Broyle to Trepassey (Matthews 1973:231). Hence. documents pertaining to
seventeentb-cenrury Ferryland are filled with references of Devon ships trading
and fishing in the area. The high percentage of North Devon ceramics unearthed
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durin g excavations also attests to the contact and interaction this colony had with
the West Country of England
9.3 Welsb and Devon Connections
To prove that Area Cs construction styles originated from either Wales Of
Devon, it was necessary to delve furtber into Fenyland 's seven teenth-centu ry
occupatio n and to the historic documents that enrich our understanding of this
period.
9.3.1 Wales
Most of the Welsh affiliation with Ferry land can be dire cted toward the
first few years of co lonization and especially to the governor, Ca ptain Edward
Wynne. The Wynnes were a well-known and prominent family who had close ties
to North Wales throughout the sixteenth and seven teenth centuries (Calendar of
Wynne Papers 1515·1690; Th omas 1988:197). George Calvert, himself a
prestigious nobleman and Secretary of Sta te to James I. could have easily come
into co ntact with the Wynne family through Parliam en t. court po litics or colonial
investme nt schemes. Calvert' s relationship with the Wynnes. especially Edward
Wynne , is unknown. Nevertheless, there had to have been an understanding and
trust between the two in order for Edward to be placed in cbarge of establishing
Cal vert' s Newfou ndland colony. With the governorship under his belt and full
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authority over the development and construction of Ferryland, Edward Wynne
chose his Welsh countrymen as the first group of settlers.
As in most British counti es prior to 1750, the traditional Welsh
construction materials depended largely upon what was locally available (lindsay
1974:19). The North Wales counties are particularly abundant In slate resources
and therefo re. many buildings in this region were built exclusively of slate
(lindsay 1974:19). North Wales was also very maritime-oriented (Dodd 1957:7).
although many sailors and seamen of the seventee nth century started their
working Liveson farms or estates as labourers. before joining into service on a
ship (Nash, personal communication: 199S). Thus, they would have bee n familiar
with basic building methods and involved in e recting various structures. These
skills would have proven useful when settlements such as that a t Fe nyland were
established (Nash, personal communication:l99S) .
It is evident that Fenyland's first Welsh colonists were skilled in building
methods and techniques. for Governor Wynne and his men constructed a series of
structures including a mansion house, tenement, forge, hen house . stone well and
wharf. Early repo rts of extensive progress at Ferryland pleased Calvert so much
that when the lette r stating Wynne 's request for masons, quarrymen and slaters
arrived, it was promptly answered. Trusting in Wynne's earlier choice of
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colonists, George Calvert, or one of his advisors, could have easily obtained the
craftsmen from the vast slate areas of North Wales, presumably with the
assistance of the influential Wynne family.
9.32 Devon
The Welsh connection with Ferryland is confined to the 16205,although,
Devon 's influence spans the seventeenth century . This is largely because of
Devon 's links to the migratory fishery. A Welsb presence in Fenyland during the
early years of tbe colony does not dictate that Welsh craftsmen constructed the
first structural features at Area C. Thick slate-stone walls. flagstone floors and
slate roofs are also common architectural features in buildings from Devon . A
piece of documentary evidence from Wynne's letter to Calvert dated August 17,
1622 suggests that Devon crafts men constructed the waterfront premises. In the
lette r, Captain Wynne stated a need for craftsmen (masons. Quarrymen, staters)
and a "convenient number of west-country labourers to fit the ground for the
plough- (8/17 /1622). The specific request for West Country labourers indicates
that both colonists and craftsmen were chosen from the same general area. It
would make little sense to procure craftsmen from one pan of Britain and simple
colonists and fisberfo lk from another. when both groups could be found in Devon .
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The first two shiploads of settlers to Feny land also depart ed from the
Devon port of Plymouth. Prior to their departure. valuable connections were
made with the local merchants and craftsmen while obtaining the necessary
provisions for the colony. Furthermo re, it is possible tha t some of Plymouth's
crafts men were later sent over to help in constru cting the waterfr ont premises.
Recall from Chapter 6 that a series of stone waterside features. quite similar in
function to those at Area C. have been uncovered in this Devon port.
' .4 Comparisons with the Ferryland Remains
The examination of Welsh slate construction techniques points to a marked
similarity with the structural remains at Area C. This can be demonstrat ed in the
wall construction. flagstone flooring and roof slate remains from the waterfront
pre mises. As for Devon slate construction. it is so similar to the Welsh techniques
that distin guishing between the two is impossible. Slate-stone walls from each
region display the exact properti es and methods used at Ferry land. For example,
both apply techniques using quarry-pitched stones. placement of waste rock to fill
the interstice s. jumper work and clay infill for mortar. 10 addition, roof slate
remains from both regions exhibit the same tapere d head, a single nail hole in the
top centre , graded sizes and techniques for laying a roof. Even the use of slate as
a floori ng material is universal in the slate-producing areas of England and Wales
and thus cannot be attributed (0 one region. Therefore, the challenge of placing
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a regional origin to the waterfront premises is not meaningfully answerable as
both Wales and Devon have equally valid historical connections and construction
similarities with Ferryland.
The likelihood of a Welsh influence on other structural remains at
Ferryland diminishes as the colony progressed into the latter parts of the
seventeenth century. It was within this period that a second structural additi on
was completed at Area C. This two-bayed outbuilding has particular archit ectural
features that distinguish it from the earlier storehouse construction. Both its
cobblestone floor and possible thatched roof are similar to examples in Devon.
As discussed in Chapter 6, the cowhouse's cobble floor, drainage system and
dung pit is comparable with Devon-style livestock shelters.
This outbuilding was not roofed in slate and therefore some form of
organic alternative was utilized. Excavation of the cobblestone floor in 1993
uncovered patches of straw/reeds and the decayed impressions of long thin poles
at the top of the cowhouse destruction layer, which were preserved when the roof
collapsed in 1696. These clumps of straw and reed are the primary evidence to
suggest thatching.
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905 Colonial links
As for comparing the slate construction at Area C with other British North
American colonial settlements. Ferryland stands alone. Only the French fon at
Pentagoet, Maine (ca.163S·74) has substantial stone walls akin to those at the
Colony of Avalon. The construction at Pentagoet also used local slate -stone and
the wal ls were built of coursed stonework, expertly laid in a mortar of sandy clay
loam (Faulkner 1987:60). Roofing wasprimarily of shingles and thatch. with no
evidence for roofing slate . Faulkne r (personal communica tion:1995) was surprised
by the similarities between the Ferryland construction and that of Pentagoet, for
he bad always attributed this kind of well-laid masonry to the French colonial
occupation in North America.
The lack of North American evidence to compare with Area C's remains
does Dot signify that othe r seventee nth-century colonial sites were Dot constructed
with slate-stone or roofed in slate . The previous chapter me ntions slate roofs in
New France by 1664, both slate roofing and quarrying at Boston in 1654 and the
use of roof slate in Virginia during the first half of the seventeenth century. In
any colonial setting. several factors help facilitate the use of local sla te resources
for constructio n purposes. These include the proximity and sbe of the slate
quarry , skill in its extraction, preparation and use, and the desire to construct a
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solid and permanent structure . Wherever some or all these factors occur, Doe
should find either documentary and/or physical evidence for such buildings .
The possibility of finding other ear ly seventeenth-century slate structures in
Newfoundland is limited to those settlements along the English shore betwee n
Old Perlican and Trepassey. This is because the basic geology of the Avalon
Peninsula shows a concentration of sla te an d shale along the coastlines of
Conception Bay and the Southern Shore (Map 4). The largest pockets of slate
(and slate-like stone) are between Carbonear and Harbour G race in Conce ption
Bay, and from Cape Broyle to Cappahay den on the Southern Shore. Excluding
Ferryland, Newfoundland's early colonization period involved the settlement of
two colonies along both the Southern Shore and Conception Bay.
William Vaughan's Southern Shore colony (ca.1617) was poorly organized .
mismanaged and short-lived. As a result, no substantial structu res were ever
constructed. Henry Cary's (Lord Falkland) colony at Renews (ca.1623) was also
dissolved after only a few years. However, Whitboume's written preparations for
the colony (1622) made note of wanting to send masons and othe r professional
craftsmen,. signifying a desire to construct permanent structures and thus avoiding
the same problems that occurred to Vaughan (Cell 1969:89).
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Cupids (Cupers Cove) and Harbo ur Grace (Bristol's Hope) were both
sites of sevecte emh-cenmry colonization in Conception Bay. Documentary and
archaeological evidence shows that masons were working in Conception Bay at
the time of these ear ly settlements . Preliminary excavation at Cupids in 1995 bas
revealed a fireplace feature constructed with stones squared by a mason. in
association with numerous seventeenth-century artifacts (Gilben 1996:91). Early
records also state that two different masons were working during separate
occasions at Cupids between the years 1610-20 (G ilbe rt 1996:9 1).
The colony of Bristol's Hope (ca.1618) was not as large or well-
documented as those in Cupids or Ferryland, but was in an area surrounded by
many outcrops of slate and shale. Therefo re, any structural feature tha t required
stone for constructio n (for example, fireplaces, foundations and wells) would have
been built with raw material from a nearby outcrop. A brief survey of Bristol's
Hope in 1986 identified a stone wall surface feature and nearby test pits
contained a ricb find of seventeenth-century artifacts (pope 1986:274).
Considering that this colony was successfully planted and continually occupied
throughout the seventeenth century, future excavation could demonstrate a
reliance upon the local slate resources.
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The prese nce of masons working in Conception Bay during the first quarter
of the seventeenth century was also mentioned by Captain Wynne in 1622. He
stated that -I look for a mason. and. one more out of the Bay of Conception-
(8/17/1612). If be was seeking the assistance of a mason in Conception Bay.
Wynne would have found this craftsman at either the colony of Cupids or
Bristol's Hope. It would be interesting to discover if the unnamed mason
employed at Cupids throughout the winter of 1619·20 was the same man Wynne
was seeking in 1622, or if there were others working in the same area.
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Chapter 10
Planners. Proprieton and Colonists
10.1 Introdu ction
The great archaeological challenge is to bridge the theo retical gap between
a culture's material remains and questions about the lives of peop le whose debris
has been uncovered (Pope 1986:31). The preservation and substan tial
construction of Area Cs stone features provide a unique opportunity to derive
info rmation about ear ly colonial life at Ferryland The y also illustrate the value
of archaeology in understanding aspects of history Dot prese rved i.n the
documentary record (Tuck 1996:36).
This the sis has provided answers to the most commonly asked questions
abo ut the stone structures at Area C. such as the location of quarry sites,
sequence of construction, functions of the buildings. construction techniq ues. use
of slate for roofing and possible Welsh or Devon connections . Yet, other
questions remain. Why were tbe waterfr ont premises constructed entirely of
stone ? What can the prese nce of such substan tial waterfront buildings tell us
about the economics and ope ratio ns under the proprietorships of George Calvert
or David Kirke? How do Area C"Sstructu res and their change over time relate
to the colony as a cohesive unit ?
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10.2 Bui lding with stone
Thick slate-stone walls. flagstone floors and a slate roof are the main
structural features that characterized the first construction phase at Area C. The
decision to use stone for the principal building material was based on the perso nal
experience and planning of those who ordered and supervised the construction of
the waterfr ont premises. To some extent, this style of construction may have been
the express will of G eorge Calvert. Yet, ear ly docum ents direct us toward ODe
man. Capt ain Edward Wynne.
Wynne was the governor of Ferryland until 1624 and during his time a
great deal of progress was made in constructing buildings. establishing
fortificatio ns and expanding the physical parameters of the colony. Two years
prior to his departure from Ferryland, Wynne wrote two letters to Calvert (refer
to Appendix A) which among other things stated a need for masons, quarrymen
and state rs, reported a roof slate quany in fitting and the use of earth to reclaim
land. As was explained previously, these three things that Wynne men tioned were
all necessary components in the construction at Area C. Considering the zest with
which Captain Wynne worked and his continuing amb ition to further the colony's
development. I believe that the waterfront premises were constructed under his
personal directio n.
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Wynne's plan for the colony demanded that stone be used for the
wat erfront pre mises. His August 17. 1622 letter stated to Calvert that the
colon y's first group of stru ctures was to be coupled with a seco nd se ries of
buildi ngs erected on reclaimed land to the north. These newer bui ldings were
close by the water and therefore bad to be constructed with a durable material
that provided pro tection from the elements. Nothing was better suited for this
purpose than local slate -stone. In fact, constructing these buildings in stone was
more economical and practical for several reasons. FIJSt, the colonists bad easy
access to slate outcrops nearby and once transported to the work site. stone
requ ired little alte ration be fore it was ready to use. Second. excep t for the
timbe r-frame roof and roo f slates. no nails were needed for construction and clay
infill was used instead of lime mortar. FinaUy, stone construction was permanent,
rot-proof and essentially maintenance-free. something that was ideally suited to a
busy colonial lifestyle.
Wynne' s designs wer e also mingled with his knowledge of construction
styles and town plannin g. The same can be said of those crafts men and colonists
sent over to assist in funh er developing and expanding the settleme nt.
Fenyland's Welsh and Devon colonists were familiar with constru ction in both
wood and stone. This enabl ed Wynne to develop a plan for the colo ny's layout,
so that the cons truction material suite d the function of each building. The series
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of waterfront structures along the southern edge of The Pool were to serve a
variety of storage . fishery and other task-related functions. Consequently, stone
wasused for its solidity and durability, with little consideration for its very poor
insulation quali ties (Wright 1985:10). The opposite plan was generated for the
dwellings and tenements in which the colonists lived. For this construction, wood
was the main constitu ent and stone served a secondary function in chimneys,
foundations and for walling kitchen rooms.
10.3 Economic s and Operations
Area C 's massive stone structures, their loca tion vis-a-vis the rest of the
colony and the artifactu al remains within these structures reveal a great deal
about Ferryland's econo mics and operations during the early pan of the
seventeenth century.
The constructi on of the waterfront premises along the southern edge of the
colony's inner harbo ur. shows that Ferryland owed its livelihood to a maritime -
oriente d economy. The cod fishery has always been the mainstay for the people
of Ferryland, yet this waterfront area was Dot constructed for the simple purpose
of fishing by a smal l group of planters. Instead, these massive stone structures
were designed for the larger objectives of trade, interactio n and profit.
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There bas been some discussion about whether or not this colony initially
served as a commercial venture or personal family refuge for the Calverts (Cell
1969:92; Lahey 19n:492-3; Pope 1986:22-3). Beside the documented references
that were the focal points of these discussions. archaeological evidence from Area
C strengthens the argument that Ferryland was indeed an investment for the
purpose of commercial gain. The lengthy seawall. waterside sto rehouse and other
structures that lined the inne r harbour were geared towar d fishing. trading and
interacting with other ships for provisions, providing services and goods to the
migratory fishing fleet and storing the colony's own supplies. According to Milne,
majo r harbour works such as these arguably reflect both the quantity and type of
vessels it could accommodate, which in turn reflected the importance of trade to
the town's development ( 1987:196).
A colonial settlement with a broad and varied economic base would have
been bette r able to adapt and survive in the face of changing conditions.
Artifactual remains from the store house and privy show bow Ferry land's colonists
tried to diversify their economic base. In the eastern end of the sto rehouse,
several fragments of crucib les and cupels were found trampled into the eart hen
floor (plate 55). These vessels are commonly associated with the analysis of ores
by alchemists and metallu rgists, and likely served to test the local mineral
resources (Tuck 1996:34). There are no historical references to this activity ever
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occurring at Ferryland, nor are there any precious metal deposits close r than
several kilometres into the inte rior (King. personal communication :1997) .
Th erefore, any attempts made to explore and exploit this possible reso urce were
undoubtedly brie f and unprod uctive. A solid cast-lead weight was also found on
the storehouse's flagstone Door (Plate 56) . Weights such as the se were not
re liable for exact measurements required for coins. but were used instead to
determine bulk measurements of provisions or trade goods (Sullivan 1986::30).
Numero us ceramic storage vessels in the stor ehouse and fragm ents of preserve d
barrel parts in the privy, also hint at a trade and exchange of goods between
colonists and migratory ships. Most of the barrel fragments in the privy consisted
of head pieces, cut staves, hoop fragme nts and shavings. all of which were
common refuse associated with a cooperage that must have been in operatio n
nearby (Tuck 1996:34). Thr ee woodworking gimlets (Plate 57) were found in the
west end of the storehouse. suggesting that this section may have se rved as the
cooperage. Not one of these three activities can be placed speci fically to on e
pe riod in Ferryland 's history and thus. transpired anytime between the
constru ction of the storehouse and its destruction in the third quarter of the
seventee nth century.
Brief test excavations west of Area C have revealed that the seawall and
other associated stone structures continued westward along the inner barbour. As
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stated previously, these structures may be the same ones that Wynne planned to
construct when be wrote George Calvert in 1622. Future excavations could
uncover an entire series of structures all related to task-specific work such as fish
processing, shipbuilding and saltmaking. helping us to comprehend the full range
of activities taking place at Ferryland during the seventeenth century.
10.4 Colony as a Cohesive Unit
The sharing, co-dependance and cooperation that occurred during the years
of the Calverts and Kirkes bad a major influence on the colonists' lives. like
most of the early colonial settlements in British North America, Ferryland was
established to make a profit and its success or failure depended a great deal on
the colonists themselves. This is why Ferryland was geared toward a communal
system. If the colony profited and prospered, then so did its colonists. Most of
the structures erected. and tasks performed, were done for the colony as a whole.
For example, tenements were constructed to house the settlers, while blacksmiths
and other craftsmen were employed to satisfy the settlement's requirements.
Likewise, the storehouse secured and protected the colony's provisions and also
served as a centre for trade and exchange.
Even the privy exacted a measure of control over an individual's private
behaviour. The construction of a privy ensured communal disposal of most waste
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and at the same time prevented it from being discarded over the entire
settlement. 'Ibis shows that order and organization into communal matters and
control over private behaviour had begun to develop at an early stage in
Ferryland.
By around the middle of the seventeenth century, differences in the
physical appearance of the colony and the purpose of its structures begin to
appear in the archaeological record. With the end of Ferryland's proprietor-
based ownership, there began a gradual increase in the number of individual
planter families and bye-boatmen (Pope 1986:34-5). Every resident planter and
his family owned their own dwelling, storerooms. stages, train vats, boats, servants
and livestock. as compared with the more communal ownership under Calvert or
Kirke. This transformation in the lives of Ferryland's settl ers afforded them
some measure of control over their own destinies, but also weakened the
settlement as a cohesive unit.
The second phase of construction at Area C is an example of the change
from communal to private ownership. This two-bayed outbuilding served partially
as a cowhouse during the fourth quarter of the seventeenth century . The surface
area of the cowhouse floor was sufficient to house many cattle. but not near
enough to accommodate the large herd present at Ferryland during this time. For
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example . between the years 1675 and 16n there were anywhere from 27 to 32
cattle at Ferryland, at least ten of which belonged to various members of the
Kirke family (Pope 1993:112-126). Considering that Sara Kirke and several of
her sons ran a successful fishing establishment throughout the seventeenth century
and were in possession of lands around The Pool. it can be speculated that this
structure served as winter housing for the Klrke's berd of cattle . Whether or not
this can be proven, the substantial size and careful construction of the cowbouse
suggest that it belonged to one of Ferryland's more prominent families.
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Chapter 11
Summary and Conclusions
11.1 Summary
This thesis has answered important questions pertaining to the stone
structures at Area C. Thes e questions include several key issues sucb as the
locati on of quarry sites used by early colonists, sequence of construction for Area
CiS featu res, various functions of the buildings, construction techniques, use of
slate for roofing, possible Welsh or Devon connections and aspects of colonial
planning, economics and the lives of Ferryland's colonists . The following section
is a brief summary from each of the last seven chapters.
11.1.1 Location of quarry sites (Cha pter 4)
Starting with the investigati on for quarry sites, five different locations were
identifie d as possible slate procurement areas. Each of these sites has its own
unique geo logic and logistical attributes that helped to determine the feasibility of
its use. Two sites have be en designated as quarries used during the first phase of
construction at Area C. Th e first (site two) quarry is situated northwe st of The
Pool along a stretch of beach parallel to the Southern Shore highway. A
comparison of samples from this site with Area Cs stone walls revealed matching
micro-fossils and bedding planes that could not be attributed to any of the other
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quarries. Likewise. the slate outcrops from a second quarry (site three) to the
north, exhibit the same geologic properties as samples from Fenyland's roof slate
collection . Both quarri es were in production during Ferryland's early colonial
occupatio n and therefo re, they played an importan t part in supplying raw material
for walling, flooring and roofing many early buildings.
11.12 Dating the seque nce of construction (Chapt er 5)
Chapte r 5 focused on developing a dated stratigraphic sequence to explain
the evolution of Area C from its initial occupation and intensive construction, to
its destruction, re-occupation and destruction again in the latter part of the
sevent eenth century . The first evidence for occupation at Area C involved brief
visitations by European fishermen in the sixteenth century, followed by seasonal
West Country fishermen in the late sixteenth to early seventeenth centuries .
Beginning in the early 16205. these layers were covered by a thick deposit of fill
used to level the land for construction. A seawall, storehou se and privy were then
constructe d on top of (and incorporat ed into) this fill layer. This ambitious land
reclamation and construction project was completed in the 16205 and corresponds
to the stateme nt made by governor Edward Wynne in 1622 of using earth to win
back 'void or waste groun d."
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All three stone features were destroyed as a result of violent means.
Artifacts found in the thick destruction layers provide a termination date within
the third quarter of the seven teenth century, coinciding to the documented raid on
Ferryland by four Dutch ships in 1673. Re-occupation of Area C occurred during
the fourth quarte r of the seventeenth century and concentrated on the
construction of a two-bayed outbuilding directly south of the storehouse.
Occupation of this outbuilding was confined to a relatively shan period. as shown
by the tightly-dated artifacts found on its floor. This structu re, like most of the
others in Ferryland, was burnt to the ground in 1696when a conside rable French
force swept across the Avalon Peninsula in an attempt to oust the English
co lonists.
11.1.3 Identification and function of Area C's structures (Chapter 6)
All of Area C's structures were built for a specific function(s) . The first
stone featu re constructed at Area C was the seawall, which protected the newly-
reclaimed land to the south and also served as a quayside to provide a deep-water
berth . Directly south of the seawall was the privy and store house. Built alo ngside
the storehouse's west wan. the privy pit functioned as a unit for the containment
and expulsion of waste matter. The large stone storehouse itself served a variety
of roles throughout the seventeenth century . Its location, size, lack of provision
for beating and shortage of domestic artifacts all point to a storage functio n for
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this building. Yet. other artifacts including a solid cast-lead weight. alchemist 's
crucibles and cooper's tools, hint at a multi-purpose facility or work station.
Area C's second construction phase consisted of a two-bayed cowbouse-
storage shed whose most prominent feature was a cobb lestoned floor in its eastern
balf. This floor was built to accommodate cattle and was thus equipped with a
drainage channel. tethering posts, collecting box and covered drain that lead into
the old privy feature . The privy wasdismantled and rebuilt to accommodate this
new drain. but now functioned as a dungpit to contain instead of expel waste .
11.1.4 Stone construction techniques (Chapter 7)
The craftsmen involved in the construction at Area C employed a vari ety
of techniques and tools to ensure that these structures were solidly built. Local
slate was the principal medium for this construction and was used in walling.
flooring and roofing. The long time span between Area C s two construction
phases confirms that each building phase was erected by different craftsmen. Yet,
the simil ari ty in walL construction styles suggest that both groups were skilled and
knowledgable in the use of slate-stone. All structural walls were built to a
uniform thickness using coursed stonework mortared in clay.
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Flagstone floors were laid in two different construction fashions. The
earlier style of flooring was laid with thick, rough-edged, light blue slate and the
spaces between them filled with cobbles and slate fragments. The later flooring
was constructed using thinner, more friable, dark blue slate that was cut into
squares and then closely fitted. Instead of using flagstones, the craftsmen that
constructed the cowbouse relied upon cobblestones to serve as the main flooring.
The cobblestones were laid upright, into a bedding of sand and clay, with
successive stones placed tightly to one another.
The seawall. privy and covered drain are unique structural features that
were each constructed according to its particular function. Likewise, the tools
required to produce the landscaping and structural features at Area C depended
upon the specific type of job. The labourious task of digging for fill and
transporting it to the work site wascompleted with a variety of tools including
picks, mattocks, shovels, wheelbarrows and carts. Picks, wedges, hammers and
chisels cut slate from the quarry sites. The bammer, chisel. triangle, line and
plummet were necessary to build a fair and straight wall
The most well-documented aspect of tool use is in the construction of the
slate roof . Many basic tools were identified through seventeenth-eentury
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documentation, present-day slating practice and even from the roofing remains
themselves.
11.15 Roof slate analysis (Chapter 8)
The analysis of Ferryland's roof slate collection revealed a total of 3,697
pieces (both whole and fragmentary) located at Area C. When plotted according
to square metre , these slates showed a clear concentration in and around the
storehou se. Chapt er 5 dated the storehouse construction to the 16205, placing
Ferryland as the site of the earliest known slate-roofed buiIding(s) in North
America.
The roof slate from Area C's collection exhibited a diversity of shapes and
sizes, ranging from 3 'A to 14 Y.z inches wide and 6 to 10 inches long. with
thicknesses averaging aro und IAinch. Some of these slates included fragments
with two nail boles, some had iron nails still embedded into the holes and several
were triangular in form. Examination of all 207 undamaged roof slates reveal ed
four separate length groupings, with each group having a variety of different
widths. The four length groupings included a 6, 7, 8 and 10 inch range.
These length groupings are important to remembe r when developing a
basic model for bow the storehouse roof was constructed. This is because slates
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were laid in diminishing courses. with the largest slates at the eaves and
progressively smalle r Doesup to the ridge. Each successive layer also over lapped
the previous layer to a certain degree. Finally, to ensure protection from the
elements, slate roofs were pitched at an angle between 30 and 50 degrees.
Arcbaeological evidence could not be found to indicate the use of shaped-stone
ridges or inter locking slates as a ridge covering . Therefore. a specialized
technique, such as a saddle ridge, was applied by the slater(s) to finish the
storehouse roof.
11.1.6 Connections, construction styles and colonial links (Chap ter 9)
Both Wales and Devon have direct connections to seventeenth-century
colonization at Ferryland. It was because of this connection that furthe r research
was initiated to identify Welsb and Devon stone construction techniques. The
results demonstrated that eacb region constructed slate-stone walls.flagstone
floors and slate roofs identical to those of the first construction phase at Area C.
Historical documents provide an equally valid argument for the possibility of
either a Welsh or Devo n influence on this construction.
Further into the seventeenth century, the Welsh influence faded while
Devon's association with Ferryland remained. The constructio n of the cowhouse-
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storage shed in the fourth quart er of the seventeenth century bas architectural
attributes similar to examples in Devon.
links between Ferryland 's construction and that of othe r North American
colonial sites are few. In fact, only the French fort at Pentagoet, Maine (ca. 1635-
74) bas substantial walls and features similar to those at Area C. The possibility
of finding other comparable stone structures in seventeentb-century colonial
settings would depe nd upon the proximity of stone outcrops, skill in its extraction,
preparation and use, and the desire to construct solid and permanent buildings .
Future work in Newfoundland may reveal such features in Renews, Cupids or
Bristol's Hope.
11.1.7 Planners. proprie tors and colonists (Chapter 10)
The preservation and substantial construction of Area C's stone features
provide a unique opportunity to study early colonial life at Ferryland . These
remains help us to understand decision making processes among those in charge
of the colony's construction, aspects of colonial economics under prop rietary
leadership and facets of the colonists' lives that changed throughou t the
seventeenth century .
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Governor Edward Wynne was a major influence in the construction of the
waterfront pre mises. The use of stone for this co nstru ction was based on
Wynne's plans for the colony and wasmore economical, durable and suited to
the building's functions.
The co nstructio n of the massive waterfront premises shows that
Ferryland's livelihood was based on a maritime-oriented economy and tha t these
structures were an investment for the purpose of commercial gain. Several
artifacts in the storehouse and privy hint at a diversified economy that included a
brief stint testing and analysing mineral resourc es, trading between the colony and
migrato ry ships and the presence of specialized craftsmen such as mopers.
When Fenyland was 00 longer run by proprietors or profit-hungry
shareh olders, the na ture of set tleme nt and its structures grad ually changed to tha t
of individu al family ownershi p. Each plan ter family own ed its own fishing roo ms.,
wbarfs, stages, storehouses and dwellings, as oppose d to the more communally-
based social stru cture in the past A physical representation of these chan ges is
exhibited in the two different construction phases at Area C
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11.2 Conclusions
This thesis presents an interpretation of seventeenth-century stone
construction techniques at Area C. This can assist in identifying other structures
and features constructed under similar circumstances at Fenyland or even in
other sites throughout Newfound land and North America. Area C s waterfront
premises is only a section of the entire harbourside area that was in use
throughout most of the seventeenth century. Previous excavations also suggest
tha t the depth of overburden and lack of intrusive activities in many areas
protect ed and preserved the integrity of the structur es from the early colonial
period and those throughou t the seventeenth century. Based on this information.
continued excavation should uncover an entire series of waterfront stru cture s.
The study of stone construction at Area C is very important to our overall
unders tanding of seventeenth-century life at Fenyland. On the most basic level, it
establishes how the craftsmen and colonists constructed the stone structures.
where the raw mate rials originated and what tools they used. To be able to date
the sequence of construction and to interpret properly the site formation
processes. enable s archaeol ogists to corr elate discrete building phases with known
changes in occupatio n/settlement In this way. we can pose questions as to the
reasons for these new additions and enhance our awareness of Ferryland's
developmen t as a colony.
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ldentifying the overall purpose and function(s) of each structure helps
determine its context in relation to other associated structures and the colony
overall. Likewise, the stone construction techniques used at Area C can be
compared with similar styles of stone construction in both Wales and Devon, two
regions with close ties to seventeenth-century colonization at Ferryland . As the
first step in such investigations, this research can be used as a benchmark from
which future studies of archaeology and vernacular architecture would be
compared.
The preservation and substantial construction of Area C's stone features
provide a unique opportunity to derive information about early colonial life a t
Ferryland. These remains serve to answer why the waterfront premises were
constructed entirely of stone, to what level Ferryland's colonists relied upon trade
and economic diversification schemes and how Area Cs two construction phases
reflect the changing lives of Ferry land's colonists. Whereas most archaeological
sites in North America uncover the remains of post holes and soil stains left by
previous structures. the reliance upon stone at Ferryland preserved the structural
integri ty of Area C's features and thus ensured them a prominent place in the
history of this colony.
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:\1ap 4: Geology of the Avalon Peninsula, published in the Geologyof
Newfoundland and Labrador , 1989. Edited by J. P. Hodych and AF. King.
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~I ap 5: Geology of the Ferryland area. published in the Geolog)· of Newfoundland
and Labrador, 1989. Edited by J. P. Hodych and A.F. King.
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Figure 3: Area Cs south profile showing the stratigraphy of the cowhouse destruction and later occupation.
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Figure 4. Profile showing Area Cs separate destruction episodes.
f1gure 5: Area C map. all stone structural features.
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F1gure 6: Area C's first construction phase (ca. 16205).
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Figure 7: Area Cs second construction phase (fourth quarter of the 17th century) .
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Figure 9: Illustration of 17th century slater's tools. taken from Randle Holme's
Academy of Amz Ol)'. originally pub lisbed in 1688.
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Plate l. Aerial view of "The Pool: Ferryland.
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Plate 2. Aerial view of Area C.
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Plate J. Quarry site # 2.
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Plate 4. Fossils in quarry # 2 (above), compared to sample from Area C (below) .
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Plate 5. Quarrysite # 3.
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Plate 6. Slate outcrop in quarry # 3.
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Plate 7. Pipes from early European occupation, Event 26.
Plate 8. Pipes from ea rly fill layers (2 at far left) and privy (right).
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Plate 9. Wax impression from the privy.
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Plale 10. Storehouse pipes displaying range of occupation. Events 6 and 44.
Plate 11. Storehouse destruction layer.
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Plate 12. Cannon Balls found in the privy destruction layers.
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Plate 13. Assortment of Bamstaple pipes (1660-1710)from Area C.
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Plate 14. Short-stemmed pipe found on the wreck of the Saphire-1696 (above)
compared with a similar pipe found on the cowhouse floor (below).
Plate 15. Seawall continuation west of Area C.
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Plate 16. Area G. seawall and post feature.
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Plate . 7. Stone quayside with wooden strouders in Clovelly, Devon.
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Plate 18. Two flagstone floors in the storehouse .
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Plate 19. First flagstone floor in the storehouse.
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Plate 20. Floor 1: Cobbles and slate fragments in the interstices.
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Plate 21. Second flagstone floor in the storehouse.
Plate 22. Privy.
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Plate 23. Privy floor.
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Plate 24. Privy openings on the floor leading out through the seawall.
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Plate 25. Privy openings on the outside of the seawall.
Plate 26. Privy addition and new southern opening.
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Plate 27. Cobblestone drain leading to box feature .
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Plate 28. Box Feature za, cowhouse.
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Plate 29. Cobblestones on the cowhouse floor.
Plate 30. Ludb rook, Devon : cowhouse drain and cobble floor .
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Plale 31. Covered drain leading to dung pit (modified privy).
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Plate 32. Feature 15, fOUT upright slates on edge.
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Plate 33. Large rounded boulders at the base of walls.
Plate 34. Extended footings.
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Plate 35. Fill rocks between joins.
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Plate 36. The 2 over 1, lover 2 technique of wall construction.
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Plate 37. Jumper work.
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Plate 38. Cornerstones-quoins.
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Plate 39. Storehouse entranceway. southeast end.
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Plate 40. Flagstone floored alcove. cowhouse.
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Plate 41. Seawall continuation. north of Area C.
Plate 42. Pick and shovel artifacts.
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Plate 43. Using a hammer and chisel to reconstruct a stone wall.
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Plate 44. Triangular holes in roof slates.
Plate 45. Craftsman at the Welsh Slate Museum: cutting.
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Plate 46. Craftsman at the Welsh Slate Museum: shaping.
Plate 47. Slater from Holme'SAcademy or A nnOI)' . dated--l688 (above),
Craftsman at the Welsh Slate Museum: trimming (below).
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Plate 48. Slates with 2 holes.
220
Plale 49. Slates with iron nails still corroded into place.
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Plate SO. Possible roofing nails and slate.
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Plate 51. Illustration of triangular slates as placed on a hipped roof (above)
Ferryland's triangular roofing slates: 45-50 degree angle (below).
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Plate 52. Slate length ranges.
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Plat e 53. Roof slate terminology (above) , example of overlapping courses (below).
Plate 54. Exceptionally long thin slates (combing slates).
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Plate 55. Crucible fragments found on the storehouse floor.
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Plate 56. Solid cast-lead weight.
228
Plate 57. Three woodworking gimlets.
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28 July , 1622
Edward Wynne
Letter to George Calvert [from Fenyland]
A Letter from Captaine Edward Wynne. Governor of the Colony at Ferryland, within
the Province of Avalon, in Newfoundland, unto the Right Honourable Sir GEORGE
CALVERT Knight, his Maiesties Principall Secretary. July 1622.
May it please your Honour:
Upon the 17th day of May, I received her e your letters of the 19th of February, from
the hands of Robert Stoning. Upon the 26th of the same , a ship of Master Jennings, with
your people and provision, arrived here in safety, and from the bands of Captain Powell
I received then your Honour's letters of the 14 of March. And upon the last of June,
Master James came hither . from Renews, and the salt-maker Master John Hickson, from
whose bands I received two letters more: that by Master James being of the 4th of May
and the othe r by Hickson of the 10th of the same.
All these being received by me. with an humble and a most thankful hand. first unto
God for your Honour's health and next to your Honour for your continual favour
towards me, beseeching the same Almighty God, long and long to continue your health.
to the advancement of his glory, both here at home and else-where . I most humbly pray
you to build upon my dutiful care and diligence, in the setting forwards and following of
your Honour's business, even to your best advantage, and advancement of the work, and
also that I shall be a dutiful observer of your pleasure and commandment. And so with
the like bumility, I do present your Honour with the good tidings of all our bealths,
safety and good success in our proceedings (God's Holy Name be praised for it.) It
followeth now (as my duty requireth) that I render unto your Honour a due account of
what hath been done by us here this year and of all things else whicb appertain unto me
to do.
Therefore it may please your Honour, that as soon as I had delivered my last letters
of the 5th of September, I immediately addressed myself only to our business.
Notwithstanding our diligent labour and extraordinary pains- taking, it was All
Hallowtide [November 1] before our first range of building was fitted for an habitabl e
being - the which being 44 foot of length and 15 foot of breadth; containing a hall 18
foot long, an entry of 6 foot and a cellar of 20 foot in length; and of the height, between
the ground floor and that over head. about 8 foot; being divided above that throughout
into four chambers and four foot high to the roof or a half storey. The roof over the
hall [ covered with deal boards and the rest with such thatch as [ found growing here
about the harbour, as sedge . flagg and rushes - a far better covering than boards, both
for warmth and tightness . When I had finished the same with only one chimney of
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st onework in the ball. I went forward with our kitchen, of length 18 foot, 12 foot of
breadth and 8 foot high to the eaves, and walled up with stone-work, with a large
chimney in the same . Over the kitchen I fitted another chamber; all which with a
staircase and convenient passages, both into the kitchen and the room over it, were all
finished by Christmas eve. This is all the building, with a hen-bouse, that we have been
able to accomplish before Christmas.
Many things else were done by us in the interim, as the getting home of timber trees,
firewood, the raising up of a face of defense (fortification} to the water-side ward. with
the earth that we digged both for cellar and kitchen room (which we found a very
labourious work), also the sewing of some wheat for a trial and many other businesses
besides .
After Christmas. we employed ourselves in the woods, especially in hard weather,
whence we got borne as many board-stocks as afforded us above two hundred boards,
and above two hundred timber trees beside s. We got home as much or as many trees as
served us to palizado (palisade fortification] into the plantation about four acre s of
ground, for the keeping off of both man and beast, with post and rail seven foot high,
sharpened in the top, the trees being pitched upright and fastened with spikes and nails .
We got also together as much firewood, as will serve us yet these two months. We
also fitted much garden ground for feed, I mean barley , oats, peas and beans.
For addition of building, we have at this present a parlour of fourteen foot, besides
the chimney, and twelve foot broad, of convenient height and a lodging chamber ove r it.
To each a chimney of stone -work, with stairs and a staircase, beside s a tenement of two
rooms, or [of] a storie and a balte , which serves for a store-house till wee are otherwise
provided. The forge hath been finished this five weeks ; the salt-work is now almost
ready. Notwithstanding this great task for so few hands, we have both wheat, barley, oats ,
peas and beans about the quantity of two acres. Of garden room about half an acre: the
corn [grain]. though late sown, is now in earing; the beans and the goodliest peas that I
ever saw bave flourished in their blooms this twenty days. We have a plentiful kitchen
garden of lettuce, radish , carrots, coleworts [cabbage], turnips and many other things.
We have also at this present a flourishing meadow of at least three acres. with many
haycocks of exceeding good hay, and hope to fit a great deal more against another year.
In the beginning of the last winter, we sunk a well of sixteen foot deep in the ground, the
which affords us water in a sufficient measure. The timber that we have got home first
and last is above five hundred trees of good timber. There have been above three
hundred boards, besides the former, sawed since the arrivall of Captain Powell . We have
also broken much ground for a brewhouse room and other tenements. We have a wharf
in good forwardness, towards the low watermark. So that our endeavour that way
affords a double benefit, the one of ridding and preparing the way to a further wor k, the
other of winning so much void or waste ground, to so necessary a purpose as to enlarge
this little roo m, whereon (with your Honours leave and liking) [ hope to fortify, so that
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within the same, for the comfort of neighbourhood. another row of building may be so
pitched, that the whole may be made a pretty street.
For the country and climate : it is better and not so cold as England hitherto. My
comfort is. that the Lord is with your Honour and your designs: for we have prospered to
the admiration of all the beholders in what is done. And thus with my humble duty
remembered, [ rest,
Your Honours most humble and faithful servant, EDWARD WYNNE.
Ferryland, 28 July , 1622.
Postscript.
The ships with the rest of our provision arrived here this morning and what is omitted by
me, shall by God's help shortly be performed. Your Honour bath greater bopes here
than heretofore [ have been able to discern. All things succeed beyond my expectation.
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17 August, 1622
Edward Wynne
Letter to George Calve" {from Fcrryland ]
Another Letter to Master Secretary Calvert, from Captaine Wynne, of the 17th of
Augus~ 1622.
May it please your Honour:
Upo n the 17th day of May, your Honour' s letters of the 19th of February, I received
here from the bands of Robert Stoning, etc. And so forward as in his former lette r of
the 28th of Jul y, relating the manne r and proportion of their building.
we have wheat. barley, oats and beans both eared and codded [podded], and thougb
the late sowing and setting of them might occasion the contrary, yet it ripens now so fast,
that it carries the likelihood of an approaching harvest. We have also a plentiful kitchen
garden of many thin gs. and so rank, that I have not seen the like in England. Our beans
are exceeding good; our peas shall go without compare, for they are in some places as
high as a man of an extraordinary stature ; radish as big as mine ann; lettuce, kale or
cabbage, tu rnips, carrots. and all the rest is of like goodness . We have a meadow of
about three acres; it flourished lately with many cocks of good hay, and now it is made
up for a winter feeding. We hope to be well fitted with many acres of meadow against
another year . Of pasture land. we have already to serve at least three hundred hea ds of
cattle : and to all this. if it please God. a good quantity of seed ground shall be fitted, and
such buildings as we shall be able to accomplish.
Now in the next place it may please your Honour to understand tha t touching this
country, the summer time here is so fair, so warm and of so good a temperatur e, tha t it
prcducetb many herbs and plants very wholesom e, medicinable and delectable; many
fruit trees of sundry kinds; many sorts of berries wholesome to eat and in measure most
abundant, in so much as many sorts of birds and beasts are relieved with the m in time of
winter, and whereof with further experience I UUSI to find some for the tum of Dyers.
Our high levels of land are adorned with woods, both fair and seemly to behold, and
green aU winter. Within land there are plains innumera ble, many of them containing
many thousand acres. very pleasant to see to. and well furnis hed with ponds, broo ks and
rivers, very plentiful of sundry sorts of fish.besides store of deer (caribou] and othe r
beasts that yield both food and fur. Touching the sou. I find it in many places of
goodness far beyond my expectation: the earth as good as can be, the grass both fat and
unctuous and if ther e were store of cattle to feed it up, and with good ordering. it would
become a most steadfas t nourishment · whereof the large breed of cattle to our northern
plantati on (Cupids?) have latel y given proofs sufficient, though since. they have been
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most shame fully destroyed. The air bere is very heal thful. the water both clear and
wholesome. and the win ter short and tolerab le. continuing only in January, February and
part of March; the day in Winter longer than in England : the nigh ts both silen t and
comfortable, producing nothing that can be said either horrid or hideous . Neither was it
so cold here the last winter as in England the year before . I remember hut three several
days of bard weather indeed. and they not extreme neither, for [ have known great er
frosts. and far great er snows in our own country.
At the Bristol Planta tion. the re is as goodly rye DOW growing as can be in any part of
England. They are also well furnished with swine and a large breed of goats, fairer by
far. than those that were sent over at the first.
The stones, kernels and seeds that Stoning brought me. were put into the ground
prese ntly after his arri val, the which are already of a pretty growth. though late set, for
they came to my hands but upon the 17th of May.
The vines that cam e from Plymouth do prosper very well: nay. it is to be assured. that
any thing that grows in England, will grow and prospe r very wen here - whereby it
plainly appears unto your Honour, what manner of country the same is. Therefore it
may please you to give credit unto no man that shall see m to urge the contrary. And,
for my part, seeing tha t by the providence of God and your Honours mer e favour
towards me, this employment is fallen to my lot, I trust that neither God's grace in me,
nor the experience that I have gained by the travels of my youth. will suffer me to wrong
your Honour. Far be it from me to go about to betray you and my country , as others
have done that have been employed in the like trus t, I trust also that what I have
undertaken, either by word or writing, will be found the characters of a true and zealous
mind. wholly devoted unto your Honour's service. the good of my poo r distressed
countrymen, and to the advanceme nt of God's glory.
It may please your Honour to understand that our salt-maker hath perfo rmed his part
with a great deal of sufficiency, by whom I have sent your Honour a barrel of the best
salt that ever my eyes beheld. who with better settling doth undertake to bett er this
which he bath made already. I shall humblyalso desire you to re membe r my last years
suit, that our delicate harbours and woods may not be altog ethe r destroyed. for the re
have been rinde d this year not so few as 50.000 trees and they heave out ballast into the
harbours, though I look on. It may likewise please your Honour to give express order,
first, tha t such as be sent hithe r hereafte r may be such men as shall be of good strength,
wher eof we stand in need of six masons, four carpe nters, two or three good quarry men.
a slater or two, a lime-burner and limestones, a good quanti ty of hard laths, a couple of
strong maids that (besides othe r work) can both brew and bake ; and to furnish us with
wheels. hemp and flax and a convenient number of west-country labourers to fit the
ground for the plough.
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Secondly , that no more boys and girls be sent hither, I mean upon your Honour's
charge, nor any other persons which have not been brought up to labo ur, for they are
unfit for these affairs.
Thirdly, your Honour of necessity must send some guns and a gunn er with his
necessaries [ordnance). for the place an d time do require it. It is a durable chattel; they
will command the harbour and secure all.
We stand also in need of another brewing copper [ke ttle), some clapboards. more iron
and steel. brick, some lime and tiles for a beginning, whilst the slate-q uarry is in fitting.
A complete magazine of all things will be necessary with victuals, linen, woolen for
apparel and bedding. with bett er coverlets. shoes of wet leather, Irish stockings, coarse
knit hose, coarse ticks [ticking], good flocks [Sluffing] in cask, and instead of cloth, coarse
mingled kersies, and no canvas suits, nor any ready made. But otherwise. it may please
your Honour to send tailors , such as will help to guard the place, and do other things.
The like of other tradesmen, and all to be furnished out of the magazin e, upon account .
[ went to Fermeuse and Renews, upon the fourth of this month. to buy salt for your
Honou r against the next year, because it is so dear in England, and that which is now
bough t for the next year's fishing amo unts to the number of 186 hogsheads.
It may please your Honou r, that another iron mill, and two Bridewell mills may be
sent hither, and then our bread-eorn may be sent unground and if at any time it should
happen to take wet, it may be dried again .
We want a dozen of leather buckets , a glazie r, some glue, ra ts-bane [ra t poison?], two
fowling pieces of six foot in the barrel and one of seven foot, with a mold to cast shot of
several sizes for fowling.
The last year I showed your Honour of much courtesy received from sundry masters;
many this year have done the like, though some likes not our flourishing beginning and
prosperity. Howsoever, I have proceeded with a great deal of care and respect unto your
Honour' s commandments, to use them with all humanity.
I hope you will be pleased to send us the plough next year and guns, for the time
requires it. And so conclude, resting
Your Honour's most humble, thankful and faithful! servant,
Ferryland, 17
August. 1622.
EDWARD WYNNE.
The names of all those that stay with me this year .
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Captain Powell .
Nicholas Hoskins.
Robert Stoning.
Roger Freshman, Surgeon
Henry Dring, Husbandman.
Owen Evans .
Mary Russell,
Sibell Dee, maide.
Elizabeth Kerne .
Jone Jackson. } Girles
Thomas Wilson.
John Prater. } Smithes.
lames Seuell, Stone-layer.
Benjamin Hacker, Quarry-man.
Nicholas Hinckson.
Robert Bennet. [Carpenters.
William Hatch.
Henry Doke, Boats-master.
William Sharpus, Tailor.
Elizabeth Sbarp us, bls wife.
John Bayly.
Anne Bayly, his wife.
Widdow Bayly.
Joseph Parscer .
Robert Row, Fisherman.
Pbilip Jane, Cooper.
William Bond.
Peter Wotton. } Boats-masters,
Ellis Hinckson.
Digory Fleshman.}Boyes.
Ricbard Higgins.
10 all 32
Ilooke for a mason, and one more out of the Bay of Conception (Conception Bay].
Both of Wynne's letters are taken from Peter Pope 's Documents Relating to Ferry/and
1597-1726. Report on file at the Archaeology Unit, Memorial University , SL John's.
APPENDIX B
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EVENTS FOR AREA C PIPE ANALYS IS
Sorted according to stratigraphic sequence &: proposed sequence of constructicny
occupation/destruction,
N2le:: Pipe analysis includes the tabula tion of bore measurements and the
identification of bowl shapes. sizesand maker' s marks when data is available .
Event's 11, 26 and 110: Ear ly West Country occupation and/or initial settlement
in 1621.
Event's 8, 40. Stratum 3(3a), 229, 232 and 296: Init ial fill layers in Area C.
Some broadcast thro ugho ut large area of the site [Event 's 8. 40. Stratum 3(3a) ],
others are discre te 611 layers.
Event 147: Immed iately on top of Event 8 (brief occupation).
Feature 18: Pr",y Even ts
Event 116
Event 114
Event 111
Even t 50
Even t 49
Level 3 (1986)
Leve l 2 ( 1986)
Levell (1986)
Event's 6 and 44: Occupation layers on storehouse floor.
Evcnl's 9. 16 and Stratum l a: Destruction of storehouse- Dutch raid 1673.
Event 15: Disuse and abandonment of the stone seawall .
Event 20: Levelling/ infil ling of the site for new construction.
Event's 33 and 45: Cowhouse occupation/destruction layer- French attack 1696.
Event 53: Shattered rock and clay associated with cowhouse destruction layer.
Event's 1'·,25 and 31: Ear ly-mid 18th century destru ction.
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FERRYLAND (AREA C) PIPE STEM ANAL YSIS
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4/ 64
5/64
6/64
7/ 64
8/64
9/64
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o
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o
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Stem Bore Numbe r
4/64 0
5/64 0
6/ 64 1
7/64 1
8/64 1
9/64 1
TOTAL
Stem Bore
4/64
5/64
6/64
7/64
8/64
9/64
TOTAL---- -----
Mean pipe stem bore is 7.0649
Mean date for Event 26 is 1662
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Number
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4
13
35
24
1
241
Event 26
/,1 -----"u1
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40
10
5/64 6/64 7/64 8/64
PipoBore Diameter
9/64
Stem Bore
4/64
5/64
6/64
7/64
8/64
9/64
TOTAL--- - 86
Mean pipe stem bore is 7.488372
MeandateforEvent 8 is 1645
Event 8
Number
o
2
8
37
33
7
242
so
40
iPO
~
~20
10
Sl64 6/64 7/64 &/64
PipeBore Diameter
9f64
Stratum 3(33)
Ste m Bo re
4/64
5/64
6/64
7/64
8164
9/64
Number
o
2
26
122
69
5
243
TOTAL- --------
Mean pipe ste m bore is 7.2 1875
Mean date for Stratum 3(3a) is 1656
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Stratum 3(3a)
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40
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20
10
5/64 6/64 1164 8/64
Pipe Bore Diameter
9/64
244
EmlUi
Stem Bore Number
4/64 0
5/64 0
6/64 2
7/64 9
8/64 5
9/64 0
TOTAL 16
Stem Bore
4/64
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6/64
7/ 64
8/64
9/ 64
TOTAL~------ 17
Number
Stem Bore
4/64
5/64
6/64
7/64
8/64
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8/64 8
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Eye nt 49 CPri n )
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Eyent 1J1 CPrin)
Stem Bore
4/64
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6/64
7/ 64
8/64
9/64
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Event 114 CPrinl
Stem Bore
4/64
5/64
6/64
7/ 64
8/ 64
9/64
TOTAL.- - - - - ---
Event 116 CPriyy l
Two pipe stems in this event
7/64
8/64
11
Number
Number
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Lcy cb 1 2.3 (J 986).. Priyy
Stem Bore
4/64
5164
6/64
7/64
8/64
9/64
Number
1
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11
248
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Mean pipe stem bore is 7.43 41
Mean date for Levels 1.2.3 is 1647
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Meanpipe stem bore is 7.2391
Meandate fOT Event 6 is 1655
Event 6
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Meanpipe stem bore is 7.1389
Meandatefor Event 44 is 1659
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Meandate for Event9 is 1664
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Pipe Bore Diameter
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Stem Bore
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6/64
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Mean pipe stem bore is 7.0597
Meandate for Event 16 is 1662
Event 16
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Meanpipe stemboreis 6.80327
Meandatefor StratumLais 1672
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22 1
13
253
Stratum la
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PipeBoreDiameter
254
Stem Bore Number
4/64
5/64
6/64
7/64
8/64
9/64
o
I
3
27
6
I
TOTAL--------- J8
Mean pipe stem bore is 7 .07895
Mean date for Event IS is 166 1
Event 15
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~30
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Stem Bore
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Meanpipe stem bore is 6.48077
Mean date for Event 20 is 1684
Event 20
Number
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24
6
2
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4/64 5/64 6/64 1/64 8/64 9164
PipeBore Diameter
Stem Bore
4/64
5/64
6/64
7/64
8/64
9/64
TOTAL
Mean pipestem bore is 6.9419
Mean date for Event JJ is 1666
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Event 33
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j40
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20
[0
Sf64 6/64 1164 OJ6, 9f64
PipoBoreDiameter
Stem Bore
4/64
5/64
6/64
7/64
8/64
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TOTAL---- - _
Mean pipe stem bore is 6 .76108
Mean date for Event 4 5 is 1613
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3
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223
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I
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Event 45
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40
~ 30
.;:
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to
4/64 5/64 6/64 1/64 8/64
Pipe Bore Diameter
Stem Bore
4/64
5/64
6/64
1/64
8/64
9/64
TOTAL----- _
Mean pipe stem bore is 6.5 02646
Mean date for Event 53 is 1683
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o
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Event 53
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PipeBoreDiameter
Stem Bore
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TOTAL,---------
Mean pipe stemboreis 6.092 11
Mean date for Event 19- is 1699
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o
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o
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- This event was recordedabove Event4S andtherefore datesto after the French attackin
1696.
Event 19*
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40
,
f30
t.
20
\ 0
5/64 6/64 7f64
PipeBore Diameter
. .~
8/64
Stem Bore
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Mean pipe stem bore is 6.0282
Mean date for Event 25 is 1701
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2
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Event 25
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Pipe BoreDiameter
Stem Bore
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6/64
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Meanpipe stem bore is 6.0412
Meandate for Event 31 is 170I
Event 31
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3
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FERRYlAND (AREA C) PIP E BOWL ANALYS[S
E!mt.16: Early West Country Occupation (6 comp lete /fragmentary bowls) .
#1) 45996 (7/64): Oswald [975 ( [600-40); Oswald in Fairclough [976
(1635 -1665); Noel Hum e 1969 (1610-40); Pope 1988 (1610-40) ; Atkinsoo &
Oswald 1969 (1610-40).
# 2) 48395 (8/64) : Noel Hume 1969 (1610-40).
# 3) 47320 (7/64): Noel Hume 1969 (1610-40); Atyo 1979 (1610-40); Atkinson &
Oswald 1969 ( 1610-40).
#4) 44999 (8/64): Noel Hume 1969 (1610-40); Atkinsoo & Oswald 1969
(1610-40) .
#5) 44282 (8/64): Noel Hume 1969 (1610-40).
#~ 26474 (7/64): Oswald 1975 (1600-40); Pope 1988 (1610-40) ; Atkinson &
Oswald 1969 (1610-40).
E!:mt...l: Initial fill layer in Area C (4 complete/fragmentary bowls) .
#1)73684 (8/64): Oswald 1975 (J600-40) ; Noe l Hume 1969 (1610-40): Atkinson &
Oswald 1969 (1610-40) .
#2) 26\1 8 (8/64): Atkinson & Oswald 1969 (1660-80) ; Noel Hume 1969
(1650-80) ; Oswald 1975 (1660-80).
# 3) 72598 (8 /64): Atyo 1979 (1660-80); Atkinson & Oswald 1969 (1660-80);
Pope 1988 (1660-90); Oswald 1975 (I66O-BO).
#4) 72587 (no measuremeot) : Atkinson & Oswald 1969 (1660-80) ; Oswald 1975
(1660-80) .
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Stratum 3 Oa): Fill layer discovered in 1986, equivalent to Event 8
(12 complete/ fragmentarybowls)
#1 ) 5539 (6/64): Noe l Hume 1969 (161Q-40);Oswald 1975 (160040); Oswald io
Fairclough 1976 (1635-65).
# 2) 5541 (8/64): Pope 1986 analysis (1610-30); Atyo 1979 (161Q-40); Atkinson &
Oswald 1969 (1580-1610).
# 3) 5816 (8/64) with RC heel mark : Pope 1988 (1640-70); Noe l Hume 1969
(1620-60) ; Atkinson & Oswald 1969 (1640-70).
#4) 3573 (no measurement): Noel Hume 1969 (1610-40); Oswald 1975 (1600-40).
# 5) 3196 (7/64) : Pope 1986 analysis (1630-60); Noe l Hume 1969 (1620-60) ;
Oswald 1975 ( 1640-60).
# fi) S540 (no measurement) MM on heel: Pope 1986 analysis (164()"70); Atkinson
& Oswald 1969 (1640-60); Noel Hume 1969 (1620-60); Tatman 1985
(1650-60).
# 7) 5814 (8/64): Pope 1986 analysis (1640-70); Oswald 1975 ( 1640-60); Atkinson
& Oswald 1969 (1640-70).
# 8) 5817 (7/64): Pope 1986 analysis (1640-70); Noel Hume 1969 (1620-60);
Atkinson & Oswald 1969 (1640-60).
#9) 5818 (no measurement) : Atkinson & Oswald 1969 (1640-60); Noe l Hume
1969 (1620-60) ; Atyo 1979 (1660-80).
#10·12) 4508 (7/ 64) ; 5538 (7/64); 4471 (7/64): Pope 1986 analys is (1660-1710) .
~: Fill layer. deposited during same time as E8 (1 bowl) .
# 1) 40299 (no measurement) : Noel Hurne 1969 ( 1620-60); Oswald 1975
(1640-60).
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~: Discre te fill layer above E26 and contemporaneous with E8 (1 bowl) .
#1 ) Hi411(7{64) : Oswald 1975(160040); Noel Hume 1969 (161Q-40); Pope 1988
(161Q-40).
£!mt...H1.; lnitial occupation level directly on top of Eve nt 8 (1 bowl).
#1 ) 96679 (8{64) : Oswald 1975 (160040 ); Pope 1988 (161Q-40); Noel Hume 1969
(161Q-40).
feature la· rna/Cess Pit Eyents and Levels .
Between Event 114 & 116: (1 bowl).
#1) 108839 (7{64) : Noel Hume 1969(1620-60); Atyo 1979 (1640-60); Pope 1988
(1620-50); Atkinson 8<Oswald 1969 (1640-60); Oswald 1975 (1640-60).
1illnU!!: (1 bowl).
#1) 76519 (no measurement): Oswald 1975 (1600-40); Atkinson 8<Oswald 1969
(161Q-40); Noel Hume 1969 (161Q-40).
~: (4 bowIs).
#1 ) 69590 (8{64): Atkinson 8<Oswald 1969 (161Q-40); Noe l Hume 1969 (161Q-40)
# 2) 116JS6 (no measurement): Noel Hume 1969 (1610-40); Oswald 1975
(160040); Atkinso n 8<Oswald 1969 (161Q-40).
#3) 102019 (7{64) : Pope 1988 (1630-60);Atkinson 8<Oswald 1969 (1640-60);
Noel Hume 1969 1620-60).
#4) 93000 (9{64): Atkinson 8<Oswald 1969 (1640-60); Pope 1988 (1620-50).
f.l:<J1U2: (1 bowl).
#1) U2363 (9{64): Noel Hume 1969 (1610-40); Oswald 1975 (160040); Atkinsnn
8<Oswald 1969 (1610-40).
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.!&nU: (2 bowls) 1986.
# 1) 5180 (8/64): Pope 1986 analysis (1660-80); Noel Hume 1969 ( 165<l-8O);
Oswald 1975 (1660-80).
#2) 3S043 \7/64): Oswald 1975 (1660-80); Pope 1986 analysis (1660-80);
Noel Hume 1969 (1650-80).
LmU: ( 13 bowls) 1986.
#1 ) 4863 (7/64): Pope 1986 analysis (1635·55); Noel Hume 1969 (1645-65) ;
Atkinson & Oswald 1969 (1660-80).
# 2.) _ 9, 35044 (8/64 ) MM on heels : Pope 1986 analysis (166G-90);
Noel Hum e 1969 (165<l-8O); Oswald 1975 (1660-80).
#~ 4866 (8/64), 35041 (8/ 64), 35042 (9/ 64): Pope 1986 analys is (1660-80);
Noel Hume 1969 (1650-80); Atkinson & Oswald 1969 (1660-80).
# 7·10) 481i80·h (2< 7/64 , Ix 8/64) : Pnpe 1986 analysis (165IJ.90); Noe l Hume
1969 (1645-65); Oswald 1975 (1660-80).
#11-13) 48700-d (6,7,8/64) : Pope 1986analysis (166IJ.90); Noel Hume 1969
(1645·65); Atkinson & Oswald 1969(1660-80); Atyc 1979 (166IJ.80).
1&!<U: ( I bowl) 1986.
#1 ) 5686a·b (8 /64) MM on beel : Pope 1986 analysis (166G-90); Noel Hume 1969
( 165<l-8O); Oswald 1975 (1660-80).
E!£nU: Occupationlayer fromstorehousefloor (3 bowls).
# 1) 45753 (7/64): Oswald 1975 ( 16OIJ.4O); Noel Hume 1969 (1611J.4O); Atkinson
& Oswald 1969 (1611J.4O).
# 2) 65638 (7/64): Oswald 1975 (164IJ.70); Pope 1988 (1640-80); Noe l Hume 1969
(1645·65) .
#3) 489580 (7/64): Noel Hume 1969 (1650-80); Atkinson & Oswald 1969
(1660-80).
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~: Occupation layer from sto rehouse floor (6 bowls).
#1) 132218 (7/64): Oswald 1975 (161lJ-40); Noel Hume 1969 (161lJ-40).
#2) 59986 (8/64) MM 00 heel: Atkiosoo & Oswald 1969 (161lJ-40); Noel Hume
1969 (161lJ-40).
# 3) 134324 (no measurement): Pope 1988 (1620-50) ; Noel Hum e 1969 (1620-60);
Oswald 1975 (164<H;0).
#4) 137647 (no measurement) : Pope 1988 (162Il-50); Noel Hume 1969 (162<H;0);
Oswald 1975 (164Il-60).
# 5) 132640 (7/64) : Oswald 1975 (164Il-70); Pope 1988 (164Il-80); Noel Hum e
1969 (1645-65).
# 6) 134Ul (8/64) : Pope 1988 (l651l-80); Noel Hume 1969 (1645-65); Atkinson &
Oswald 1969 (166Il-80).
fu:ml..!: Destruction of Storeh ouse. Dutch 1673 (26 bowls).
#1) 65633 (8/64): Noel Hume 1969 (161lJ-40); Pope 1988 (161lJ-40).
# 2) 154809 (no measurement); Oswald 1975 (161040); Noel Hu me 1969
(161lJ-40).
#3) 57268 (6/64) : Atkinson & Oswald 1969 (164ll-60); Noel Hume 1969
(1620-60).
#4) 154722(no measurement): Oswald in Fairclough 1976 (1660-80); Atkinson &
Oswald 1969 ( 164<H;0); Noel Hume 1969 (162ll-60); Pope 1988 (1620-60).
# 5) 155187 (8/64): Oswald 1975 (164Il-70); Pope 1988 (164Il-80); Noel Hume
1969 (1645-65); Atkinson & Oswald 1969 (164Il-6O).
# 6) 63289 (8/64): Oswald 1975 (164<H;0); Pope 1988 (1630-50); Noel Hume 1969
(162<H;0).
# 7) 76187 (7/64) : Noel Hume 1969 (1645-65); Atkinson & Oswald 1969
(1661l-80); Pope 1988 (1651l-80).
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#8) 1S4J8J (8{64): Pope 1988 (166G-90); Atkinson & Oswald 1969 (166G-80).
#'J) 57771 (6{64): Oswald 1975 (166G-80); Atkinson & Oswald 1969 (1660-80).
#10) 59419 (6{64): Pope 1988 (1660-1710); Oswald 1975 ( 1660-9O?); Oswald 1969
(1 7th century Bams taple pipe) : Grant and Jemmett 1985 (1660-1710).
#11) 73476 (7{64): Pope 1988 (1660-1710); Oswald 1975 (1660-907); Oswald 1969
(17th century Bams taple pipe); Grant and Jemmett 1985 ( 1660-1710).
#U) 50370 (7{64) : Pope 1988 (1660-1710); Oswald 1975 (1660-907); Oswald 1969
(17th century Bams taple pipe) ; Gran t and Jemmett 1985 (1660- 17 10).
#13) 154203 (7{64): Pope 1988 (166G-1710); Oswald 1975 (1660-9O?); Oswald
1969 (17th century Barnstaple pipe); G rant and Jemmett 1985 (166G-1710).
# 14) 59911 (6{64): Pope 1988 (1660-1710); Oswald 1975 (1660-901); Oswald 1969
( 17th cen tury Bamstaple pipe); Grant and Jemmett 1985 (166G-1710).
#15) 5nJO (7{64): Pope 1988 (1660-1710) ; Oswald 1975 (166G-9O?); Oswald 1969
(17th century Bams taple pipe); Grant and Jemmett 1985 ( 166Q..1710) .
#16) 42266 (6{64): Pope 1988 (1660-1710); Oswald 1975 (1660-907); Oswald 1969
(17th century Bamstaple pipe) ; Grant and Jemmett 1985 ( 1660-1710).
# 17) 42804 (8{64): Pope 1988 (1660-1710); Oswald 1975 (1660-907); Oswald 1969
( 17th century Barnstaple pipe); Grant and Jemmett 1985 ( 1~1110).
#18) 15529 1 (7{64): Pope 1988 (166G-1710); Oswald 1975 (1660-901) ; Oswald
1969 (17th century Bamstaple pipe); Grant and Jemmett 1985 (166G-1710).
#19) 155196 (8{64): Pope 1988 ( 1660-1710); Oswald 1975 (1660-9O?); Oswald
1969 (17th century Bamstaple pipe); Gran t and Jemmett 1985 (1660-1710) .
#20) 59139 (7{64) : Pope 1988 (1660-1710); Oswald 1969 (17th century Barns taple
pipe): Grant and Jemmett 1985 (1660-1710).
#21) 51015 (7{64): Pope 1988 (1660-1710); Oswald 1969 (17th century Barnstaple
pipe) ; Grant and Jemmett 1985 (1660-1710).
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#22) 63771 (7/64): Pope 1988 (1660-1710); Oswald 1969 (17th century Bams taple
pipe); Grant and Je mme tt 1985 (166()..1710).
#23) 57166 (7/64): Pope 1988 (1660-1710);Oswald 1969 (17th century Bamstaple
pipe); Gran t an d Jemmett 1985 (1660-1710).
#24) 53571 (7/64): Pope 1988 (1660-1710); Oswald 1969 (17th century Bams taple
pipe ); Grant and Jemme tt 1985 (1660-1710).
#Z5) 50494 (6/64): Pope 1988 (1660-1710);Oswald 1969 (17th century Bamstap le
pipe); Grant and Jemmen 1985 (1660-1710).
#Z6) 30770 (7/ 64) MM on tbe beel: Pope 1988 (1660-1710); Oswald 1969
(17th century Bams taple pipe); Grant and Jemmen 1985 (1660-1710).
Sl.nJ..llI.m...: Destruction layer discove red in 1986. Equivalent to Event's 9 & 16.
(21 bowls).
#1) S645 (8/64 ): Pope 1986 analysis (162Q.SO); Noel Hum e 1969 (162Q.60);
Oswald 1975 (164Q.60).
#Z ) 7341 (7/64): Pope 1986 analysis (166Q.8Q); Noel Hu me 1969 (1660-80);
Atkinson & Oswald 1969 (166Q.8Q).
#3 ) ZOOZS (7/64) : Oswald 1975 (!64Q.70); Pope 1988 (164O-8Q); Noel Hume 1969
(1645-65).
#4) 16348 (7/64) : Oswald 1975 (l66Q.8Q).
#5) 34157 (6/64) : Oswald 1975 (166Q.8Q).
#6) Z7778 (6/64) : Oswald 1975 (168Q.1710); Noel Hume 1969 (168Q.1710);
Atkioson & Oswald 1969 (168Q.1710).
#7} 164Z1 (5/64 ) MM on sides of beel: Noel Hume 1969 (1700.70); Oswald 1975
(1700.40); Atkinson & Oswald 1969 (1700.70).
#8) Z7387 (6/64): Atkinson & Oswald 1969 (1700.40); Oswald 1975 (173Q.60?).
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#9) 28390 (7/ 64): Pope 1988 (1660-1710);Oswald in Fairclough 1976 (1700-30?);
Oswald 1975 (166G-90);Oswald 1969 (17th century Bamstaple pipe).
#10) 14384 (6/64) : Pope 1988 (1660-1710); Oswald 1969 (17th century Bamstap le
pipe); Grant and Jemmett 1985 (1660-1710).
# 11) 27261 (7/64): Pope 1988 (1660-1710); Oswald 1969 (17th century Barnstaple
pipe); Grant and Jemmett 1985 (1660-1710).
# 12) 18099 (7/ 64): Pnpe 1988 (166G-1710); Oswald 1969 (17th century Barnstaple
pipe); Grant and Jemmett 1985(1660-1710).
#13) 30781 (7/64): Pope 1988 (1660-1710); Oswald 1969 ( 17th century Barnstaple
pipe); Grant and Jemmett 1985(1660-1710).
#14) 29030 (6/64): Pope 1988 (1660-1710); Oswald 1969 (17th century Barnstap le
pipe); Grant and Jemmett 1985 (166().. l7t O).
#1 5) 6710 (7/64): Pope 1988 (1660-1710); Oswald 1969 (17th century Barnstaple
pipe); Grant and Jemmett 1985 (1660-1710).
# 16) 7305 (8/64) : Pope 1988 (1660-1710); Oswald 1969 (17th century Barnstaple
pipe); Grantand Jemmett 1985(1660-1710).
# 17) 6886 (7/64) : Pnpe 1988 (1660-1710); Oswald 1969 (17th century Barnstaple
pipe); Grant and Jemmett 1985 (1660-1710).
#18) 7118 (7/64) : Pope 1988 (1660-1710); Oswald 1969 (17th century Bamstaple
pipe); Grant and Jemmett 1985 ( 1660-1710).
# 19·21) 5695a-< (3 bowls) (7/64): Pope 1988 (166G-171O);Oswald 1969 (17th
centuryBarnstaplepipe); Grantand Jemmett 1985 (1660-1110).
~: Destructionof Storehouse. Dutch 1673 (40 bowls).
# 1) 143089 (8/64) : Oswald 1975 (160D-40); Noel Hume 1969 (1610-40); Atkinsnn
& Oswald 1969 (1610-40).
# 2) 138552 (8/64): Oswald 1975 (16()().40); Noel Hume 1969 (1610-40); Atkinson
& Oswald 1969 (1610-40).
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#3) 1436<iO (8{64): Pope 1988 (1620-50); Oswald 1975 (1600-40); Noe l Hume
1969 (161040).
#4) 131357 (7{64): Pope 1988 (1620-50); Oswald 1975 (1600-40); Noel Hume
1969 (161040).
#5) 132645 (6{64): Pope 1988 (1620-50); Oswald 1975 (1600-40); Noel Hume
1969 (161040 ).
#6) 132797 (7{64) : Oswald 1975 (1640-<\0); Noel Hume 1969 ( 1620-60); Atkinson
& Oswald 1969 (1640-<\0).
#7) 134056 (7{64): Oswald 1975 (1640-60); Noel Hume 1969 ( 1620-60); Atkinson
& Oswald 1969 (1640-60).
#8) 129653 (6{64): Oswald 1975 (1640-60); Noel Hume 1969 (1620-60); Atkinson
& Oswald 1969 (1640-60).
#9) 56298 (7{64): Oswald 1975 (1640-60); Noel Hume 1969 (1620-60); Atkinson
& Oswald 1969 (1640-60).
#10) 62072 (6{64): Oswald 1975 (1640-70); Pope 1988 (1640-80); Noel Hume
1969 (1645-65).
#11) 66745 (7{64): Atkinson & Oswald 1969 (I660-SO); Oswald 1975 (1660-80).
#12) 151004 (7{64): Noe l Hume 1969 ( 1650-80); Atkinsoo & Oswald 1969
(1680-1710).
#(3) 76902 (7{64): Noe l Hume 1969 (1680-1710); Atkinson & Oswald 1969
(1680-1710).
#14) 144318 (no measureme nt): Oswald in Fairclough 1976 (c. 1730?).
#15) 48002 (7{64) MM on bowl: Noel Hume 1969 (1680-1710); Oswald 1975
(1730-60); Pope 1988 (1660-1710).
#16) 77811 (7{64): Pope 1988 (1660-1710); Oswald 1975 (1670-80) .
#17) 149342 (no measurement) MM on heel: Pope 1988 (1660- 17101); Grant and
Jemm ett 1985 (1660-1710).
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#18) 77693 (8/64): Atkinson & Oswald 1%9 (166G-80);Pope 1988 (164~0).
#19 ) 149316 (7/64): Atkinson & Oswald 1%9 (166G-80);Noel Hume 1969
(1645-65).
#20 ) 41375 (7/64): Pope 1988 (166<1-1710); Oswald 1%9 (171h century Bams taple
pipe); G rant and Jemmen 1985 ( 166<1-1710).
#21) 37843 (7/64): Pope 1988 (166<1-1710); Oswald 1%9 (171h century Bams taple
pipe); Grant and Jemmen 1985 (166<1-1710).
#22 ) 41100 (7/64 ): Pope 1988 (166<1-1710); Oswald 1969 (171h century Barns taple
pipe) ; G rant and Jemme tt 1985 (1660-1710).
#23) 41374 (7/64): Pope 1988 (166<1-1710); Oswald 1969 (171h cen tury Bamstaple
pipe); G rant and Jemmett 1985 (1660-1710).
#24) 41088 (7/64 ): Pope 1988 (1660-1710); Oswald 1969 (171h century Bamst aple
pipe); Grant and Jemmett 1985 (1660-1710).
#2 5) 42384 (6/64): Pope 1988 (166<1-1710); Oswald 1%9 (171h cen tury Barns tap le
pipe) ; Grant and Jemmett 1985 (166<1-1710).
#26) 42011 (8/64): Pope 1988 (166<1-1710); Oswald 1%9 (171h century Bams taple
pipe); Grant and Jemmett 1985 (1660-1710).
#27) 79103 (6/64): Pope 1988 (166<1-1710); Oswald 1%9 (171h century Bams taple
pipe) ; Gran t and Jemmen 1985 (166<1-1710).
#28) 40083 (8/64): Pope 1988 (166<1-1710); Oswald 1% 9 (171h century Bams ta ple
pipe) ; Grant and Jemmett 1985 (1660-1710).
#29 ) 41373 \l/64): Pope 1988 (1660-1710); Oswald 1969 (171h cen tury Bams taple
pipe); Grant and Jemmett 1985 (166<1-1710).
#30) 41086 (7/ 64): Pope 1988 (1660-1710); Oswald 1969 (171h century Bamst aple
pipe) ; Grant and Jemmett 1985 (1660-1710).
#3 1) 42650 (8/64): Pope 1988 (1660-1710); Oswald 1%9 (171h century Bamstaple
pipe); Gran t and Jemme tt 1985 (166<1-1710).
m#32) 66537 (6/64): Pope 1988 (1660-1710) ; Oswald 1969 (171bcentury Barustaple
pipe); Grant and Jemmert 1985 (1660-1710) .
#33) 666S8 (7/ 64): Pope 1988 (1660- 1110); Oswald 1969 (171b century Bamstaple
pipe); Grant and JeDDOen 1985 ( 1660-1710).
#34) 131842 (8/64): Pope 1988 (1660-1710); Oswald 1969 (I 71b century
Barns taple pipe) ; Grant and Jemmen 1985 (1660-1710).
#35) 10Dg stem & bowl (DO #1 ) (7/64): Pope 1988 (1660-1110); Oswal d 1969
(l7th century Bams taple pipe); Grant and Jemmett 1985 (1660-1710).
# 36) 60790 (no measurement ): Atkinson & Oswald 1969 (1660-80); Oswald 1975
( 1660-80).
#3T) 60156 (DO measurement): Oswald 1975 (1660-80); Pope 1986 analysis
(1660-80); Noel Hume 1969 (1650-80).
# 38) 143808 (no measu rement) : Oswald 1975 ( 1660-80); Pope 1986 analysis
(1660-80); Noel Hume 1969 (1650-80) .
#39) 48012 (6/64): Pope 1988 (1660-1110); Oswald 1969 ( 171bcentury Barnstaple
pipe) ; Grant and l emmen 1985 (1660-1710).
#40) 45054 (7/64) : Pope 1988 (1660-1710); Oswald 1969 (171b century Bamst aple
pipe ); Grant and Jemmett 1985 ( 1660- 1710).
~: Collapse of the seawall, Dutch 1673 (2 howls).
# 1) 187812 (6/ 64): Noel Hume 1969 (1645-65) ; Atkinson & Oswald 1969
( 1660-80); Atyn 1979 (1660-80).
# 2) 187788 (7/64) : Pope 1988 (1660-1710); Oswald 1969 (171b century Bams ta ple
pipe ); Grant and l emmen 1985 (1660-1710).
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.ERnt.jS: Cowb ouse occupation/destruction layer, Fre nch attack of 1696
(20 bowls).
#1) 38698 (6/64) : Noel Hume 1969 (1690-1750); Atkinson & Oswald 1969
(1690-1720).
#2) 84416 (7/64) MM on bowl: Noe l Harne 1969 (168ll- 1710); Atkinson &
Oswald 1969 ( 1700-40); Walleer 1977 (1660-82) ; Faulkner 1987 ( 1660-97) .
#3) 40528 (7/64): Atldnson & Oswald 1969 (1700-40) ; Walleer 1977 (1690-1nO).
#4) 40962 (6/64): Noe l Hum e 1969 (1700-70); AtIdnson & Oswald 1969
(1700-70); Walker 1977 (1690-1nO).
#5) 41338 (5/64): Noel Hume 1969 (1700-70); Atkinson & Oswald 1969
(1700-70); Wal ke r 1977 (169O-1nO) .
# fi) BU92 (7/64): Pnpe 1988 (1660-1710); Oswald 1969 (17th century Barnstaple
pipe) ; Grant and Jemmett 1985 (1660-1710).
#7) 149762 (7/64): Pope 1988 (1660-1710); Oswald 1969 ( 17th century Barnstaple
pipe) ; Grant and Jemmett 1985 (1660-1710).
#8) 84J88 (7/ 64): Pope 1988 (1660-1710); Oswal d 1969 (17th century Barustaple
pipe ); Gran t and Jemmen 1985 ( 166Q.. 1710 ).
#9) 40419 (7/ 64) MM on hee l: Pope 1988 (1660-1710); Oswald 1969 (17th
century Bamstaple pipe); Grant and Jemmett 1985 (1~1710) .
#10) 12544 1 (6/64): Pope 1988 (1660-1710); Oswald 1969 ( 17th cen tury
Bams taple pipe ); Gran t and Jemmett 1985 ( 166Q..1710).
# 11) 44902 (7/64): Pope 1988 (1660-1710); Oswald 1969 (17th century Barnstaple
pipe); Grant and Jemmett 1985 (1660-17 10).
#12) 41340 (6/64) MM on heel : Pope 1988 (1660-1710); Oswald 1969 (17th
century Bamsta ple pipe) ; Grant and Jernmett 1985 (1660-1710) .
#13) 54531 (7/64 ): Pope 1988 (1660-1710); Oswald 1969 (17th century Barnstap le
pipe) ; Grant and Jemmert 1985 (l66o-1710).
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# 14) 41288 (6/64): Pope 1988 (1660-1710); Oswald 1969 (17th century Barusta ple
pipe); Grant and Jemmett 1985 (1660-1710).
# 15) 151694 (7/64) : Pope 1988 (1660-1710); Oswald 1969 (17th century
Barnstaple pipe); Grant and Jemmett 1985 (1660-1710) .
#1 6) 40523 (6/64) : Pope 1988 (1660-1710); Oswald 1969 (17th century Barnstaple
pipe) ; Grant and Jemmett 1985 (1660- 1710).
#1 7) 82484 (7/64) : Pope 1988 (1660-1710); Oswald 1969 (17th century Barnstaple
pipe) ; Grant and Jemmett 1985 (1660-1710).
# 18) 161244 (6/64): Pope 1988 (1660-1710); Oswald 1969 (17th century
Barnstap le pipe); Grant and Jemmett 1985 (1660-1710).
#19) 149652 (7/64): Pope 1988 (1660-1710); Oswald 1969 (17th century
Barnstaple pipe) ; Grant and Jemmett 1985 (1660-1710) .
# 20) 85546 (7/64) : Pope 1988 (1660-1710); Oswald 1969 (17th century Barnstaple
pipe); Grant and Jemme tt 1985 (1660- 1710).
E!mLJJ: Cowhouse occupation/destruction layer, French attack of 16961
(Sbowls).
#1 ) 44910 (7/64): Pope 1988 (1660-1710); Oswald 1969 (17th century Bamsraple
pipe); Grant and Jemmett 1985 (1660-1710) .
# 2) 44903 (7/64): Pope 1988 (1660-1710); Oswald 1969 (17th century Barnstaple
pipe) ; Grant and Jemme tt 1985 (1660-17 10).
#3) 141935 (7/64) : Pope 1988 (1660-1710);Oswald 1969 (17th century Barnstaple
pipe); Grant and Jemmett 1985 (1660-1710).
#4) 31159 (7/64): Pope 1988 (1660-1710); Oswald 1969 (17th century Bamstaple
pipe); Grant and Jemmett 1985 (1660-1710).
# 5) 63049 (7/64) : Pope 1988 (1660-1710); Oswald 1969 ( 17th century Barnstap le
pipe); Grant and Jemme tt 1985 (1660-1710).
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E!ml..D: Clay and shattered rock associated with Event 45 occupation!
destruction (2 bowls) .
#1) 152138 (6/64): Noel Hume 1969 (1700-70); Atkinson & Oswald 1969
(1700-70) ; Walker 1977 (1690-1720).
#2) 152159 (7/64): Pope 1988 (1660-1710); Oswald 1969 (17th century Barnstaple
pipe); Grant and Jemmett 1985 (1660-1710).
ERnI..1S: Early-mid 18th century occupation layer ( 16 bowls).
#1) 50638 (no measurement) MM on side of bowl: Oswald 1975 (1706-23);
Mark 1968 (168Q.1730).
#2) 42264 (5/64) MM on side of bowl: Oswald 1975 (1706-23) ; Mark 1968
(168Q.1730).
#3) 47083 (no measurement) MM on side of bowl : Oswald 1975 (1706-23);
Mark 1968 (168Q.1730).
#4) 40327 (5/64) MM on side of bowl: Oswald 1975 (1716-49).
#0) 79645 (6/64): Noel Hume 1969 (1700-70); Atkinson & Oswald 1969
(1700-70); Walker 19n (169Q.1720).
#6) 38406 (6/64): Noel Hume 1969 (17OQ.70); Atkinson & Oswald 1969
(1700-70); Walker 19n (169Q.1720).
#7) 41889 (5/64): Noel Hume 1969 (1700-70); Atkinson & Oswald 1969
(1700-70); Walker 19n (169Q.1720).
#8) 85272 (6/64) : Noel Hume 1969 (1700-70); Atkinson & Oswald 1969
(1700-70) ; Walker 19n (169Q.1720).
#9) 38024 (6/64): Pope 1988 (1660-1710); Oswald 1969 (17th century Bamstaple
pipe); Gran' and Jemmett 1985 (1660-1710).
#10) 42387 (7/64): Pope 1988 (1660-1710); Oswald 1969 (17th century Barnstaple
pipe); Gran, and Jemmett 1985 (166Q.171O).
#11) 38410 (7/64) : Oswald 1975 (1660-1680).
#(2) Z48S6(5/64): Noel Hume 1969 (1700.70); Atkinson & Oswald 1969
(1700.70); Walker 1977 (1690-1720).
#U) 77733 (6/64): Noel Hume 1969 (1700.70); Atkinson & Oswald 1969
(1700.70); Walker 1977 (1690-1720).
#14) 44466 (6/ 64): Noel Hume 1969 (1700.70); Atkinson & Oswald 1969
(1700.70); Walker 1977 (1690-1720).
#15) 41693 (6/ 64): Noel Hume 1969 (1700.70); Atkinson & Oswald 1969
(1700.70); Walker 1977 (1690-1720).
# 16) 40966 (6/64) : Noel Hume 1969 (1700.70); Atkinson & Oswald 1969
(1700.70); Wal ker 1977 (1690-1720).
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MAKER'S MARKS AND DECORATIONS ON 39 AREA C PIP ES
• All Maker's Marks and decorated pipes are taken from the following
Events in acco rdance with Area Cs stratigrap hic sequence:
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- Event 26
• Event 8
• Stratum 3(J a}
• Event 6
• Event 44
• Event 9
• Event 16
• Stratum 18
- Event 45
• Event 33
• Event 53
• Event 25
Analysis includes: Maker Mark identification, source(s) of identification, along
with pipe bowl dating and bo re measurement where appropriate.
~: Early West Country occupation (1 decorated stem)
#1 ) 48421 (6/64) : Moulded stem (D utch design) Possible fragment of Raleigh
pipe?
- Oswald 1975 (1630-50)
- Brongers 1964 (1620-40)
- Dueo 1981 (1630-50)
fufnlJ.: Ini tial fill layer in Area C (2 decorat ed stems).
# 1) 72668 (7/64): Multiple Fleur de Lys pattern on stem.
- Bradley & DeAnge lo 1981 (17th century date)
- Oswald 1969 (no date, Dutch origin)
# 2) 152878 (8/64): Fleur de Lys and rouletted stem design.
• Oswald 1969 (no date, Dutch origin)
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Stratum 3 (3a): Fill layer discovered in 1986. equivalent to Event 8
(2 Maker's marks).
#1) 5816 (8/64): Comp lete bowl wiRC maker's mark on heel.
- Pope 1988 (1640-70)
- Atkinson & Oswald 1969 (1640-70)
#2) S540 (no measurement): Near complete bowl with crude 8 spoked wheel
maker's mark on heel .
- Pope 1986 analysis (1640-70)
- Oswald 1969 (no date, just identification)
- bowl shape date (1640-60), Atkinson & Oswald 1969
- Tatman 1985 (1650-60)
ErmU: Occupation layer above flagstone floor in storehouse (1 decorated stem).
#1) 45619 (7/64) : Moulded stem with raised floral designs (Dutcb?).
- Brongers 1964 (beginning of 17th century)
- Oswald 1969 (Dutch 17th century)
- similar to 'Baroque" style in Oswald 1975 (162040)
• Oswald in Fairclough 1976 (c. 1640)
~: Occupation layer from storehouse floor (1 bowl w/MM and 1 decorated
stemw/MM).
#1) 59986 (8/64): Near complete bowl wI crowned rose and I.H. maker's mark
on the heel (Dutchj).
• Exact duplicate in Oswald 1969(no date , Dutch origin)
• crowned rose design in Oswald 1975 (162040)
- bowl shape date (161Q-40).Atkinson & Oswald 1969
#1) 151671 (7/64): decorated stem with rouletting. diamond shapes and LE
makers mark, attributed to Uuellin Evans (1661·1688).
- Oswald 1975 (1661-88)
- Camp 1982 (1661-1688)
- Faulkner 1987 (1661-86)
1:79
ERnt..!: Destruction of storehouse. Dutch 1673 (3 Maker's marks and 3
decorated stems).
#1) 154184 (7/64) : Multiple Fleur de Lys pattern on stem.
• Pernambucano de Mello, in Davey 1983 (1634-54)
- Bradley & DeAngelo 1981 (17th century date)
- Oswald 1969 (no date, Dutch origin)
#2) IS409S (7/64) : Multiple Fleur de Lys pattern on stem.
- Bradley & DeAngelo 1981 (17th century date )
- Oswald 1969 (no date, Dutch origin)
#3) 154109 (7/64) : Moulded stem, Dutch ?, Raleigh pipe stem fragment.
- Oswald 1975 (1630-50)
- Brongers 1964 (1620-40)
- Duco 1981 (1635-65)
#4) 44067 (no measurement): Pipe heel with BA RVM maker 's mark.
- attributed to Bamstaple by Oswald 1969 (no date)
- bowl shape date (166~1710) Pope 1988
- Gran t and Jemmert 1985 (1660-1710)
#5) 73745 (7/ 64): Heart-shaped pipe beel wi WP maker's mark.
- ??111
#6) 30770 (7/64 ): Pipe heel with SA RVM maker's mark.
- attributed to Barnstaple by Oswald 1969 (no date)
- bowl sbape date (1660-1710) Pope 1988
- Grant and Jemmett 1985 (1660-1710)
Enm.1..1i: Destruction of storehouse, Dutch 1673 (2 Maker 's marks).
#1) 149342 (no measurement) : Partial bowl with BA RVM maker's mark on the
heel.
- attributed to Bamstaple by Oswald 1969 (no date)
- bowl sbape date (1660-1710) Pope 1988
- Grant and Jemmett 1985 (1660-1710)
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# 2) 48002 (7/64): Partial bowl with WE maker's mark on back of bowl.
- attributed to William Evans (c.l660) Camp 1982
- WE maker's mark dated by Oswald 1975 (1670-1700)
- Faulkner 1987 (1660-1697)
- Walker 1977 (1660-82)
S1ra..tY..m..1.: Destruction layer discovered in 1986. Equivalent to Event 's 9 & 16
(2 Maker's marks and 3 decorated stems) .
# 1) 7318 (no measurement) : Pipe bee l with BA RVM maker's mark .
- attributed to Barns taple by Oswald 1969 (no date)
- bowl shape da te (1660-1710) Pope 1988
- Grant and Jemmett 1985 (1660-1710)
#2) 30788 (7/64): Small stem fragment with single Fleur de Lys stamp.
- Bradley & DeAngelo 1981 (17th century date)
- Oswald 1969 (no date . Dutch origin)
# 3-4) 27960/27961 Gain) (6/64) : Stem fragmen t with spiral Outing.
- Bradley & DeAngelo 1981 (late 17th century)
- Rutter & Davey in Davey 1980 (17Q0-60)
# 5) 16421 (5/64): Near complete bowl wI crowned suns on each side of the heel.
- bowl dates (1700-70), Atkinson & Oswald 1969
- illustrated in Oswald 1975 (no date)
- identified as crowned rosettes by Laws & Oswald in Davey 1981
(18th century)
- Mark 1968 (1700-40)
~: Cowhouse occupation /destruction layer, French attack of 1696
(9 Makers marks) .
#1)40419 (7/64): Complete bowl w] BA RVM maker 's mark on the heel.
- attributed to Bams taple by Oswald 1969 (no date)
- bowl sbape date (166Q.1710) Pope 1988
- Grant and Jemmett 1985 (1660-1710)
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#2) 84416 (7/64): Complete bowl with WE maker's mark on the back of bowl.
- attributed to William Evans (c.1660) Camp 1982
- WE maker's mark dated by Oswald 1975 (1670-1700)
- Faulkner 1987 (166G-1697)
- Walker 1977 (166lHl2)
# 3) 41340 (6/64): Near complete bowl wi maker's mark on the heel
(star surrounded by circles), Dutch origin?
- Oswald 1969 (168ll-1700)
- Pipe bowl style from last quaner of 17th century .
- Duro 1981 (167ll-90)
#4) 41357 (6/64): Partial pipe bowl with only a portion of a maker' s mark on the
side of the bowl, appears to be E REED.
- Oswald 1975 identifies as Edward Reed. 1706-23)
- Walker 1977 (1706-23)
- Mark 1968 (168ll-1730)
# 5) 38870 (6/64) : Partial pipe bowl with maker's mark RIB on sides of heel.
• Oswald 1969 identifies as Rodger Browne (c.1750)
# 6-8) 149519, 41207 ,41692 (5/64) : Stem fragments bearing the mark RVB
SID NEV.
• Possibly Reuden Sydney (1697-1748) as described in Oswald 1975.
#9) 40529 (no measurement): Bowl fragment with RT mark on the back of bowl.
- Alexander in Davey 1983 identifie s this mark as Robert Tippet
(169ll-1725)
- Mark 1968 (168ll-1730)
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E!m.1...JJ.: Cowbouse occupation/destruction layer, Fren ch attack of 1696
(1 decorated stem) .
#1 ) 38231 (7/64): decorated stem with line of dots within circles and progressively
wider lines of roule tting (DUICh origin?).
- Alexander in Davey 1983 identifies this des ign as possibly Du tch
(1700-25)
• Faulkner 1987 refers to this design as chain an d de ntate pattern
( 165l).17oo 's)
- similar style dating (c.1700) of Dutch manufa ctur e. Oswald in Fairclough
1976
- W alk er an d Wells in Davey 1979 found th ese des igns in a 1716 -50 co ntext
~: Clay and sha tte red rock associated with Eve nt 45 occup ation/
destruction (1 Maker's mark and 1 decorated stem).
#1) 149656 (7/ 64): decorated stem with roule tting, diam ond shapes and LE
makers mark, attrib uted to Uuellin Evans ( 1661-1688).
- Osw al d 1975 ( 1661-88)
- Camp 1982 (166 1-1688)
- Fa ulkn e r 1987 (166l-ll6)
#2 ) 152190 (J / 64): decorated stem with diamo nd patt erns.
- Faulkner 1987 refers to this design as open diamond chain, Du tch design
( 1650's-1700 's)
- Oswald in Fai rclo ugh 1976, Du tch (1640-90)
Ettn.l...1S: Ear ly-mid 18th century occupatio n layer (6 Make rs marks) .
#1) 42264 (5/ 64): Parti al pipe bowl with only a ponion of a makers mark on the
side of the bo wl, appears to be E REED.
- Oswald 1975 identifies as Edward Reed , 1706-23 )
- Walker 1977 ( 1706-23)
- Mark 1968 (1 68l). 1730 )
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#1.) 50638 (no measu reme nt): Partial pipe bowl withonly a portion of a make r's
mark on the side of the bowl, appears to be E REED .
· Oswald 1975 identifies as Edward Reed, 1706-23)
- Walker 1977 (1706-23)
- Mar k 1968 ( 168ll-1730)
#3) 47083 (no measurement): Parti al pipe bowl with only a portion of a maker's
mark on the side of the bowl, appears to be E REED.
- Oswald 1975 identifies as Edward Reed, 1706-23)
- Walke r 19n (1706-23)
- Mark 1968 (168ll-1730)
#4) 38018 (5/64): Stem fragment with the maker'smark RVB SID NEV.
· Possibly Reuden Sydney (1697-1748) as described in Oswal d 1975 .
# 5) 450U (5/64) : Stem fragment with the maker's mark RVB SID NE Y.
-Possibly Reud en Sydney (1697-1748) as described in Oswald 1975.
# 6) 4032 7 (6 /64): Pipe bowl fragment with maker's mark IB on the side of the
bowl.
• Oswald 1975 J ohn Bryant (1716-1749)
APPENDIX C
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AREA C ROOF SLATE D1STR1BunON
(According to Event and excavation uni t: including bothcomplet e slates and fragments)
E74 N34 = I
E80 N31 - I
E80 N33 - 42
E80 N34 = 14
ESI N24- I
ESI N31= I
ESI N32 = I
ESI N33= 31
ESI N34= 48
ES2 N16= 13
ES2 N31 = 74
E82 N32 = 2
E82 N33 = 77
E82 N35= 78
E83 N16= I
E83 N23= 2
E83 N31 - 64
E83 N32 = 2
E83 N33 = 74
E83 N35= 60
E83 N39 - 16
E84 N32 - I
E84 N33 - I
E84 N34 - 158
E84 N35= 60
E84 N36= 25
E84 N38 = 25
Total roof slates in Event 16: 1,282
E84 N39= 28
E85 N31= I
E85 N33= 54
E85 N34= 27
E85 N36= 12
E85 N35= I
E85 N39= I
EB6 N33- 28
ES6 N34= 5
E86 N35= 3
E86 N36- 1
E86 N39= 33
E87 N30= 33
E87 N31-2= 6
E87 N34= 19
E87 N35= 5
E87 N36= 5
ES7 N37= 4
ES7 N38= 28
ES7 N39= 18
EB8 N30= 30
EBB N34= 1
EBB N35= 23
EBB N36= I
EBB N4O= 40
ES9 N35= I
EB9N4O=1
E71 N31= I
E73 N24= I
E73 N2S= I
E73 N29= 5
E74 N27= 2
E74N35= 4
E76 N30 = 15
E76 N32 = 41
E76 N33 = 8
E76 N34= 38
E76 N36 = 4
E77N27= 3
E77N31= 47
E77 N32= 22
E77 N34= 1
E77 N35= 1
Total roof slates in Event 9: 499
E70 N34= 1
E72 N34= 36
E73 N33= 19
E73 N34= 45
E74 N24= I
E74 N31= I
E74 N33= 10
Total roof slates in Event 6: 305
E78 N21= 19
E78 N24= I
E78 N31= 9
E78 N32= 20
E78 N33= 86
E78 N33-5= 2
E78N35=3
E78 N39= I
E78-9 N21= 36
E79 N31= 8
E79 N32= 13
E79 N33= 2
E79 N34= 63
E79 N35= 40
E79 N37= 1
E80 N24= 1
E74 N34= 95
E75 N34= 20
E78 N33= 1
E78 N34= I
E80 N33= 36
E80 N34= 39
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Jmnill
E76 N32= 1 E85 N38= 2
E79 N32= 1 E87 N29= 1
E82N31= 52 E87 N35= 2
E84 N38= 9 E87 N37= 2
E85 N30= 2 E89N34=7
E85 N34= 94
Total roof slates in Event 19:173
Emil.M
E81 N31= 1 E87N34=2
E82 N32= 1 E88 N34= 1
E83N31= 2 E8BN37= 1
Total roof slates in Event 44: 8
~
E82 N26= 2
E84 N23= 27
E88 N35= 1
E89 N35= 51
Total roof slates in Event 45: 81
~
E77 N33-5= 10 E84 N26= 1
E81 N26= 39 E84 N29= 21
E83 N25= 16 E85 N30= 3
E83 N27= 4 E86 N28= 1
E84 N24= 1
Total roof slates in Event 47:96
Stra tum J (J986)
E 72 N34= 10
Stratum J3 (J986)
E72 N32 = 15
E72 N33= 33
E72 N34= 14
E72 N35= 1
No Event « 748
E<a1ll.I:l:..!J (Privy)
Event 49 = 4
Event 50"" 2
Event 114"" 1
Event 128"" 12
No Event> 3
E67 N16= 1
ESI N30= 16
ES6 N36= 1
E7<l-1 N36-7 = 3
ESI N26 = 23
E84 N32= 1
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MIS CEL LANEOUS EVENTS
ESON26= 15
ESON27=2
ESI N28= 11
E85 N30= 1
E77 N31= 1
E80 N23= 13
E66 N32= 21
E66 N33= 1
E68 N34= 1
ES6 N39= 1
ES7 N30= 2
ES7-9 N28= 11
ES8 N27= 43
ES9 N30= 1
Total roofslates in Misc. Events: 1,012
FLD·<> 51
E69 N17= 1
E69 N21= 28
E70 N33-5= 7
E1l N33= 41
E1l N34E 7
E77 N33= 2
E82 N26= 1
E83 N25= 97
E84 N34= 1
E84 N39= 3
E85 N34= 2
Total roof slates with no Events: 241
TOTAL ROOF SlATES (both whole and fragmentary) FROM AREA C: 3,697
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ANALYSIS OF COMPIEI'E ROOF SLATES
The foUowing results are from the analysis of complete roof slates (207) excavated
at Area C. Slates were sorted according to length and width.
Four different slate lengths were used to roof the storehouse. When each length
group was nailed to the roof, it was necessary to have a variety of different widths
because every slate had to cover the junction of the two slates below it. Therefore. each
length group also contained a variety of widths.
6 INCH RANGE (length range from 6 to 6 %inches; three different widths)
- 3 IA to 3 %inches wide (5 slates)
- 4 to 4 %inches wide (24 slates)
- 5 to 5 %inches wide (12 slat es)
TOTAL SlATES IN 6 INCH RANGE= 41
7 INCH RANGE (length range from 7 to 7 %inches : six different widths)
- 3V4 to 3 %inches wide (7 slates)
- 4 to 4 %inches wide (23 slates)
- 5 to 5 %inches wide (31 slates)
- 6 to 6 %inches wide (29 slates)
- 7 to 7 JA inches wide (5 slates)
- 8 to 8 'A inches wide (3 slates)
TOTAL SlATES IN 7 INCH RANGE= 98
8 INCH RANGE (length range from 8 to 8 %inches; seven diffe re nt widths)
- J V. to 3 Y.z inches wide (2 slates)
- 4 to 4 %inches wide (9 slates)
- 5 to 5 %inches wide (14 slates)
- 6 to 6 Y.z inches wide (16 slates)
- 7 to 1 Y.z inches wide ( 14 slates)
- 8 to 8 %inches wide (3 slates)
- 9 to 9 %inches wide (2 slates)
TOTAL SLATES IN 8 INCH RANGE = 60
10 INCH RANGE (length range from 10 tAto 10 %inches; four different widths)
- S to 5 %incbes wide (3 slates)
- 8 to 8 Y.z inches wide (3 slates)
- 11 inches wide (1 slate)
- 14 Y.z inches wide (1 slate)
TOTAL SLATES IN HINCH RANGE= 8
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